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$2.00 A YEAR

at the first sign of SORE THROAT

NOVEMBER 1928

THE ETUDE

Page 809

Listerine,
quick!
It has
amazing power
against germs
Kills test bacteria
in 15 seconds

Y

OUR youngsters and you are
likely to have colds and sore
throat this winter. Wet feet, had a I,,
sudden changes of temperature bri < ig
them on.

Who shootes at the midday
Sunne, though he be sure
he shall never hit the marie,

alluring, forever unattainable, gleams
I

yet as sure he is he shall

?P I

R Perfedtion—that bright impossibility. Yet, since
lIC

shoot higher than who ay ms

wor^ began, there have been men who set
Perfection as their mark and strove ceaselessly

toward it. “The midday Sunne”—no less!—their target.

but at a bush.

SIR PHILIP SIDNEY

Only from such endeavor can high attainment come. From

Using simple means, why not do
such endeavor has come that great achievement in the realm

your utmost to prevent such ailments ?

of music—the creation of the Mason

Milhonsof mothers have found that
the systematic use of Listerine full
strength as a gargle keeps the mouth
bo hygienic that germs make little
headway. They have further found
that once sore throat does develop,
Listerine is a very effective means of
checking it before it becomes serious.

Prevent a cold this way? Certainly!

& Hamlin Piano.

Here is an instrument which carries the art of instrument
making to heights not reached before. How far, only the
cultured ear can fully comprehend.
Few persons are privileged to possess the Mason

& Hamlin

Piano, for few of these glorious instruments are produced.

This is easy to understand. Colds
and sore throat are caused by germs
Listerine, full strength, as shown by
countless tests in laboratories of
national repute, has amazing power
against bacteria.

Upon their making, unmeasured time and unstinted labor
are lavished. The Mason

& Hamlin is longer in the making

than any other piano in the world. It is costlier than any
other piano. But then—it is a masterpiece.

MilHcms of ordinary colds start when germs, carried

5T2 rjTth- drIop

taken to render them harmless.
wiAListenrineCTPli8h ^ by rinsi“® ^ hands
meal.
’
many ph'slc,ans do, before each

a

,i,„ „1Ul .

""pU “* ““>■

For example, it kills even the viru¬
lent B. Typhosus (typhoid) and M.
Aureus (pus) germs in 15 seconds.
So, at the first sign of throat irrita¬
tion use Listerine. Keep it up. Ifim.
provement is not rapid, consult your
physician, as many serious diseases
manifest themselves first with sore
throat symptoms. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

MADE IN BOSTON
$1650

to

$3000

Period Models to $22,500

Jn initial payment of 10% will place a Mason & Hamlin in your home.
.

Salons in principal cities

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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NEW PUBLICATIONS!
“The Musical Ladder”
For Beginners at the Piano;
Foundation studies in the keys of C,
G and F. Both clefs presented at
once, with Middle C as a tone center
and then working both ways; covers
scale building, simple chord forma¬
tion, word-rhythms, etc. Real child
interest makes concentration easy.
Ninety musical examples; 52 pages.
Price, 75 cents

“Jolly Times”

Easy Piano Duets by Mathilda Bilbro
“Playing Indians”
’ “Dancing in the Pavilion”
“To the Camp We Go”
"June Days”
Price, each 40 cents

“Banjo

Pickaninnies”

by the author of “Climbing”
A 2nd-grade piano teaching piece,
three large editions already ex¬
hausted.
Price, 35 cents
“Christmas Eve’s Dream”
A piano piece with juvenile or¬
chestra-parts cued in: Cymbals,
Sandblocks, Triangle, Tambourine,
Rhythm Sticks, etc. Price, 40 cents
“There Were Shepherds”
Xmas Anthem by John Prindle
Scott—Mixed Voices 18c
“The Raindrop Prelude”
by Chopin
Arranged for 3-Part Women’s
Voices, with a setting from Shakes¬
peare’s, “The quality of mercy is
not strain’d, it droppeth as the gentle
rain from heaven.”.16c
Any of the above will be sent on
approval.
For larger approval selection, see
October Etude, Page 789.

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc.
STEINWAY HALL - NEW YORK
Publisher of Standard Music

LEARN JAZZ PIANO PLAYING
i’s wonderful Instruction book s]
work?etc. 'sent postpaid for $2** Send forfree b
gardlng Home Study Course and books on all insl
Teachers wanted where we are not represented.

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Founded by Theodore Presser, 1883

“Music for Everybody

”

ALBERT “»’•
Contents for November, 1928
World of Music .
Musical Education in the Home .M. IK. Ross
Musical Home Reading Table .I. 8. Garbett
Question and Answer Department .I. do Ouichard
Editorials .
Milan, the Shrine of the Opera .J. /•’. Cooke
Johann Sebastian Bach (Etching) .Nam Bauer
Evolution of Piano Playing .I. Philipp
Master Themes the World Loves Best .
Antidotes for Unnecessary Platform Fear . E. lierumen
Children's Gaines .I. Peck
Race and Nation in Music .I. IVeissmann
Scale Writing Drill for Young Pupils .(7. M. Stein
Sketch of Egyptian Music .L. Strickland
Cun You Tell? Quiz .
First Year Ear Training.II. Dallam
Master Discs .I’. II. Reed
Band and Orchestra Department .V. J. Qrabel
Practical Aspects of School Instrumental Music. .A. Rich
Public School Music.G. L. Lindsay
Sound Reproducing Machine in the Country School
A. B. Clementson
Music Appreciation .M. Faville
Teachers’ Round Table .C. G. Hamilton
Master Lesson, “The Lark” .M. Hdmbourg
Educational Study Notes .E. A. Barrell
Singer’s Etude .
Organist’s Etude .
The Swell Pumper .II. Hackett
Organ and Choir Questions Answered .II. S. Fry
For Flexible Fingers .7'. A. Hitchings
Violinist’s Etude .R. Brains
Violin Questions Answered .R. Braine
Perfecting Practice . M. Chandler
A Rustic Blow .a. II. Roessne.r
The Beethoven Scherzo .G. II. Saunders
Memorizing of Arpeggios .Sister Callista
The Thumb ./,. S. Ashton
Junior Etude . E. A. Gest
Junior Educational Study Notes .E. A. Barrell
When is an Accompanist not an Accompanist?
R. K. Buckland
Prize Competitions .
Musical Books Reviewed .

840
840
841
842
859
860
862
86.3
864
865
866
868
869
871
873
875
875
879
882

815
816
817
818

Classic, Modern and Contemporary Master Works
Canzonetta .M. Meyer-Olbersleben
The Lark .GlinkcpBalakirew
Fughetta .J. H. Rogers
Pan’s Revels .R. 8. Stoughton
Mountain Dawn . .a. Roberts

843
844
847
848
850

Outstanding Vocal and Instrumental Novelties
Hear the Good News (Vocal) .C. C. White
Sheila (Vocal) .A. F. Kellogg
Saucy Sue (Musical Recitation) .H. Wing
God Careth for Me (Vocal) .,3/. Moore
Captivation (Violin and Piano) .G. N. Benson
Marquisette (Four Hands) .A. W. Lansing
Idylle (Organ) .C. E. Overholt

851
852
863
854
854
856
858

Delightful Pieces for Junior Etude Readers
Music of the Rain .J/. Bilbro
..p KMerer
Wild Flowers and Butterflies . H D Hewitt
In Happy Play (Four Hands) .L. J. Beer
The Water Sprites .& Heller
The Happy Darkle .R jy. Kerr
Song of the Drum (Rhythmic Orch.) ..A. P. Risher

Suite 462. 20 E. Jackson Street, Chic;
Etude readers, who desire to locate articles nub
Hshed in previous issues of “The Etude" are advised tn
consult the Reader’s Guide which is to be found in tost
V-htn
issuesprice—K
may be supplied
wnen nor out of print, °!atPr™iou*
the regular
cents

CSJ/VY PUBLISHER. OUR REFERENi
C^s. cno WRITE FOR PRICES ^ ~
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

combs::
DUNNING!

(

ARTHUR de—SINGING,
[from Rudiments to^
MUSICOLOGIST, LECTURER, 17<

OUICHARD'

NEW YORK 1
PIANO
NORMAL E
PIANO

883

TIS A CHER’S COURSE.

INSTRUCTION. S
Sight-Reading Cours

RIESBERG 1i

PIANO & ORGAN
26 West 86th St.

VE0N12 Th^y^Hamwny^Mefodv Writing,
advance—STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,° O&ijnSa* Penna.

VIRGIL
SOUTHERN

CONVERSE CQLLEGE55S
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE
be Shenandoah Valley.

AMERICANS
ANNA TOMLINSON (pupilof Leschetizky
of Forty Normal Lessons for Plain
BOYD Book
Hand PevelopmeDt^ajad Teaching Begin
analyzed technically and interpretively
uminer Normal, 098? 84th St., Berwyn

The following works which have been
offered at special pre-publication prices
are now’ published and the special price
lias been withdrawn. A brief description
and the retail price of each volume is
here given:.
New York Singing Teachers’ Associa¬
tion; Its Story. A history of this famous
organization that every teacher and stu¬
dent of singing should be glad to own.
Price, $2.50.
What Every Piano Pupil Should Know.
By Clarence G. Hamilton. This book of
precepts should be placed in the hands of
every piano student. Professor Hamilton,
whose scholarly conduct of the Teachers’
Round Table is familiar to all Etude
readers, presents here a work, the result
of wide experience, that should prove of
great benefit to everyone interested in the
study of the piano. Price, $2.00.
Little Study Pieces in the Classic Forms.
By Fannie Reed Hiur.mond. Very easy,
original compositions in the style of the
classic masters, each accompanied by a
description and a history of the ■ form.
Price, 90 cents.
Part Songs for Soprano, Alto and Bass
Voices, or S. A. B. Choruses as school
teachers and music supervisors call them,
are usually most effective when used in
Junior High School or the lower grades
of Senior High. The melody is usually in
the bass, thus giving the heavier voices of
the boys an opportunity to predominate,
the upper parts, sung by the treble voices,
filling in the harmonies. There is a
steadily’ increasing demand for a work of
this kind. Price, 75 cents.

Magazines Make Splendid Christmas Gifts
There is no more acceptable gift than a year’s subscription to a good magazine.
Below you will find a combination of the best magazines published at decided savings
when a year’s subscription to The Etude Music Magazine is included. You can
order a club or combination and have the magazine sent to different addresses.
Mention specifically if they are intended as Christmas gifts and an appropriate card
bearing your name and good wishes will be sent to the recipient. Subscriptions need
not begin until Christmas, if you will so advise. Coming every month regularly, a
subscription for a fine magazine is a permanent reminder of your thoughtfulness and
friendship.

Save Money! Order a Club Today!
& ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$'2.00') Both
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS .60 (,$2.25
Regular price .82.60 Save 35c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...
MODERN PRISCILLA _
PICTORIAL REVIEW .

rUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.
cOALL’S . l.i

J

Regular price .$3.i

$2.85
[$2.25
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE,.. ...$2.00-)
YOUTH’S COMPANION.

•

Both

$3.25

Regular price . ... $4.00) Save 75c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE... ...$2.00) Both
GOLDEN BOOK .

•■•±^[$4.75

Regular price .

_ MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,003 Both
DELINEATOR. 1.00 L^2.75
Regular price ..$3.00, ~
21
30 A Both

1)01$2.75
no j Save 25c
■:tFde music magazine..$2.(I0 )
Both
•’ARM AND FIRESIDE._Ji5 V,$2.10
.$2.25 I Save ISc
E.$2.00')
Both

iE—^ j$3.25
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00-)
YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 [
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS .60 )

All

$3.90

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.. .
FASHIONABLE DRESS . ::;±!5)$3.75
Regular price . ...$5.00 J Save $125
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE... ...$2.00-) Both
CHILD LIFE . •
$3.85
Regular priee . ... $5.00 J Save $1.15
C MAGAZINE....

Regular priee .$4.60 J Save 70c
Both
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$-2.00-1
OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS. 1.00 (
$2.35
Regular priee .$3.00J Save 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 A
All
YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 (
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.50 >$3.80

$4.00

Regular price .!.$4.50 J'Save 70c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 A
All
McCALL’S . 1.00 (
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. . 1.00 j $3.35
Regular price .$4.00JI Save 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00'
McCALL’S . 1.00 1
| YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 $4! 00
Regular price .$5.00 jJSave $1.00
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 A
All
McCALL’S . 1.00 I
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS .60 >$2.90
Regular price .$3.60 ,| Save 70c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00'| All
.McCALL’S .1.00 1
CHRISTIAN HERALD . 2.00 $4.10

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...
MODERN PRISCILLA .

:::±?)$3?00
. . . .$4.00 J Save $1.00

Regular price
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE... ...$2.00) Both
PATHFINDER . "i^}$2.35
Regular price .

$3.00
$3.50
1 $4.25
Regular price .$4-1 i j Save 2 Sc
. .$2.00 3 Both

■■±2!! >$4.75
. . $6,00 J Sl
3 Both

CINCINNATI^
DETROIT!
_
FROTH IN G H A M SSJ
KNOT
TOWSLEYS£SrS,r
Wornall Road, Kansu City, Mist

s ntury
uHeet Music

SAY “CENTURY” and get the best
Certified Music. It’s 15c (20c in Canada). Most teachers use it. Parents ap*
preciate the saving and the pupil gets
th* hASt’ Get free catalog of 2500 ses at your dealers, or write us.
Century Music Publishing Co.
“*th Street

‘iy

The European Musical Tour Prize Con¬
test is now in full swing. Enthusiasm is at
concert pitch. See announcement in this
issue of The Etude. Write to us for more
complete details and material. Every sub¬
scription must be new and remitted for
the full subscription price, $2.00. If you
are not the fortunate one to go abroad,
there are other splendid rewards which
are well worth trying for. There are no
blanks in this contest. Every contestant
not getting into the grand prize class will
receive substantial cash payment for each
subscription secured. You will he de¬
lighted with your reward when the contest
closes next April.
Don’t delay—write to-day.

Regular price .$5.00 j
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00MeOALL’S . 1.00 11 All
MODERN ^ISCIULA .2.00 $3.85
Regular price .$5.00 J| Save $1.15
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00'

PATHFINDER . 1.00 $3.25
Regular price .$4.00J|Save 75c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00^I
All
McCALL’S . 1.00
W$3.50 PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.50 >$2.80
$4.50 J Save *1.00, ?
Regular price .$3.50jISave 70c

Fine Merchandise for New
Subscriptions
Do as many other music lovers have
done in past years; without one cent cash
outlay, make Christmas gifts to those
friends whom you wish to remember, by
securing new subscriptions to The Etude
Music Magazine.
Simply collect $2.00 for a year’s sub¬
scription and send to us with your choice
Drop us a post card for descriptive
circular showing all gifts. They are well
worth tlie small effort which it takes to
secure them.

Regular price .$5.00,IJ Save $M
..$2.00’

"

‘$1.00 for 1 year LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL ~) Tn *mv OF THF
for 1 year SATURDAY EVENING POST >
„
Ur 1
for 3 years COUNTRY GENTLEMAN J ABOVE CLUBS

ADDf 2.00
1.00
Sx^JS£)^£3i)

Caution ! Beware of
Swindlers
Beware of swindlers posing as magazine
subscription agents. Pay no money to
strangers. Sign no contracts unless you
carefully read them. Do not enter into
any contract unless you are willing per¬
sonally to take the responsibility for the
loss of any money paid. We cannot be
responsible for the work of crooks who
use the canvass “that they are getting
credits for each subscription to pay for
a college tuition.” Look out for the fake
“world war veteran.” Accept no story
no matter how plausible it may seem. We
are constantly in receipt of complaints
from every section of the country Where
our musical friends have paid money and
are wondering why they have not received
their magazines.
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Master Discs

$4.0'

Now is the Time to Enter the
Etude Prize Contest

CHICAGO I

883

884
884
885
8R6
886

Violin- and Piano
By F. Seitz
As an introduction to the larger forms
of violin composition, there is no better
material than these two Concertinos. They
give the pupil at a very early stage of his
training excellent experience in playing
pieces written in the style of the Concerto.
The Concertino No 2 in G, Opus IS, may
be played by a pupil still in first position,
while Concertino No. 1 in D, Opus 15, may
be taken up when when the pupil has
learned to play in the third position. Both
of these numbers make effective solos for
the student recital. Our new editions will
show the same care in editing as has been
given to other recent additions to the
Presser Collection.
The special introductory price for either
Concertino is thirty-five cents (35c) per
copy, or sixty cents (60c) for both, post¬
paid.

Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn

MOULTON:

882
889
891

MUSIC
Fascinating Pieces for the Musical Home
Shadow Land .p. ft. grey
Espana .C. IK. Kern
A Breath of Lavender .M. L. Preston
Mazurka di Bravura .R. Krentzlin

AXEL CHRISTENSEN SCHOOL

IKS

811
812
821
823
825
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
839
840
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Concertinos No. 1 and No. 2,

Statement Made in Compliance with
the Act of Congress of
August 24, 1912
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP.
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., of
The Etude, published monthly at Philadel¬
phia, Pa., required by the act of August 24.
1912.
Editor-^!ames Francis Cooke, Philadelphia.
Managing Editor—None.
Business Manager—None.
Publisher—Theodore Presser Co., Philadel¬
phia.
Theodore Presser Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Estate of Theodore Presser, Philadelphia, Pa.
James Francis Cooke, Bala. Pa.
The Presser Foundation, Philadelphia, Pa.
Presser Beneficial Ass’n. Philadelphia, Pa.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities :
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
diiyned)
D. W. Baxks. Treas.
sworn and subscribed before me this 1st
day of October, 1928.
i seal)
John E. Thomas.
(My commission expires March 7, 1929.)

(Continued from page 838)
announcement and the development of
thematic material.
On side three the
piano again assumes the position of an
instrumental background while a solo
cello pours forth a song-like development
of the original melody. This part sug¬
gests the regular slow movement of a
concerto. Side four opens with a cadenza
for piano and then leads into what might
be considered the last movement of the
work. “From this point onward,” writes
Mr. Apthorp, “the concerto is one un¬
broken series of kaleidoscopic effects of
the most brilliant and ever-changing de¬
scription : of musical form, of musical
coherence, evenv there is less and less. It
is as if some magician in some huge cave,
the walls of which were covered with
glistening stalactites and flashing jewels,
were revealing his fill of all the wonders
of color, brilliancy and dazzling light that
his wand could command.”
Among recent orchestral discs sev¬
eral which the Victor Company has re¬
leased the writer wishes to recommend
to the attention of his readers. Gabrilowitsch leading the Detroit Symphony
made an auspicious debut as a conductor in
Chabrier’s wholly delightful Rhapsody,
Espaha, on disc number 1337. Leo Blech
and the Berlin State Opera Orchestra
give a splendid performance of the over¬
ture from Wagner’s “Flying Dutchman”
on disc number 59010. Lovers of modern
music should welcome an excellent re¬
cording of Honegger’s orchestral travesty
on an American super-locomotive, which
he terms Pacific 231. It is played by an
unnamed French Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Piero Coppola, and
may be found on Victor disc number 59011.
Blech has also recorded Berlioz’s tuneful
Roman Carnival Overture, Victor disc
number 9207, as well as the Overture to
Beethoven’s only opera, “Fidelio,” on disc
number 81257. Both of the latter are fine
examples of modern symphonic recording.

^Musical <Boo\s

viewed

The Child's First Songs in Religious Ed¬
ucation. A Cycle of Song. By Louise M.
Oglevee. Music by Rev. William G. Oglevce,
D.D. and Donovan W. Oglevee. Sixty-four
pages are included in this cloth-bound volume.
The publishers are The Vaile Company, and
the price, $1.00.
One must needs become very simple and
very sincere to describe a book such as this—
a collection of children's religious songs where
word and note are as intimately related as a
meadow-brook and bed. Children are taught
to reverence God’s house, to band in their
offering, to welcome new members and to
thank God for His gifts—all through the me¬
dium of song. Especially welcome will be
the action songs and songs for special events.
Explanations are given, also, with every
tune—guidemarks that point the way to sin¬
cere and full expression of the words.
Throughout, the goal is child-like simplicity.
These are songs that will stay in the chil¬
dren’s thoughts all through the week—songs
that mothers will soon learn from their chil¬
dren's lips and that playmates will repeat.
These are songs that will find their wav into
every land and into the hearts of all who
love beautiful and holy things.
The Roads of Melody: My Story. By Carrie
■Tacobs-Bond. Two hundred and twenty-four
pages. Cloth bound. Contains thirty very
handsome illustrations taken from the family
album belonging to Mrs. Bond. Published by
D. Appleton & Co. Priee. $2.00.
When the skies are overcast and you feel
down-hearted or discouraged, that is the time
to read this book. The successful struggle
of a courageous woman to make a living for
herself and her young son enhances the true
beauty of her many pieces with which we are
all so familiar. Here we learn the “why"
of The End of a Perfect Day. Hand in hand
with the woman who dreamed of and finally
realized “The Bond Shop,” we come to the
“end of the road" where again she fulfills
her dream by writing and planning in “Nesto'-rest,” or, as she also calls it, "A Cottage
In God's Garden.”

Magazine Catalog
The new magazine catalog, now ready,
shows the best magazines published in at- '
tractive combinations with the Etude Mu¬
sic Magazine. A postcard will bring copy.
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Let The Etude Help Solve Your Gift Problem
—and Save You Money This Christmas !
Win These Splendid Articles By Taking Orders for THE ETUDE in Your Spare Time
*

Remember all your friends with fine gifts this CHRISTMAS
—absolutely without cost or obligation to you. Just secure
adequate NEW subscriptions for THE ETUDE from your
musical acquaintances, send the orders direct to us with full
payment and we will promptly forward the premiums you
desire. You can easily and quickly win these awards. Begin
NOW and make this CHRISTMAS the best ever! Write for
complete list of awards. (Your own subscription does not

*

“WHO • SHOOTES ATTHE * MIDDAY- SUNNE.. ”
Who shootes at the midday
Sunne, though he be sure

teavily gold plate _ _ ___
ions me of the famous Park Rodger
style and make a most desirable gift.
ONLY ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.

he shall never hit the marhe,

CHINA PLATE

yet as sure he is he shall
shoot higher than who ayms
but at a bush.

DVER alluring, forever unattainable,

kv?sl
hh h

lEa

gleams

Perfection—that bright impossibility. Yet, since
the world began, there have been men who set
Perfection as their mark and strove ceaselessly

toward it. “The midday Sunne”—no less!—their target.
SIR PHILIP SIDNEY

Only from such endeavor can high attainment come. From
such endeavor has come that great achievement in the realm

jgSSMMRW*

of music—the creation of the Mason & Hamlin Piano.
Here is an instrument which carries the art of instrument
making to heights not reached before. How far, only the
cultured ear can fully comprehend.
Few persons are privileged to possess the Mason & Hamlin
Piano, for few of these glorious instruments are produced.
Upon their making, unmeasured time and unstinted labor
are lavished. The Mason & Hamlin is longer in the making

An Ideal Gift
than any other piano in the world. It is costlier than any
other piano. But then—it is a masterpiece.

MADE IN BOSTON

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

$1650 to $3000

Period Models to $22,500

An initial payment of 10% will place a Mason
hammered nickel plated crumb tray will prov<
delight and a really worthwhile award. The ti
is 7" by 7". the scraper ty." by f1'-"
Eg TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS

Salons in principal cities

1712-14 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

t'ui.oucu^brass^j'hd' kanci I13®’

?Hsk¥SutSnRSiii °ni*,

Hamlin in your home.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS!
“The Musical Ladder”

lilliS
Price) 75 cents

p“Jolly Times”B ik

“Christmas Eve’s Dream”

isSSii
“The Raindrop Prelude”
by Chopin
peare’s, “The quality of mercy is
raTnStfrraomd’heaven'peth "
Any of the above
approval.
For larger approval selection,
October Etude, Page 789.

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc.

Send for our

FREE CATALOGUE
-OF-

Classical, Popular
& Standard Music
Central Music Supply House
1028 Arch St. Phila., Pa

SPARE TIME WORK
Piano Tuning pays easily $2 to $4 an hour. Requires
about 90 minutes to tune average piano. Pay
ranges around $5 per tuning. Player work also
brings big pay. No capital needed. We train you
thoroughly at home at small cost. Two diplomas
granted. Get our free book—“Piano Tuning as

LEARN JAZZ PIANO PLAYING
^anUn^Homc^udyTo'arse’a
“ >ora
q
ENSENrCHOOL
Suite 462. 20 E. Jackson Street, Chicago, III.

Professional
Directory
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•Musical Education
m. the Home

^[TER

Conducted by
Margaret Wheeler Ross

Eleven JVeeks oAbroad !
Eleven week, abroad! (including sailings) Eleve
Europe s great Musical Shrines. Art Centers. I
Eleven weeks filled to Overflowing with intellect
delight! The trip of a lifetime! All expenses
' L to spend as you please!

iccompnnied by the full
lull name
be published.

I

RADIO

,

The Etude Music Magazine
SMakes cAn Unprecedented

HE
FOLLOWING
interesting
communication from Miss Spiller
refers to the letters which appeared
in this department in July of this year,
under the title, “Music in Babyhood."
“Music in Babyhood" is a problem which
interests parents and teachers. At one
time the child of school age was given
the most consideration. We now have
nursery schools and the psychologists have
clinics for the study of the pre-school

for aNg'w Subscriptions

Grand Prize •&*!>■■

^usica/ y
^
of

Europe

child, as well as a great saving <>i money,
For instance, if a child lack- rhythmic
ability should it be encouraged t Income
a drummer? If it lacks tone di limination should it be encouraged to study the
violin?
Modern education takes into < - isideration the thing the child wants t , do and
then gives proper guidance. Such -xperimental evidence as these tw. mothers
have should be an aid to other
Yours truly,
Isabelk Tauaferko s ,, er

YOUR HOME, TOO, IS WAITING FOR THIS

/929

The pre-school period is the first seventy months of the child’s life. Develop¬
ment during this period is very rapid.
Duets for Sight Reading
Although there are many tests measuring lV/TRS. B„ Omaha, Nebraska The very
ability in various subjects, measurement M ,)cst
j(j|
.
£

Value $1255.00 Plus $200 Spending Money

electric set

sZm,Tii'S'S Sf* y™
F““'S3
T,im
m™. to GSiSs,’£s-£r;„Ere-»
sboec“teeatththehi,rTny
Second Prize

A ^1000* Grand Piano

The Phonograph may be i
make on the 2e pTan a

A $250 Radio
Prize

$50 Cash

Sixth Prize

Seventh Prize

Eighth Prize

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

Contest Open To Everyone
a

71

73he Pre-School Period

T

fv

l\p y

- A- d , N° Blanks ~ No Obligation — No Cost

SB?52,

Register Now!
Contest Closes Abril 27th 1929
Grasp tnis glorious opportunity to realize the dram, „f I f
7 ,,,
that we may register you and send complete details and wotoTmaterialf “8 M °n“ "

experiment quoted in a book on the preschool child shows the ability of a fourmonth-old baby to respond to a musical
sound.
Ulc topic
LUl'ic “Music
music in JtSabyhood
As the
Babyhood” is a
timely one, it would be interesting for
Mrs. i*
La Aazzera
Zazzera and Mrs. H. L. to keep
cvxcs
developmental schedules of the ability of
oblecfiveTt °r
reference, having
Cv mother a y C°mpetent persons-

"fmar'
makmg hnd
has t,u' al'Pe,al that any
rt of
ensem,)lc work offers.
It is
happy
me?ns 0 breaking the monotony in mastenng the early fundamentals.
\ . aried
uuei
coIlection of duet-books
may lie kept i
the studio and a few moments
lesson used in this way with near every
lessori
in the early grades. It is advisable
to begin with the very simplest five fingCrs coverinK five notes, both hands read-

methods
In one of my classes devoted to inst
mental music for thePreschool Ch M
have a rhythm band. Children get much
pleasure and training in playing percussion
instruments and conducting the land
There are also included Special songs
about instruments and stories about must
cal children. This gives a foundation for
th,e. development of rhythmic ability
which Seashore, says is innate.
y
The two letters involved could be discussed from many points of view
Modern education allows for individual
differences. That is, an individual may
work°r st dy t° the Iimitof his
™y
with note being taken of how much deP“,d.S, on. natlve endowment, environment
and the mterest of the individual. A talented person may „ot use his talent By
setting the stage and directing the bov’s
smonSwhv
t0
n0br°y!

k me,SamC r,tCS- Thf” pr<*’ •
T
‘ hands readmg
::Terent
", C°mpass of the
"v.dved
T “If
"g gradually exttndedthe cb^ ^ begi" at
to train
J , 'ld ‘? look ahead of the fingers in
Si"8
ke<* ‘he tempo within the
aU ,° thc chlld to a'oid stumbling
he^av* be"^?' AS *he cb5ld Progresses
the c/t
!ed 0,1 to change positions at
key >')ar'1 and to play the bass that he
en.Ll . vate, thc sight-reading ability
,T ^ m both clefs. An assortment of
SR* due'-|>0°ks may be sent, from
t ’
propcr election may be made.
"• Mardha"' Michigan. With
PuP»'s it is wise to stress
alivc Tf'13'"'"8 and keeP the play spirit
kJin
, >0U have fi'e tiny children to
SvL,
’
class method, get the Toy
i? °"y instruments and make tip a
«*»«•■ A list of t™mW"a

compTish kr deie ^ Sh°U'd "0t *■

‘ ThI fanS," & hC%

fT

baby'irmonth^T1
^year
°f musie
Sh°n'd
*° ^ “E'ementary
senouTstu- ,y — months to
hi une
would
rPr
wch asplan
«a teacher:
one
wn„u «
—a tas
t,.
as ^ell
tamly furnish much material fnr
” ?!ano ^dagogy” «
K
Macklin; “The

Grand Prize Contest Department

The Etude Music Magazine

Predicting the future of a the MUsfc
_*™”c Teacher,

„n „ „ Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
■

The dilettante cultivates art for hi
pleasure of others. This is a hint!

Model 40 A. C. More pow¬
erful, more sensitive. Twotone satin finish. Fullvision Dial. Requires six
A. C. tubes and one rectify¬
ing tube. For 110-120 volt,
50-60 cycle alternating cur¬
rent. $77 (without tubes).
Also Model 42 A. C. set,
$86, and Model 44 A. C. set,
$106 (without tubes).
Model 41 D. C. set. Re¬
quires 5 D. C. tubes and 2
power tubes. $87 (without

^

; “Psychology for
Walter Swisher

P^asure~the artist fnr

Anton Rubinstein.

T

HE

POPULARITY

of the 1929 Atwater Kent

all-electric set is due largely to the judgment of
women.

Clear, consistent reception. More pow er—more than
you’ll need. Greater range—wider choice of programs.
The

Women more and more determine what kind of radio
shall be placed in the home. Why shouldn’t they? Men
listen to radio—but women live with it.

Full-vision

Dial gets your station instantly and ac¬

curately. Care in manufacture—222 tests or inspections
of each set—means continuous enjoyment.
No wonder thousands of Model 40’s—America’s favor¬

The compactness, beauty, simple operation and sensible

ite radio—are going into homes every day. You have only

price of Atwater Kent Radio have always appealed to

to talk with any owner to see what pleasure this modern

women. Now you have the 1929 version of these good

set gives. You have only to try it to see why it is so far
in the lead.

qualities—plus the great revolutionary improve¬
ment, electricity from a lamp socket instead of

Better radio at a lower price. Hard to believe? Try

from batteries. Nothing to do now but listen.
"RADIO’S TRUEST VOICE”
Atwater Kent Radio Speakers: Satin fin¬
ished. Models E, E-2 and E-3, same quality,
different in size.
Each

the Atwater Kent 40. It doesn’t argue—it proves.
On the air—every Sunday night—Atwater Kent Hour—listen in!
Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies

*20

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

A. Atwater Kent, President

47194Wissahickon Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

SHADOW LAND
INTERMEZZO

In modern style, graceful and elegant. Grade 3.

FRANK H. GREY

Moderato m.m.J-108

The Infallible Test of Time
No Course of Studies, Series, Method or School
has a Record of Acceptance Comparable with that
Shown by the Very Great Number of Copies Bought
Annually by Leading Teachers Everywhere of the

f STANDARD j
GRADED COURSE
OF STUDIES

STANDARD GRADED
COURSE OF STUDIES
Published in Ten Grades,
Each Grade Sold Separately

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

The Qreatest Studies Selected and Arranged hy World Famous Editors

T

HEINFALLIBLE TEST OF TIME has made this de¬
lightful and practical piano study course the leader
of all.
Representing the most brilliant brains of the foremost educators in the art of music, the “Standard Graded Course of
Studies has been continually enlarged, re-edited and kept
up-to-date by eminent experts. This has been done regard¬
less of expense in order to keep the work in step with the
most modern conditions of the art.
This ceaseless improvement has been going on from year to
year without ostentation. For instance, the great Spanish
virtuoso-teacher, Alberto Jonas, revised a volume a vear
or so ago, and this is the first public mention of the fact that
such a notable editing had been given that volume.

.

a ^^

^^

m

h*h« “

f

ce any grade is sold separately

^Ide^oNuDrAs^
fieldReMe in its

For very little beginner:
Course” later, «■e advise
Play far Every Day," foil

?Rlo)
ttfeT

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and Dealers - Specialists in Direct Mail Service
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

T»-

(

prtff

a port) rail.

izy

^-

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR EACH GRADE
Teachers may adopt the “Standard Graded Course” for pupils at any stage of study

D. S.
II

w Wi. i_L A_JefrfJL

±

and Tge^o^^es^^isI^Slished1EinTMi1Gr^les,^!ch CJrade^^eparate^V^I^* B*Mathews
Piano Study from the Very Beginnihgs to the Highest Degrees of Virtuosity^
Coverin"

THE PORTRAITS SURROUNDINGTHISPAGE
SHOW BUT A FEW OF
THE HUNDREDS
WHOSE STUDIES, COMPOSITIONS AND
KNOWLEDGE HAVE
BEEN UTILIZED TO
MAKE AND TO KEEP

|
1

This indicates our determined policy of keeping the “Stand,he latest
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Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 843,851, 883
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THE ETUDE
Avery attractive “song without
words” Grade 3£.

Andante espressivo
\ melodia nmrcnto

/,

a

ijg

A BREATH OF LAVENDER

m

ffimin.

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.
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MAZURKA DI BRAVURA

A showy exhibition number. Not difficult to play, but brilliant in effect. Grade 3f

RICH

J 1 1

P-129

CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA CHOOSES THE BALDWIN
/XONG preference of the foremost artists of the Chicago Civic
Opera for Baldwin, confirms its choice as the official Piano
for that renowned organization. fThe remarkable orchestral depth
of Baldwin tone; its color and responsiveness to the most subtle
moods of expression are a continued inspiration in the rehearsals.
fTo own an instrument with such associations is to bring a con¬
stant source of pride and musical gratification into your home.
fA demonstration by any Baldwin dealer will clearly reveal the
reasons for this preference. fBaldwin Grands from $1450 up in
all woods and in modern and period designs.

International

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Cincinnati
Copyright secured

PIANO

,j.<

rf
THE
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Presenting Four More Celebrated Song Composers With

(T3he

Musical Home (Reading

13able

grand

Anything and Everything, as long as it is
Instructive and Interesting

Lists of Songs For the Vocalist’s Repertoire

A

Page 821

in every golden note

Conducted by

A. S.

Garbett

, Beautifully proportioned
of their compositions are presented each month. Teachers, conce
renertoires and
non-professional singers will find much material in these lists to enrich their repertoires ana
will gain intimate knowledge of these celebrated figures in the musical wor .

KATE VANNAH

KATE
VANNAH. distinguished
woman composer, was born in

No. 15826

SO BLUE THINE EYES
By Kate Vannah
Price, 40 cents

Range

GORDON BALCH NEVIN

Gordon
balch nevin, noted
composer and organist, was bom
in Easton, Pa, in 1892, son of the com¬
poser, George B. Nevin. He was
educated in the public schools and his
musical studies were under the leading
teachers in that section of the country.
Mr. Nevin held his first position as an
organist when only fourteen years old.
Since then he has served efficiently as
organist in a number of leading churches.
For over a year he was engaged as
Nivm
musical arranger for the Skinner Organ
Company, Boston, later returning to his native state in
the capacity of church organist in one of the leading cities.
He has given upwards of a hundred organ recitals in
Eastern cities and has contributed in addition to many
fine organ compositions, several instructors for organists.
In the last few years Mr. Nevin has produced a number of
very fine vocal compositions which are listed herewith.

Gardiner, Maine, where she received
her early education. She studied the
piano and harp at St. Joseph’s College,
Emmitsburg, Maryland, and later studied
composition with Professors Eversman of
Baltimore and Marston of Portland. She
was also a pupil of Professor Perabo of
Boston. Of late years Miss Vannah has
become widely known for her ballads
and orchestral numbers. In 1925 she
won distinction by writing the musical
setting for a Hymn entitled "The Nation’s Consecration”
—a contest in which four hundred composers took part.
She also has a gift for writing verse, as is attested by the
three books which have been published.
Cat. No.

Schumann and “Tannhauser”

S*

• Gr. Price .

Cat. No.
23732 Love’s Golden Dream
9175 Love Waitcth Yet to Greet Tree
23733 Message, The.
9686 Old Time Gardens.
9687 Old Time Gardens.
13149 Painted on a Fan .
23447 Roses Are Calling. .
23939 Moonlight and Mysterv .
24060 Road to Love.
24061 Lonely Heart. High
24062 Lonely Heart. Low

16021 I Will Come Back Again.d—g
2780 MyBairnie..c- g
3531 (O) Night Unforgotten.c—F
15826 So Blue Thine Eyes.G—a
15827 So Blue Thine Eyes.F—g
2899 Song of the Road, A.c—E flat
5802 Tears of Christ (Violin Obbligato)... .d—F. flat
2530 When ’tis Summer in the Heart.d—a flat

Gr. Price

Cat. Ni

JESSIE L. PEASE
WHEN CHRIST WAS BORN
No. 17314
By R. M. Stults
Price, 40 cents

16504 Fa-r S5arnil& <S°®I! or Recitati.

23656 God's Will.’....
17124 I Love You, Dear.
19577 Is it for Me? (Sacred).r—g
5913 Once in the Bygone Days.E flat—g
7527 Only Dreaming.d—E flat
18863 Open My Eyes, O Lord.d—E flat

u

E—F

,
Vi Hr f

11

551

S’4'
12669 What I’ll Do....
12672 You Took Away tire Spring.
The range of each song is indicated with small and capital letters. The first letter is the lowest note in the sane and ,u.
1,
note is below or above the staff and the CAPITAL letter ulkZtiUsA^tf^
* the hi^ m. ■ A small letter tells that the
on a line or in a space within the staff.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Music Dealers and Publishers

The beautiful Brambach .... Style B, Standard model

1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRAMBACH
Baby Grand
4 ft. 10 in. long

/TiHE Brambach brings to your home the charm, the
distinction which only the grand piano can give.
Scaled to fit modern interiors, yet ample in volume and
with an unexcelled purity of tone. An instrument of
beauty, too, with the lustrous finish of its rich woods
and the luxurious elegance of its many period models.
Into every Brambach goes the experience of

104

years,

and the Brambach of today fully upholds its centuryold tradition of excellence. Let the nearest Brambach

The Generosity of Brahms

dealer show you the Brambach today. It is the ideal

d—Eri£*
a—C

!;5Z° JAmllyHarp.....j
1-671 I Never Knew
16805 Not a Care .
- ,

Everyone knows how Beethoven attended with one finger the subject of Bach’s Ca concert in Vienna where Liszt appeared sharp minor fugue.
as a child-prodigy, and was so overjoyed
“‘Oh, yes!’ responded Franz, nettled at
as to kiss the youngster publicly. In his being spoken of in the third person, which
biography of Liszt, Frederick Corder re¬ is very rude, and stung into ‘showing off’
lates an account of A previous meeting:
for once: ‘In what shall I play it?’ Bee¬
“Ferdinand Hiller used to tell—it is
thoven stared at him incredulously, and
p|t>bably in his Reminiscences,” says Cor¬
then in quite a different tone said: ‘Try
der, “that the Liszts, on the morning of
it
in D minor.’ Franz promptly complied,
this memorable concert, succeeded in pene¬
trating to Beethoven’s presence in order and played the first page quite correctly
to urge their petition for a theme on which transposed. Where the third subject enters
Franz might extemporize. They were very Beethoven put his hand on the little play¬
gruffly received as Beethoven hated infant er’s shoulder and said: ‘And now in E
prodigies. Adam (Liszt’s father), disap¬ minor.’ With uncanny promptitude, as if
pointed, ventured to ask that at least Bee¬ he anticipated the demand, Franz inter¬
thoven would allow the boy to give him a polated two bars, neatly modulating to the
sample of his quality. To the growling required key, and continued without hesi¬
query TV as kann der spielen? (What can tation.
he play?) Adam replied: “Almost any¬
“ ‘Blitzbube!’ (You young flash of light¬
thing you could name from Bach to Hum¬ ning !) cried Beethoven in delight, pulled
mel.’ ‘Can he play this, for instance?’ him from the piano and kissed him on
And he maliciously poked out. on the piano both cheeks.”

Range

ESftssassr*.; 5

1

9319 Sing Me a Song of the Olden Time... c—E
7542 Sing Me Some Quaint Old Ballad.d—g
7460 Sleep, Dearie, Sleep.E flat-F
7526 Song the Angels Sang, The.E flat—F
16949 There's a Longin’ in My Heart.F—F
4715 Voice Triumphant, The. High (Easter)F—g
17314 When Christ Was Born (Christmas).F—g
14226 Wondrous Story, The (Christmas).... d—g

TESSIE L. PEASE, widely-known a
J teacher of the piano and as a y
fessional accompanist, is a native
of Michigan. She comes of a musical
family, her father, Fred H. Pease, having
founded and directed the Normal Con¬
servatory of Music at Ypsilanti. After
studying with some of the country's
leading teachers, MisS Pease taught
piano at this conservatory. She also
studied in Dresden, Munich, and has
travelled extensively in China, Japan and
Jan L. Pease
Korea, where she had the Opportunity of
hearing and studying some very interesting native music. She
has had a number of songs published by various publishers
and many of her compositions have become well known
the vocal world, particularly her character songs and
musical recitations. ’
4 V0’. S°min’ Roun’ Nr, Mo’.
23367 Alone^? Com‘n'Roun’ No Mo’.
>2667 Birds Come Back.. . . .

Gr. Price
■:dr

.. . perfectly designed

opera: ‘What does the world know and
what do musicians know about pure har¬
mony? There is Wagner with his new
. opera, “Tannhauser,” a clever man, no
doubt, but packed with crazy ideas and as
bold as brass. Our aristocracy raves about
“Rienzi,” but I can’t find in his work four
consecutive bars of melody nor even cor¬
rect writing. What, can be the permanent
value of this sort of thing? I have the
score before me, beautifully printed, with
all its consecutive fifths and octaves which
no doubt he would now like to correct. But
too late! The music is not a jot better.than
his “Rienzi”—indeed rather weaker and
less natural.’
“But after hearing the work given, with¬
in a few days of this letter, Schumann d:d
not hesitate to admit his mistake and wrote
to Mendelssohn: ‘I withdraw much that I
wrote to you after reading the “Tann¬
hauser” score, for, in performance, it
comes out quite unlike my picture of it,
and much of it moved me deeply.”

Liszt—Blitzbube!

R. M. STULTS
Ever Told,” was born in Hightstown,
N. J. He received his early musical
education from various local teachers
fSBF and, because of his proficiency in music,
he became a musical instructor at Long
JtSfk Branch High School from which he had
T*'tP-W graduated. He continued his study of
W A.
the piano and theory under Professor
R. M. Srurn
Brandeis, the distinguished New York
composer and pianist; and later became
engaged in the music and piano business
in Baltimore. Upon moving to Philadelphia some years
later he was affiliated with The Heppe Piano Company, but
later severed his business connection at the suggestion of
the late Theodore Presser, in order to devote his time to
composition.
Mr. Stults began to compose while still in his teens and
he is now a prolific writer of ballads and intrumental
pieces of the better grade. Several light operas from his
■pen have been produced successfully in many parts of the
country, and in addition to the many anthems, cantatas
and part songs in his own name, he has produced over
fifty valuable graded teaching pieces under a non de plume.

In his book on Robert Schumann, Her¬
bert Bedford sheds an interesting sidelight
on the composer’s critical attitude toward
Wagner’s “Tannhauser” and his swift artd
generous acknowledgement of error after
hearing the work:
“Richard Wagner completed his opera,
‘Tannhauser,’ during 1844, and, soon after
making Schumann’s acquaintance in the
following year, presented him with a litho¬
graphed copy of the score with a friendly
.greeting. In the perusal of this work
Schumann found much in the handling pf
the orchestra to disturb him, for, though
himself a reformer in his own way, he was
accustomed to attack with a sweep less
bold than Wagner’s. The realization of or¬
chestral values was never one of Schu¬
mann’s strong points in composition; and
independent of the dramatic aptness of
Wagner’s music, he seems to have’ been
able to gather from the score but a medio¬
cre idea of its value as music.
“In a letter to Mendelssohn, written just
before he had heard a performance of the

Brahms has the reputation of having
peen exceedingly brusque, not to say
boorish, but according to his most recent
biographer, Jeffrey Pulver, this was only
a cloak to hide his shyness and self-con¬
sciousness.
- “Brahms’ affection for his parents,”
says Pulveir, “was very touching. His contern for the welfare of his genial though
later on much tried father was the out¬
come of a well-developed sense of gratitude
and duty; and his love for his aged and
ailing mother was equally great .... He
was always thoroughly manly in his deal¬
ings with both men and women, and the
consideration he showed his parents was
extended to all elderly folk and especially
to invalids.

“While on a holiday one year, he heard
that a lady occupying a room in the same
house was ill; he immediately made a
practice of removing his boots when re¬
turning home at night to avoid inconven¬
iencing her. Rather than give trouble to
others he would frequently incommode
himself; to prevent a servant, at a hotel
from getting into trouble for being late with
his boots, he preferred to perambulate his
rooms in his stockinged feet until foot¬
wear was brought to him. He never
dreamt of smoking—passionate devotee to
tobacco as he was—in the presence of
ladies without first assuring himself that
they offered no objection.
“He went to great pains to avoid hurt¬
ing the feelings of others. When in Italy

(Continued on

page 877)

instrument for studio, for teacher, for home.
You can arrange liberal terms for the
convenient and easy purchase of your
Brambach.

Ah S—j ^ and up, /. o. b. N. Y.
jf)(3 / J Period and Art Models
“
$700 to $1600

BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY, 613 West 51st Street, New York City
Gentlemen ■ Please send me the paper pattern showing exact size of Brambach Baby

City_State.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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VOLUME

II—APPLETON

FIRST VOLUME IN

TOY PIANOS

“TSCHAIKOWSKY AT HOME”

TOY ORCHESTRA BELLS
XYLOPHONES AND UKULELES

Read this Interesting Classified List of Contents
Operas and Ballets

Piano Works

Eugene Onegin (Aria “Yes, I iW You”)
Eugene Onegin (W altz)
“Nutcracker” (Casse-Noisette Ballet)
Children’s March
Chinese Dance (Piano Solo)
Chinese Dance (Four-Hand Arr.)
Danse Arabe
Danse of the Reed Flutes
Miniature Overture
Trepak (Piano Solo)
Trepak (Four-Hand Arr.)
Valse des Fleurs*(Flower \Y rz)
f
“Sleeping Beauty” Ballet ( Wa
“Sleeping Beauty” Waltz (For Hand)

Barcarolle, Op. 37, No. 6
Chanson Trihte, Op. 40, No. 2
Chant Sans Paroles, Op. 2, No. 3
German Song, Op. 39, No, 17
ILumoreske, Op. 10, No. 2
Italian Song, Op. 39, No. 15
“June” Barcarolle, Op. 37, No. 6
Reverie Interrompue, Op. 40, No. 2
Romance, Op. 5
Song op the Lark, Op. 39, No. 22
Sweet Dreams, Op. 39, No. 21
Sweet Dreams (Four-Hand Arr.)
Troika, Op. 37, No. 11
Waltz, Op.'39, No. 8

“1812” Overture (Excerpts)
Fifth Symphony (Andante Cantabile)
Marche Slave (Excerpts)
“PatheTique” 1 Symphony (Finale)

Andante Cantabile (Quartet, <>r. 11)
Andante Cantabile <>i*. 11 (Foi i. Hand) •
Melodie, Op. 42, No. 3
Only the Sad of Heart (Song)
Yes, I Love You (Eugene Onegin i

THIS SERIES IS TITLED “SCHUBERT AT

U I'JJJI i IJ U IJJ I

HOME”

This year is the centenary of Schubert’s death—his name and fame are on everyone’s lips', and now is the time to become intimately acquainted with the man and his works. This volume contains the story of Schubert’s life, ami thirty,
the
plan° ^fmP°^tlons.-sym.pho^.c works, operas, songs and miscellaneous compositions arranged fcr
th. pianist of average ability.
You will enjoy this volume more than any other book you ever owned.
Price $1.50

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

WIDE-AWAKE PIANO TEACHERS realize the necessity
for being ever on the alert for NEW material with which to
present FUNDAMENTAL facts of music.
NEW MATERIAL, to be valuable, must be in line with
the best principles of modern Piano Pedagogy. It must be

29-35 W. 32nd Street
NEW YORK CITY

A knowledge of Popular Music makes possible a better
_understanding.and appreciation of the Classics

SHEFTE RAPID COURSE
In Modern Piano Playing
SYSTEM for those who wish to play
LTxSw

absolutely
divided into .........
„suited in the adoption of what is known
Equal Temperament: that is, an c~".
twelve equal half-steps or semi-tonet
you speak of BJ and C you are spei
harmonically. On the piano they
..._|__„
same note. But
they are not really ■. Here
follow * ~ mharmonic scales, one of 21
of 17 notes to the octave:
Ratios
17 Vibra-

Miscellaneous Compositions

Symphonic Works

SUMMY’S CORNER

^ ?e S,WestP°ssib,e

and also for formic

Si p
f°r 111086 who wish to Pursue the CLASSIC
°“1"LrsStLTS?e7Vo1.-1 -Price $1.00 in U. S. A.
ch<JL D

Of music or who have had little teaching.

SANE and PRACTICAL
GRADUAL and PROGRESSIVE
ATTRACTIVE and INTERESTING

u-s- *■

Such Teaching Material is represented in the following list of new publi¬
cations. They are well written with a very definite teaching value but
interesting for recreation and program use as well.

struck Vonlg once at the beginning of the
fourth measure from the last.—M. F. W. O..
Forit Brady. Micl '
/ A. 1. In this it
isLving and corre^u, '»»(.»
K?» ‘W"
aivp, then for the time division. In C tht
six thirty-second notes equal the dotted
(dfchtto note of the trill and the last sixteenthnote (A) coincides with the time-value ot
the note given bv Bach. 2. Repeat the bass
C on the first beat of the measure before the
Set.
measures for a song: could the song consist
i with a
of
16, or of 16 for song and 32 for refrain?
Dries one decide the length of a song by the
number of lines or syllables! Also for a dance
nnething
Ijtric writer (b;/ mail)
Suite to work on; he. says going by th
mber of lines is all wrong.—A. L., Minne
ills. Minnesota.
jA. The songs you describe would be de¬
cidedly top-heavy, the song part only
**■"
length of the -*—— 1 *— —"f A
want, say: a song of
tf*. the kind of song
contain eight syllaeight lines, each liiiv. —_...—
hies, or alternate lines of 8 and 7, or 8 and
tt. syllables, or any other regular combination.
Set a melody to the words and do not give
more than half its length to a refrain. Study
the principles of versification; take some
well-known song, scan the .lines for length
and accentuation (such as Kathleen. Marournftpn and Annie Laurie) and see how they
have been treated. Take a hook of simple
pejetry (Tennyson or Burns or Longfellow)
and try to write melodies to the words.
Relntive Values of Natural and En¬
harmonic Scales.
•1. Is there a difference in size, theoreti¬
cally, between these two intervals:

TERRY, FRANCES

CALVERT, MARY
Cradle Song

wm flfi 2
munr

R»P'<1 Course tor
^o”«5S«1i.nt^,Vr“U T.aypr."
a°'lo«

VSi

^y/Y. tf/JUy.

MOKREJS, JOHN
1< years at CnmreS!.d«n*. Boston
3 YoaS ll

Av«- West SomorTlIlo, Mass^ 80C,,,,T• B°*t0”'

who Read the “ETUDE”

Publishers

429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.
b shall be glad to send any of then

1.125
1.0547
1.0666
1.0000

It is thi
t the difference in the
of B to BJ (1.8750 and
1.9531)
__..
and of B
C (1.18750 and 2.000)
is .0781. In other words, It to BJ is “smaller”
than B to C by .0781. You will find Heim- I
holz on “Acoustics” very instructive reading
Delighted to assist you.
“Perfect ’ Intervals! Why “PerfectT”
Q. 1. Why are St Its and Whs called “per¬
fect"? What is meant by “perfect"? 2. In
Bubinstein’s Kamennoi-0straw does the bass
Fi play with the last note in the right handt
—C. H., Rogers City, Michigan.
"A. 1. The Greeks considered thi unison
fourth, fifth i
That is, they thought
any o'
more satisfying to the ear, by reason
' sence of any secondary vibrations,
sions also became perfect and their
lal ratios were arithmetically reguThese intervals were held to be the
chief consonances, called perfect consonances.
The third and sixth, less perfect, were classed
as imperfect consonances. Thus 2nds, 7ths
and all augmented and diminished intervals
became dissonances and are so classed. 2. In
order to play the Rubinstein excerpt cor¬
rectly and any other similar group of irreg¬
ular time (as between tire two hands), each
hand should be practiced separately until the
‘ may he played together quite smoothly.
The d
play it with thetherefore be ir _
__beat, although that might pass
a matter of fact, the movement is much
er than the word Moderato expresses, seethat the time-signature ((fj , the “barred"
ir alia breve) makes the heat by half-notes

.j

DAVIDSON. HAROLD G.
Winter Dusk.
Etude Energique.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.,

1.875
1.7586
1.7777
1.6666
1.5625
1.6
1.5
1.4062
1.4222
1.3333

1.92
1.9531
1.875

I nlay it as at “B,” Is this correct f It sat¬
isfies me more when played as at “C.” This
would appear to he wrong, for I am told that
the Bach trill should begin on the note above
the principal note and, finish with a ‘‘note of
cOinplcment.’, In general this is all right;
bUt alien the sixteenth note following the
dotted eighth is the same as the note of com¬
plement, it does not seem correct to sound the
Is it allow
i>, <hil a
8 Of
ic.last
.0 me that t..~
this Fugue f It does n
...
#__
e piano are sufficient

Charming (inderella

GOODRICH, FLORENCE
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“SCHOENHUT”

“MASTER-COMPOSER” SERIES NOW READY

“Tsehaikowsky At Home” is the
title of the second volume in
the “Master-Composer” Series.
It begins with a colorful, accur¬
ate and concise sketch of Tschaikowsky’s career, followed by
thirty-five of his most popular
compositions, selected not only
from-piano works, but also from
operas, symphonies and songs.
In addition there are five fourhand arrangements of composi¬
tions that are especially popular.
The compositions are linked to¬
gether by interesting paragraphs
of biographical, anecdotal or
critical information. To read the life-story and to play
the compositions in this volume means that you become
intimately acquainted with Tsehaikowsky both as a com¬
poser and as a man. Piano compositions are presented in
the original, and all arrangements are of medium difficulty
so that everyone can enjoy and appreciate the volume. In
appearance, “Tsehaikowsky At Home” is as attractive as its
contents. It comprises 160 pages of music and text, prihted
on fine paper from engraved plates, the cover design being
a bronze maroon with the composer’s name in green and a
striking likeness m sepia brown. The size is eleven inches
e inches. Price $1.50.
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the ,tudy ofthu coane
or more Serious study.
AVENUE, CHICAGO. ILL,

j

b. to c; b to btl Both are minor seconds,
half steps; but is one. a lesser half step? Is
thb interval b to It the smaller? I am un¬
der the impression that, if there is a differ¬
ence, it is because of the finer tonal division
polsiblc in the orchestral instruments, an
effect not found in the piano. Is that rightt
I shall be grateful for any information. What
biftik may 1 refer to on the subject?—T. C.
Mitchell, South Dakota.
JA- Instead of using the word “size” it
will be better in this relation to speak of
“Ditch.” Pitch in a note is determined by
the number of vibrations a second. For our
pj«))ose we shall use the nitch known as
classical pitch, based upon ‘25G vibrations a
second for middle C: its octave above has
twice the number, or 512. Starting from
nJd(Jle C it will be found that the pitch ratios
oNthe notes of the natural scale of one oc¬
tave are approximately :_
1 _
-— 2
V
8-4 3 2 3 8
C D E F G
1 uniformly with each successive

Public

School Requirements

for a

Q. I have been teaching piano successfully
foi- about twelve years. I am not a Mgh' ’ graduate or a graduate
J
it be pt
- ’
_ _j musiea. ....._
B. J., Windham, Net __ ...
A. As a general thing all teachers in pub¬
lic schools are required to be graduates of
high schools or college”
You■ -”
would “■
_
_ the elements of music, to read at
sight, to take part in class singing, to classify
voices. The best course for you to pursue
will he to sec the school superintendent aud
obtain full particulars as to the require1
meats. If you give them to me I shall he
in a position lo advise you. Since vou are
y well-ki
a in the community
directors

T

HE great musicians, the great ar¬
chitects, the men and women
whoSe names illumine every pro¬
fession,' "first showed their genius in
their play when they were children.
The gift of a little piano or an inter¬
esting set of balding blocks may
awaken a talent that will shape the
career of a girl or boy ever after¬
wards.
Schoenhut musical
toys are most interest¬
ing and instructive.
T
Tfie
Schoenhut Tnv
Toy
Piano has great educa¬
tional value. It teaches
familiarity with the
standard piano key- . .
board, for. even the smallest model has
keys spaced correctly and is tuned'

curately. There are forty different mod¬
els including both Baby Grand and
Upright Pianos, ranging from five keys
to three full octaves with half notes.
Priced from 50c to $35.00 each.
New this ye ar,
Schoenhut’s Toy Pi¬
anos in “De Luxe
Finish”,—Old Ivory,
also Jade Green, in
two-tone effect. Ask
your dealer to show
that the name SCHOEN¬
HUT appears on the front of the pia¬
no you buy; any other name appearing
designates that it is not a Schoenhut.
Schoenhut’s also make a full line of
Toy Jazz-Orchestra Bells—Mctallaphones and Xylophones. They have an
extra fine tone and delight the ear of
the boy or girl musically inclined. Two
beaters and an instruction come with
each instrument.
And the toy Ukuleles! Every boy
and girl wants one of these, for they
are beautifully made and can be played
like the more expensive instruments.
There is the Ukulele Banjo for $1.00
* and up, and the Hawaiian Ukulele for
$1.00 and $1.50 each.

LOOK FOR THE NAMJE “SCHOENHUT” APPEARING ON
EVERY TOY OR LABEL
For Sale At All Toy and Depart men t

THE A. SCHOENHUT COMPANY

Two sticks of wood showed
his instinct for music
“Mother—look—quick!
With two sticks as violin
and bow, he keeps perfect
time with my harp.” Thus
in 1735“was discovered the
musical ability of the great
Joseph Haydn, then only
three years old.
Musipal instinct is latent
in almost every child, only
awaiting development
through early musical train¬
ing. Music is your child’s
birthright. Is there a mod¬
ern piano in your home?
Joseph Haydn at the age of
Wurlitger Pianos have three, keeping perfect time
a marvelous clarity and
with two sticks of wood.
beauty of tone that is the
definite artistic and scien¬
tific result of over 200 years of musical instrument
making. The Wurlitzer Small Upright, beautiful
in design and finish, is made by craftsmen of life-long
experience in building fine pianos.
Wurlitzer prices on all models are astoundingly
low.
Convenient terms can always be arranged.

yV/URLjIzER
DEALERS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE7'
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A (Revolution in American Atusical
Education

!

*

The Curtis
Institute

of

Music

JOSEF HOFMANN, Director

The Curtis Institute of Music announces that with the beginning of the
school year 1928-1929, and in accordance with its policy of promoting musical
education in the United States, free tuition in all departments will be offered to
students.
Admission to The Curtis Institute of Music is by examination only, and
henceforth every student will be a scholarship student. Entrance requirements
lay stress not so much upon the degree of advancement already attained, as upon
the talent of the candidate and capacity for future development.
In addition to free tuition the policy announced by Mr. Josef Hofmann
Director, offers to students •
Personal instruction by world famous artists.
Financial aid to students when required.
Steinway grand pianos, string and wind instruments, rent free to those
unable to provide such for themselves. The pianos will be placed at the disoosal
of students in their respective homes.
Free attendance, as part of the musical education, at concerts of the Phil
adelphia Orchestra and important visiting artists, and performances of the Metro.’
politan Opera, Company.
uo"
Summer sojourns in the United States and Europe, to advanced and exceo
rheU8:^

““r S“" °f

-ter teachS

Regular public appearances during the period of study when warrant u
their progress.
an anted by
Financial assistance in setting out on a public career

THE CURTIS

INSTITUTE OF MUSIC

Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia

HE invention of the printing
IQ press progressively multiplied
the need for more and more,
education.
In similar manner the
radio makes the study of music to¬
day almost imperative.
The Etude Music Magazine,
as a home music journal, has hailed
the triumphant advance of the radio
and the sound reproducing instru¬
ments with unrestrained joy.
The progress in radio reception
and in reproduction through the rec¬
ords during the past three years has
been enormous. At first regarded as
toys making hideous screeching noises,
the new radio receivers of to-day are
so extremely fine that their etherborne messages come as though one
were listening in the very concert
hall. The world is still rubbing its
eyes over the bewildering marvel.
What will be the effect of this
upon musical education, the develop¬
ment of music in the home and the
vocation of the teacher? We can see
nothing but a glorious outcome.
The radio places the music teach¬
ers located in communities scores of
miles away from great metropolitan
music centers on practically the same
footing with teachers in the great
city. Heretofore the opportunity to
hear great artists, great orators,
great orchestras, and great .operas was for millions only a
hope, pathetic and forlorn.
Now the best of music is
launched on the air nightly, and the musical home may have
a library of record interpretations by great artists which
a century ago would have done honor to an emperor. No
longer can the rural resident complain of lack of advantages.
Frederick the Great, Napoleon, Louis XVI with all their
luxury never dreamt of having the blessings that are now the
possession of farmers and ranchers and townsfolk all over “
our wonderful country.
A few timid teachers of music, with scanty vision, felt
that this new influence might narrow their professional fields.
Experience shows that quite the contrary is true with those
who have realized what a tremendous opportunity the radio
presents.
The advantages of music study are so remunerative from
an intellectual,' cultural and spiritual standpoint, as well as
from the viewpoint of material life success, and music may
be learned now with so much more understanding, delight
and profit, that this may be described as “the golden age of
the music teacher”—if the teacher wisely makes the radio
and the sound reproducing instruments work for him.
Parents of pupils must be led to appreciate the fact that
never before could the music pupil be so captivated, so
thrilled with the glory of music. Never before have there
been such means of appreciating the truth that music is a
vital part of education and culture as through the wonderful
concerts that the magic dials bring into the living room every
night.

.NOVEMBER, 1928

This vastly enhanced musical in¬
terest means that the advantages of
practical music study will be far
better understood. It means that the
home will require more pianos, more
violins, more music. Not to under¬
stand music in these days is a kind
of unpardonable ignorance.
Therefore the music teacher, the
normal leader of musical interest in
his community, should keep thor¬
oughly alert on radio programs, just
as the stockbroker watches market

put out a regular weekly typewritten
bulletin in her community advising
her friends what programs were best
, and making educational comments
upon big radio events. The music
teacher can no longer afford to take
a back seat in his district while the
world marches ahead. The teacher
who makes the radio work for him
will be surprised with the remunera¬
tive interest created.
Music is something which can not
be described in words. It must be
heard to be appreciated. Not until
the public could hear good music in¬
cessantly could it begin to appreciate
it. It would be a difficult matter to
sell a single copy of the works of
Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe, Hugo,
.Tolstoi, Maeterlinck or George Bernard Shaw, in the Afri¬
can jungle, to the native whose chief concern in life is an
ample supply of hippopotamus meat and a few glass beads.
In London, Kansas City, Paris, Boston, Berlin or Seattle it
is another matter. The radio and the sound reproducing
machines by increasing interest are, increasing demand.
Thousands of parents are now saying: “In these days we
cannot afford to neglect anything so vital as our child’s musi¬
cal training.”
The patron who has no conception of what a Brahms
Hungarian dance or a Tschaikowsky symphony or other great
musical masterpiece is becomes a poor business prospect. The
radio has revolutionized the whole musical situation and
with it the position of the music teachers, particularly the
teachers engaged in smaller communities. In the past such
teachers were hopelessly handicapped in the race with their
urban brothers. They would painstakingly conduct their
pupils through the beginning difficulties only to see them
scamper off to larger fields long before they had received the
full benefit of this instruction.
Now the smaller town
teachers can compete in many ways with the teachers in
Paris, Milan, Leipzig, Brussels or London, to say nothing
of Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco and New York.
The main thing for the teacher to make clear to theparent is that, while the marvels of the radio and the sound
reproducing instruments are incomparable, it is absolutely
necessary to go through the process of studying an instru¬
ment to become acquainted with the higher wonders of the
art, to acquire the full intellectual benefits which only a

'Bhe ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
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Milan, the Shrine of the Opera
Fourth in the Series of Musical Travelogues—Visits to the Shrines of Musical Art in Europe
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musical training can give and to appreciate * to the loftiest
degree the new era of glorious musical feats which the radio and
the sound reproducing instruments place within the reach
of all.
The phenomenal invention which has come through the
discoveries of Hertz, Marconi, De Forrest, Hazletine, Arm'
strong and others and which has been brought into nation-wide
service through no less remarkable business organizations of
Atwater Kent, the Radio Corporation of America, Crosley
Company, the Victor Talking Machine Company, the Bruns¬
wick Phonograph Company and others, is as yet hardly out of
its swaddling clothes. The radio is, however, as firmly estab¬
lished as a daily need as bread and butter. Humanity in this
age cannot do without the radio. Its usefulness is growing
every hour, and the musical home, the music student and the
music teacher must utilize it and grow with it.
A great business organizer once sfiid, “There is only one
thing of which we may be reasonably certain in business, and
that thing is ‘change’.” The music teacher who is capable of
grasping the huge* opportunity which the radio and the sound
reproducing instruments provide is the teacher destined for the
largest success in the coming years.
EXPERT'OPINION
' I ' HERE is a maxim in the law sustaining expert opinion:
“Cuilibet in sua arte perito esta credendumthat is,
“Credence must be placed upon those who are skilled in their
arts or callings.”
This is one of the reasons why such serious attention is
given to experts at law court trials. First, however, the expert
must qualify. He must show that his studies and his experience
entitle him to be respected as &. authority.
One of the most ridiculous things in the realm of musical
life is the way in which people who know practically nothing
of the arts and, in fact, willingly proclaim that they are not
musicians, expect to have their opinions and judgments accepted
as final and authoritative.
Musical life is fringed with dabblers who, after having
fingered the keyboard a little, read a few books, or heard a few
concerts, do not hesitate to pass judgment upon immortal
masterpieces.
' It would be just as absurd if they attempted to measure
the height of Mont Blanc with a foot rule. Yet, such people,
with their impudent ignorance, . are among the most irritating
critics.
.
Unfortunately, this applies to some few professional music
critics, who, to use an expressive slang term, “get away with it
by sheer nerve.”
Inwardly conscious of their own lack of real knowledge,
they depend upon audacity and violent assertions to contradict
the opinions of real musical savants who have spent their lives
in the serious study of the art and who, by their achievements,
tower like the Himalayas above pigmy cities.Let expert opinion, and only expert opinion, be respected.
SHALL I STUDY IN EUROPE?
AMERICA has sent countless music students to Europe in
-tV past years, and we owe a deep debt of gratitude to
European music centers and European teachers for what they
have done in the past for musical art in America.
Now, however, the situation has changed enormously.
American music study methods, adapted to American born
students, American living conditions, American modern con¬
servatory buildings and American general educational ideals,
combining music with higher general education, often not only
equal the best that Europe has to give but also far transcend the
older European accomplishments in this field.
In America one may hear as great operas, orchestras and

The old economic stand-

* ards'by
farmer days might live in Europe
for much less than in America have largely Vamshed since the
war For the same standard of living (with the exception of
Brussels and a few other centers) one may
as much, even
more, for accommodations similar to those in America. There
is very little saving.
In fact, many of .the best informed
European musicians did mot hesitate to state to your Editor that
America is now the great land of opportunity for musical
education True, in some of the German centers there may be
more concerts a day, but, after all, one has only one pair of ears.
• Therefore, the American student should have the best that
can be obtained in America, before thinking of going to Europe.
Hundreds of the foremost teachers of the Eprope of yesterday
have permanently located in America and have become Ameri
can citizens.
' ,
Once the pupil lias acquired a complete musical training in
this land, we strongly advocate an extensive tour to the
European music and art centers. The magnificent historical and
artistic monuments of great civilization and-the varied life and
color of the different peoples should be aiv experience whicli
becomes a part of every art education. Sorpetimes it may be
very desirable to take a special course with an expert teacher,
to extend one’s artistic vision; but get America's best first be¬
cause there is nothing better. If you do contemplate study
abroad, master the language of the country £>£fore going; other¬
wise you will get only a fraction of the value of the study.
u/wop aptsdn ppoM aqj mnj oj ajsej pooh
pue asuas pooS jno jo ge Xojjsap jsnui 3av jeqj ueaui jou op
uox;n[OA3 pue ssajSojj
we qeaj§ uiojj jbj aq pjnoM ;i jng
•xesq 3M. oismn Dpsunjnj aqj jo ;soiu imp jajjaq punos sso|
-jqnop pjno/A ;i jeqi ;e usAg spjeAupeq qSnojqj
Xejd pui!
uAiop apisdn ;i ujni ‘anSnj qoeg e aqej oj auoXue joj 3|duns
Xpoajjad si
-pua sip ui ;i sjuasaj sAmje pun uoijdaoap oip
ano sputy uoos ;i ;nq isaiddod jaded ipiA\ jsjij je pajooj aq Xeui
oqqnd aqX •sdutaujuoo Xq arnoo seq J3A3U Xjneaq jeog
jaded uiojj apeui saiddod
uopejiuii jsaq je jo ‘sp-unue pue spjiq atpput xiidvd ami sn 01
sraaas opsnuapoui se jyo pauqed uaas 3Aeq a.w jeqj aisnui oip 10
qonpq
sapneaq snopojS s;i Suijbsasj ui jyasji ajnjeu 10 jeqj
oj jejiuiis Xj3a uejd e qapvi. aDuepjoiie ui seapi ibdj io main
-dopAsp aqj—aiuegjo si we jbbjq jasuas uouiuioa jno aAjas
-3Jd pjo-j -sn ;noqe sjim. jtio daaq eauaury ui ajaq sn jag

<By James Francis Cooke
PART I

W

HO WILL dare to challenge the
claims of Milan as the great
shrine of operatic art? Paris, Bey¬
routh, Naples, Weimar, Munich, Berlin,
London, Cairo, Buenos Aires, New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago, bring on your
contentions ! Milan still stands supreme as
the theater of the great artistic aspirations
of composers and singers-the world over.
New York, Buenos Aires and Chicago may
pay fabulous sums for performers, but Mi¬
lan has those sanctified operatic traditions
which can never be alienated.
Your guide books will tell you that Mi¬
lan, the largest city in Italy, is more like
an American metropolis than any other
Italian center. If you are familiar with
Germany, you will find that Milan has a
strange similarity to many of the large
German cities. So many times has Milan
been devastated by invaders that only a
few pathetic souvenirs arc left of the dif¬
ferent civilizations established here during
previous centuries. It is one of the most
modern of cities. Automobiles invested
with diabolically irritating horns race
around the gorgeous cathedral with its
lace-like stone carvings, at a speed that
brings terror even to the American tour¬
ist. Here is a bristling, up-to-date metrop¬
olis which, but for the Italian signs and
such cu. toms as closing the large stores
for a two-hour noon-day recess, is far
more remote from such dream cities as Pe¬
rugia, Vienna, Genoa and Bologna than
from Detroit or Kansas City.
Yet Milan has its precious art treasures
and an artistic life net unakin to that of
Paris. The Cathedral, next to St. Peter’s
at Rome, is the largest in the world. It
took five centuries to complete this highly

ornate but truly magnificent structure. It
is not, however, to the Cathedral that
most art lovers repair, but to the much
smaller structure situated in a remote part
of the city. This is the church known as
Santa Maria della Grazie. Here in the
refectory is revealed that marvelous mas¬
terpiece known as “The Last Supper,’’ by
Leonardo da Vinci, The first view of
the picture is a great disappointment be¬
cause so little of the original remains.

lished in 1807 by Giovanni Ricordi, who
was bom in 1785 and died in 1.853. Since its
establishment the company has published
the works of practically all of the great
Italian operatic composers. Its catalogue
is immense. Its business affairs have been
managed with rare judgment and skill, so
that several Italian composers, notably Puc¬
cini and Verdi, have shared munificently
in the- receipts.
Fosterers of Genius

Traces of Former Glory

GIOVANNI RICORDI was by profes¬

fectory was used as a stable and a
hay magazine. Time and again it has
been damaged and time and again restored
(even as late as 1908). The reproduc¬
tions are far more alluring than the origi¬
nal to the average visitor. The magical
art of da Vinci, however, is still there, and
the wonderful composition has withstood
the ravages of four centuries as well as
might be expected under the circumstances.
Nevertheless, that inexplicable charm that
one sees in the Mona Lisa of the same
master, in the Louvre, is only faintly indi¬
cated in the vanishing masterpiece in
Milan.
Of all the Italian cities Milan is best
known for its musical achievements, It
has the most famous of Italian opera
houses, possesses one of the greatest of the
world’s music publishing firms, the famous
Casa Ricordi, and one of the leading Eu¬
ropean conservatories,
the Conscrvatorio di M;tsica, “Giuseppe Verdi.”
A visit to Casa Ri¬
cordi is in itself a thrill.
This
famous
firm was estab¬

sion a violinist. For a time he was
the conductor of the Fiano Theater. In
1807 he went to Leipzig to learn music
engraving in the establishment of Breitkopf and Hartel. In 1808 he returned to
Milan and opened his establishment, at
first engraving all the plates of the works
lie published. His publishing sense ena¬
bled him to identify the importance of the
works of Rossini and later Verdi. In 1848
he established the “Gazetta Musicale,”
which became one of the most important
papers in its field. His son, Tito, was his
successor, and it was during his direction
of the firm’s activities that Verdi’s im¬
mensely successful and lucrative opera,
“Aida,” was published.
Tito was succeeded by his son Giulio
(1840-1912), whose altogether unusual
business ability multiplied the success of
the firm. To Giulio is given the credit of
discovering and fostering
the genius of Puccini.
With the huge success of
the operas of Verdi, Puc¬
cini and others, the firm
wa: placed in a
position of dic¬

DURING the French occupation the re¬

tatorship in the operatic circles of the
world. Giulio Ricordi had an excellent
musical training and was very proud of his
musicianship. He published many excellent
salon pieces which he wrote under the as¬
sumed name of J. Burgmein (160 compo¬
sitions being published in all). He also
wrote in more ambitious forms, even a
ballet, Un Capriccio, which was performed
at La Scala.
Giulio was succeeded by his son Tito,
known as an exceedingly fine pianist. Thus
the career of this remarkable fifm has been
directed since its inception by exception¬
ally well-trained musicians who have also
been very fine business men. The cata¬
logue contains some one hundred and
twenty thousand numbers; and in the ar¬
chives are safely preserved some five hun¬
dred priceless original manuscripts.
The House of Many Treasures

IT WAS to see some of these great treas¬
ures that we went to visit the headquar¬
ters of this famous publishing house. There
we were greeted by the able director,
Signor Carlo Clausetti.
Descending a
handsome marble staircase, passing lifesize, full-length portraits of Verdi, Puc¬
cini and Boito, we reached the beautifully
appointed vaults in a fireproof enclosure,
in the cellar. Imagine having in your own
hands the original scores of “The Barber
of Seville,” “La Sonnambula,” “Aida” and
“Madame Butterfly 1”
Little did the writer dream at that time
that one of his beloved intimate friends,
John Luther Long, the author of the lovely
Japanese legend, "Madame Butterfly,” was
then in his last sickness in the home land.
(Continued on page 877)
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VIEWS OF THE “HOUSE OF REPOSE FOR MUSICIANS” AT MILAN
This splendid philanthropy was Mr. Theodore Presser’s inspiration when he founded “The Presser Home for Retired Music Teachers”
delphia. Pa., and later the Presser Foundation.

i Germantown, Phila^
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Vhe Evolution of Piano Playing and Virtuosity
By the eminent French Bianist and T5eacher
M. Isidor Philipp
PROFESSOR OP PIANOFORTE PLAYING AT THE PARIS CONSERVATOIRE

Written

expressly for Tbhe etude VYCusic ‘Magazine.
PART V

Toranslated by ‘Miss Florence Leonard

This article is the fifth of a series of discussions of this interesting subject, by this world-renowned pedagogue, composer and pianist.
The reader does not require.the previous installments of this series to enjoy the current portion. However, bac\ issues may be secured
by those desiring the series complete, at the regular price per copy. M. Philipp’s articles are rich in pianistic wisdom.
Rubinstein Pupils
PUPILS of Rubinstein, only
two will be mentioned, Ferrucio Bu¬
soni (1866-1924) and Josef Hofmann.
It would require many pages to describe
the miraculous virtuoso Busoni: his daz¬
zling playing, which nothing could equal
because nothing resembled it; his infinite
suppleness of touch; the lightness, the
strength, the grace, the boldness, the
poetry which radiated from an instrument
that has become so commonplace as the
piano; the phenomenal agility of that aris¬
tocratic hand; the elasticity as of steel,’
in those delicate wrists, seemingly so
fragile; that extraordinary virtuosity with¬
out semblance of effort.
Busoni contributed something new in his
marvellous transcriptions of Bach, in his
original compositions, such as the Concerto
Op. 39 or the Fantasie Indienne, where
every page discloses original ideas of
technic, of tone-effects, of interesting in¬
ventions, which touch the very limits of
the Art of the Piano. He was one of the
loftiest intelligences, one of the most uni¬
versal minds of our time. He has left a
deep impression, a light of great brilliancy.

OF THE

Two Busoni Pupils
BUSONI’S pupils only two will be
mentioned: Rudolph Ganz (1877)
and Smile Blanchet (1877). Both are art¬
ists of the first rank. Ganz, an interest¬
ing composer, a remarkable conductor of
orchestra, stands in the front rank of the
most famous pianists, by reason of his
brilliant technic, his purity of style, his
convincing interpretation of masters, an¬
cient and modern.
Blanchet, a
musician of knowl¬
edge and inspirat i o n,
has
had
brilliant success as
a virtuoso.
Un¬
der his swift and
firm fingers, the
most difficult pas¬
sages keep their
transparent clear¬
ness.
Expression
is never exaggera t e d.
He has
written numerous
compositions which
are full of daring
but happy innova¬
tions. His Sixtyfour Preludes will
remain as one of
the most interest¬
ing works on tech¬
nic of the present

OF

Johann Sebastian Bach
>An Etching by J\[arn ‘Bauer:

—“The Master c
‘Reproduced especially f0

Josef Hofmann
(1876), another in¬
fant prodigy who
became an illus¬
trious virtuoso, has
the genius for in¬
terpretation to a
superlative degree.
Under his magical
fingers every com¬
position acquires a

significance; an importance, which even the passion and unsurpassable purity of execu¬
composer did not imagine. He combines tion. Joseffy’s School of Advanced Piano
in his playing the boldness of Liszt, the Playing is one of the most valuable works
resonance of Rubinstein, the sensitiveness of its kind.
In Moritz Rosenthal, Joseffy left a pupil
of Busoni.. He prepares for you revela¬
tions equally dazzling, whether he plays who has electrified the public by his ex¬
Bach, Beethoven, Chopin or Liszt, sur¬ traordinary virtuosity. He obtains quite
prises which he presents as convincing individual tonal effects from the piano.
truths. One is fascinated by the virtuoso, His playing, vigorous and extremely deli¬
cate, astonishes and charms. In collabora¬
charmed by the musician.
tion with Schytte, he has written interest¬
The Impeccable Artist
ing exercises.
ANS VON BULOW* (1830-1894),
a
great
virtuoso, great pedagogue, il¬
i
An American Immortal
lustrious conductor of orchestra! The
dward Alexander MacDowcharacteristics of his playing were abso¬
ELL (1861-1908) appears to me to
lute exactness in the minutest details, be the most striking personality among the
penetrating and always logical interpreta¬ American composers. A remarkable pian¬
tion, infallible technic, exceptional memory. ist, a man of unusual culture, a composer
Among his pupils should be mentioned of much importance, he has left exquisite
Jose Vianna da Motta, who had the same compositions, filled with poetry and sen¬
qualities as his master. Like Billow him¬ timent—among them, Woodland Sketches,
self, he was a learned man whose richly Fireside Tales, Sea Pieces, New England
equipped memory, whose fine and exact Idylls, a dozen Etudes. He has shown
mind never overlooked any detail.
also strength and passion in his four beau¬
Karl Tausig (1841-1871), who died in tiful sonatas. His exercises for technic,
all the prime of his life and his talent, was especially novel and useful, deserve to be
a favorite pupil of Liszt. From the time better known.
of his first appearance in concert he
Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1922), who
aroused extraordinary enthusiasm. His was one of the great musicians of all
phenomenal virtuosity, his bravura^ his fas¬ times, may be put in the highest rank as
cination were prodigious. He left an aston¬ a master of the piano. He possessed an
ishing, original work in his Daily Exer¬ infallible technic, a style of great nobility,
cises. His favorite pupil, Rafael Joseffy
• expression restrained and simple. Who
(1852-1915) also realized all the perfec¬ does not know his works, his Etudes, his
tions that can be imagined—expression, five concertos, in which creative inspira¬
power, exquisite delicacy, sensitiveness, tion is wedded to mastery of construction?
' .* Billow said often: “There are three His prodigious gifts—his fabulous memory,
things which a pianist requires : The first is his erudition, so wide as to be disconcert¬
technic; the second is technic; the third is ing—these gifts were universally admired

H

E

and particularly esteemed by his pupils.
The distinguishing characteristic of his
teaching was that he was constantly pre¬
occupied with truth of expression, with
sincerity of style. Biilow wrote of him,
in 1859: “There is no great artistic work
of any country, school or epoch whatever,
that Saint-Saens has not studied deeply.
I was often amazed in comparing his
prodigious memory with my memory—
which had been so much lauded. . .
A Complete Pianist
E WAS particularly fond of two of
his pupils: Gabriel Faure (1845-'
1924), eminent composer, whose works
have so exquisite a charm and individual a
flavor; and Leopold Godowsky (1870)
who attains, I believe, the ideal of perfec¬
tion in interpretation. His execution is
so irreproachable, the virtuoso possesses
such fluency and such security, such an
astonishing variety of nuances, that one is
amazed. The most tender touching ex¬
pression is always contained within the
limits of the purest taste. Godowsky is an
incomparable model for all the virtuosi.
Is it necessary to mention his compositions
—those marvelous Etudes on the Etudes
of Chopin, this dazzling fountain of tech¬
nical, rhythmical, polyphonic combinations,
which are, and will remain, for the pianist,
overwhelmingly brilliant?
That long
series of charming pieces: Walzermasken
or the Triakonkameron, in which musical
charm unites with the greatest distinction
of form; his astonishing free transcrip¬
tions of the Schubert melodies; are they
not universally known ? The Phonoramas,
likewise, are famous, with their rare orig¬
inality of melody
and
harmony,
abounding in most
unexpected tonal
effects, in most au¬
dacious
technical
combinations; his
Poemes, also, of
such deep feeling!
. . . Godowsky
is one of the
greatest composers,
of the most noble
talent!
Godowsky di¬
rected for some
time,
with
the
most brilliant suc-

HE,

tuosity at the Vi¬
enna Conservatory;
and this Conserva¬
tory naturally sug¬
gests the name of
another eminent
master of the pi¬
ano — Emil Sauer
(1862). His talent
—combining orig¬
inality, fire and
overflowing imagi¬
nation, won for
him a success of
( Continued
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Antidotes for Unnecessary Platform Fear
VYCaster themes the World Loves Best

<By the Famous Mexican Piano Virtuoso

Ernesto Berumen

H
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‘Rubinsteins
“'T' HE human voice is really the foundation of all mu1 sic.” Thus wrote the Titan, Wagner; and, if there
is any one quality which, more than another, has made
Rubinstein’s immortal Melody in F appeal to the human
sympathies, it is that it lies so comfortably within the com'
pass of the voice and is so vocal in its nature that the one
playing it is instinctively intrigued to “hum a bit.”
Perhaps the playing of no other pianist than Rubin'
stein left on the world a “more fragrant memory undimmed
by the roll of years.” There are those still lingering in the
musical by-paths who recount how he could alternate the ele¬

When

mental strength of a turbulent Nature with ethereal passages
in which “gossamer fingers produced sighs such as come only
on a summer breeze that.has played upon an i£olian harp.”
Drawn out by the sturdy thumbs, the melody soars
and sings triumphantly on its way as it threads among the
maze of harmonies which weave a delicate tapestry of tone
as its background By all these qualities it becomes another
of those inexplicable prapks of fate in which a genius has
poured into a short soul-flight of melody the message which
shall carry his name to posterity more than all the massive
tonal structures which his fancy could conceive.

hearts Their tales of love shall

OWEVER beautifully the musician
can play in a room by himself, he
will be tremendously handicapped in
following a pianistic career unless he can
play with equal facility and effectiveness
before others. A person may spend years
in acquiring a technic adequate for the
interpretation of master works. For what?
So he may reveal their beauties to others.
But when he comes before these others
he may find himself seized with a sort
of palsy and be unable to do his art or
himself justice.
A peculiar situation this—that a musi¬
cian should be capable of playing infinitely
well alone but not in public. What ma¬
levolent demon appears the moment he
steps upon a stage1 and sets about to rob
him of powers rightfully his? Let us see
if we can track this demon to his lair,
have a look at him and send him scurry¬
ing so that he will trouble us no more.
In other words, let us find out just what
this disease is and how it can be combatted.
But first let us ascertain who is sus¬
ceptible to the microbe of "nerves” or
stage fright and who is immune. Does
it single out just a few victims or does

engaged he would either repulse him or
turn his back upon the offender and con¬
tinue to rub his hands briskly. Before
“going on” Godowsky usually sits and
tears up pieces of paper into fine bits to
calm his nerves.
The stage manager of the Metropolitan
Opera House has said that all the artists
there have some stage fright. Caruso used
to pace nervously up and down in the
wings back stage before making his ap¬
pearance. During this interim, being very
superstitious,, hg did not wish to be spoken
to. At the' various music halls in New
York where young artists make their de¬
buts, the "stage managers admit that stage
fright is one of the commonest ailments
with which they have to deal. The evi¬
dence, then, is that the disease is very prev¬
alent. But, though fear is a wholesome
stimulant) stiffening the sinews, quickening
the blood* brightening the eye and kindling
a communicating fire, it is well for the
pianist to remember that it should be con¬
quered shortly after he begins to perform
in order that it should offer no interfer¬
ence either in benumbing his fingers or in
causing him to forget his piece.

Audience Consciousness

A COMMON

misconception exists that
a person who is afflicted with stage
fright becomes self-conscious before an
audience. Actually the reverse is true. In¬
stead of being conscious of self the victim
becomes conscious of the audience. Up to
six or seven years of age the child has no
fear of appearing in public, and this is
because he is conscious only of himself.
But there comes a day when he becomes
conscious of others about him.
Then
doubts andfcfears arise, and, if they are
encouraged, multiply. If the child, by care¬
ful guidance, can be conducted safely-over
this transition period, he may never know
what acute stage fright is.
It is important, in dealing with young
children, never to mention fear, fright, ner¬
vousness or any of these attendant ills and
to see that none of the child’s associates
mention them. Instead, positive thoughts
should be constantly affirmed before the
child. Children who are exposed to whole¬
some influences grow up without a full
appreciation of the malady and without
having it afflict them in a noticeable way.
But if they are exposed to the thought of

tically everyone who essays to appear in
public? Having discovered the symptoms
we can better diagnose' them and find a
remedy.
From a rather extensive acquaintance
among artists and from an investigation
pursued for some years, the writer has
yet to find one person who has not been
afflicted with this malady in some form
or other, either in a mild or advanced
stage. In fact, if a performer does not
experience a touch of nervousness or ex¬
citation before appearing in public, it is
safe to assume that he is of a cold or
phlegmatic nature, and such a person is
totally unfitted for an artistic career. If
a performer can walk out on a stage and
play for an assembled audience without a
single tremor it is fairly certain that he
will not move' his auditors to any wild
state of ecstasy. One possessed of the
artistic temperament is usually sensitive
and keenly attuned to beauty. He must
feel deeply in order to deliver music feel¬
ingly. If he had not experienced nervous¬
ness before making an appearance there
would be cause for concern. The im¬
portant point, however, is to have the feel¬
ing under his control and not permit it to
control him.

A

T5hen Toull cRgmembei
ASKED for a formula for the writing of a song that
/\ would touch the human heart in such a manner as
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THERE WILL probably be a number

T^otable Examples
T ET US have a look at some notable
-L< figures from out of the past who have
been so afflicted. Sophie Menter, one of
the great pianists of the last century, was
said to be literally sick before every con¬
cert. The mighty Rubinstein would pace
up and down excitedly before making his
appearance and was usually extremely
nervous during his opening number. When
he made his tour of America he played
two hundred and fifty concerts, giving
sometimes as many as two in a day. But
he claimed that the giving of so many
concerts, while it allayed nervousness,
made an automaton of him; and after his
last concert he quit America—never to
return.
Adolf Henselt, one of the greatest
pianists of his time, suffered from this
malady. Before Hans von Biilow went
on the stage he would rub his hands
vigorously and feverishly together. If
someone asked him a question while' thus

fear, they grow to harbor it in their minds
and actually to experience it. It has been
definitely demonstrated that a newly born
baby has only two fears, the fear of fall¬
ing and the fear caused by a sudden loud
noise. All the other fears are acquired.
Hence, a child will not have a fear of
audience if he does not acquire it.
Nervousness is a contagious disease—a
Condition brought about by the mind.
“Losing one’s nerve” is one way of ex¬
pressing it. In the final analysis it is a
loss of “morale” which usually brings the
will entirely within the power of the
imagination, as was the case with Lady
Macbeth. Nor is it a sense of sudden
bashfulness worked up upon facing an
audience. It is a state of mind induced by
the thought of facing an audience.
The victim first imagines an audience
gathered together to hear him play. He
things it will probably be a very critical
one. What if he should make mistakes 1
This is a common fear—the fear of mak¬
ing mistakes. He would experience very
few tremors at giving a recital before an
audience of South Sea Islanders, since they
know very little about music and would
recognize few mistakes if he did make
them. But to give a recital before a group
of intelligent people, some of whom kpovv
more about music than he does—that is
another matter 1 Hence the fear arises
gf making mistakes that will be recog¬
nized. Just here it is well for him to
remember that if he does make mistakes,
very few will be recognized unless the
people who hear him have studied min¬
utely the numbers played—a very unlikely
circumstance since the average member of
the audience knows the pieces played only
casually if at all. In the face of this situa¬
tion such fears become imaginary and
groundless.

ERNESTO BERUMEN

of personal friends in the audience—
another disconcerting thought. It is fre¬
quently easier to play before an audience
made up entirely of strangers. Or sheer
numbers may disconcert. The idea of hun¬
dreds of eyes centered upon the performer
is also a beginning of nerves. “Think of
them as a field of cabbages,” a teacher
once said. “Remember they are just the
sort of people who pass you the salt,” ad¬
monished another. Not very helpful sug¬
gestions these, because they are not the
kind of thoughts which can combat the
more powerful force of imagination.
Then again there is the fear of forget¬
ting, one of the potent fears with which the
victim has to deal. Let us examine this
fear for a moment. When a piece is com¬
mitted to memory it is in the realm of the
sub-conscious mind and should not be dis¬
turbed by the conscious will. It is similar
to a sound-reproducing record which plays
itself automatically if left alone. But if
one attempts to guide the needle along its
groove, one will encounter difficulties.
Similarly if the player begins to think of
his notes, to wonder what note is coming
here, what note there, he is interfering
with unconscious habits and will surely
end in confusion. The sub-conscious mind
never forgets. It is the conscious will that
brings about difficulties.
Therefore he
should not think about the notes them¬
selves, once they are learned. He should
think instead of the beauty which he is
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privileged to reveal, of the interpretation
of the composition, of the message he is
proclaiming.
As a result of nerves the musician is
apt to play a number at a faster tempo in
public than in private. Sometimes he
gradually accelerates the speed until it
gets out of all bounds. A precaution for
him to take is to begin the piece at what
seems a slower tempo than usual but which
is probably tile correct tempo.
What Horrors Fancy Pictures!
OME OR all of the fears enumerated
above may lay hold upon the imagina¬
tion. Normally the will is in command of
the body; but, in the case of stage-fright,
the will is dethroned while imagination
usurps the seat of authority and runs riot.
It is like having an orderly government
overthrown by an unorganized and dis¬
orderly mob. The imagination picks up
one or more fears and enlarges upon them.
It is like rolling a snowball down a hill;
it soon gains in size and momentum. These
fears which the imagination pictures soon
spin around in a vicious circle, entangling
the victim more and more in their coils and
eventually bringing him to a state of ab¬
ject misery. It seems that the conscious
will is incapable of stopping this flight of
fancy. The performer may say, “Why,
this is silly! I will control myself.” But
he usually finds that he cannot will to con¬
trol himself at all. He is at the mercy of
fancy.
Once . the performer understands that
imagination running riot is the root of his
trouble he sees he must summon up a force
sufficiently strong to check and halt its
mad rush. So he looks to some actual
cases.
A young pianist was about to make his
debut in a New York music hall. When
he came to the hall prior to the event, he*
was pale and numb with fright. Before
he had been there long he broke out in a
cold perspiration. The stage manager
noticed the man’s condition and realized

S

that something must be done or the victim
would probably collapse on the stage. He
immediately summoned an expert masseur
and explained the situation. The masseur
ordered the victim to take off his clothes
and proceeded to give him a body massage
and pummeling such as he had uever re¬
ceived before, finally immersing him in
hot water.
This rough and even painful treatment
first got the blood to circulating freely
and broke up the vicious circle of the im¬
agination by centering the man’s attention
upon himself. He even became slightly
enraged at his antagonist who mauled and
hauled him about within an inch of his
life. Finally he went on the stage and
did himself justice. His rough treatment
still burned in his consciousness and he
forgot his audience.^ This was a severe
case and necessitated severe treatment.
Yet it illustrates perfectly how the force
of imagination must sometimes be side¬
tracked.
Another case in point, perhaps less seri¬
ous, is that of the frightened pianist who
was pinched in the arm so viciously and
painfully before going on the stage that
he forgot the audience almost completely
in his misery and therefore played without
mishap.
Prevention Before Cure
T N BOTH of these instances it becomes
-*• apparent that a strong impulse is needed
to overthrow the imagination and to put
the will back in control. An even better
way is not to allow the imagination to get
out of bounds. To this end the musician
should use the following simple formula
which may be applied by anyone and is a
most effective means for engendering con¬
fidence just before making a public ap¬
pearance. He should repeat over and over
to himself the formula, “I am just what I
am and I can do just what I can do.”
When the musician feels his natural con¬
fidence ebbing, he should begin declaring

this formula with the utmost assuran j
stressing the am and the do By keeping
on steadily affirming this to himself, even
after he begins to play and unt l he
that the will is in complete control of the
situation, he prevents other thoughts from
entering. When this statement of fact. is
thus driven into the sub-conscious mmU
and accepted, the normal confidence which
has been built up by. years of effort wi
fully assert itself. The performer will
again be master of his imagination. He
will have recaptured his normal Confi¬
dence. The first part of the affirmation
combats the inferiority’ complex with
which many are afflicted, particularly when
about to make a public appearance. The
second part affirms that what .one can do
for self, one can do.for others. By keep¬
ing this thought constantly before him, al¬
lowing no other thoughts to enter, keep¬
ing affirming it without pause the musician
has made the statement a reality.
But to recapitulate some of the points
covered. If children are not exposed to
the thoughts of fear, fright and the like
and are provided opportunity for frequent
public appearance, they need never expe¬
rience pronounced stage fright. For this
is something which is learned from others.
Moreover, if those who are troubled in
this respect will grasp every opportunity
to get before people, they will-find their

sion in which the piece is taken up again
it is more firmly fixed in mind. There
comes a time at last when the piece ;s
his for the remainder of his life. When
this stage is reached he is properly pre.
pared for formal presentation of the piece
before a critical audience.
But even before this stage is reached
the student may be acquiring stage ex
perience. Trying out his numbers every
time he has a chance, either for friends
or for strangers, helps wonderfully to
overcome stage fright.
Artists conduct themselves in various
ways on the day of a formal concert.
Some of them do not touch the piano all
day, preferring to rest and keep themselves
fresh for the concert. Others feel more
confident and sure of their programs if
they go over them several times on the
day of the concert. This is a matter for
the individual to decide. But when the
final moment arrives he must not forget
the formula.
Professor Leopold Auer has observed
that his famous pupils of the younger
generation seem to be less afflicted with
nerves than the old school Possibly it
is because the younger generation has
shown a disposition to detect shame and
to face facts squarely. Stage fright surely
needs to he brought out into the open,
labelled the imposter it is and made to
beat an inglorious retreat.

THOROUGH preparation is one of the

His for Life

SELF-HELP QUESTIOXS ON
MR. DEROMEN’S ARTICLE

most effective weapons of defense and
lack of it is.a just cause for worry. But
what does thorough preparation imply?
It means knowing a piece inside and out,
of making it the property of the sub¬
conscious mind. Strange as it may seem,
a piece is seldom properly learned until
the student has apparently forgotten it
several times. That means that he has
learned the piece and laid it aside, repeat¬
ing this process indefinitely. On each occa-

1. Why is some trace of fear beneficial
for public performersf
2. What is usually the cause of fear
arising in a six or seven year old childt
3. Why would not the fear of making
mistakes function in case the audience was
made up of South Sea Islanders I
4 .In what way does anger free one from
fear?
5. How may a student make a composi¬
tion “his for life?"

(Children’s Games
‘By Izane Peck

A

N ENTERTAINING pastime for
busy boys and girls is the simple
game of "Instruments.”
Upon a big table in an adjoining room
are placed various musical instruments: a
ten cent fife, a toy violin, a harp, a drum,
kettle drum, saxophone, cornet, piccolo,
flute, French horn, mandolin, guitar. Few
of these instruments can be real or toy
instruments. Cut-outs, taken from musical
papers or from a musical instrument cata¬
logue, are available.
This done, the children are formed in
line and marched around the table four
times. They are told to look closely at
every instrument. When they have fin¬
ished their marching they must return to
the room from which they came and the
door is closed.
Paper and pencils being provided, each
child must write down the names of as
many instruments as he can remember.
Allow ten minutes—or perhaps a little
more.
The papers having been collected are
compared with the correct list which has
been prepared beforehand.
The child
naming the most instruments correctly may
be given a musical pin for the prize. The
consolation prize might well be a musical
instrument catalogue which will draw the
interest of every child present to the
varieties of instruments produced.

The Orchestra
This game is played like the game of
instruments, except that the instruments
are limited to those used in the modern
orchestra.
Titles
This also is a variation of the game
of Instruments.
A small collection
(sheet music collection) of well known
songs is placed upon the table. The play¬
ers having marched about slowly three
times write down the titles of the songs,
first going to the adjoining room.

Upon a big table in a room adjoinim
that of the players are placed a number o
pieces of music such as a Rondo, Sonata
Waltz, Caprice, March, Two-step Polka
Allemande, Sarabande,. Chaconne, Passa
cagha. Gavotte, Courante, Gigue, Etude
Air, Prelude, Folk Song and so forth li,
sure that each selection plainly shows upo.
the title page the form in which it i
constructed.
The players are formed in line am
march around the table five times. Thei
Potpourri
are told to look closely at each title anc
Another variety of the game of Instru¬ to remember the form in which it ha, vl
ments: Various kinds of notes (not all s.hap.e,i Wh(:n they have marched abou
the different kinds) and several of the Sffiwly four times, they are speeded up
various rests and musical signs, such as he r mavchmg the fifth time and retu
to the room from which they came.

diminuendo,
largo,
sostenuto,
piano,
forte, allegro, andante, and so forth,
comprise the material placed on the table!
These may be written out clearly on music
note paper or placed upon a home-made
staff on a much larger scale. These are
cut apart and placed scatteringly upon the
table. The boy or girl who can write out
and properly name the largest number of
these correctly receives a prize. A fitting
prize might be a piece of sheet music, or,
if convenient, a musical potpourri.

the names of as many title forms as°he
:SberdUri“Sth-« succeeding
r Jhn faPtrS,ai!e comPared With the cor
hand.

The winner isTrequeshM^ ^

the handed-in lists reads f° hasu corre««i
hook (may beXt^t tte
Library) a short paraeranh
.
Publlc
unknown Musical Fofm. LaS"!
th'
prize is awarded the winner
11

A Game

for

Girls

How about this game for your Class
Entertainment ?
This game will be a good one with
which to close a girl’s social evening. A
member prepares cards, each card con¬
taining the names of girls appearing in
titles of songs. No girl is to look at her
card until the signal is given. When the
signal is given all begin writing out the
entire titles.
After a short period of time, decided on
hy the member planning this feature, the
eards are collected, the girl having the
most correct answers winning the game.
Good names for characters are as fol¬
lows :
]■
2.
3.
4.
5-

Alice. (Alice, Where Art Thou?)
Rose. (Last Rose of Summer)
Nancy. (Nancy Lee)
Nelly. (Darling Nelly Gray)
Sally. (Sally in our Alley)
Evalina. (Dear Evalina)
' Kitty. (Kitty of Coleraine)
• Annie. (Annie Laurie)
m Kathleen. (Kathleen Mavourneen)
10- Vl°kt. (The Violet’s Fate)
After closing the contest the girls will
enjoy singing some of the songs which
may be found in most any good book of
«°me Songs.”
One, not on the list.
Good Night Ladies” makes a pleasing
Parting song.
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cR@ce and Motion in Music
<By

Adolf Weissmann

Translated and Adapted by Florence Leonard

I

T- WAS RICHARD WAGNER, in his
pamphlet called “The Jews in Music,”
who aroused interest in the idea of race
ia music. That was seventy-five years ago.
Other writers took up the subject, con¬
spicuously Gobineau and Chamberlain.
There was much discussion of it, especially
in Germany, where much stress was laid
by the scientists on purity of race. But the
mixture of races has been particularly
beneficial to Germany, with its too long
skull. Wagner’s own claims to purity of
race were not unquestioned; his art works
contradicted his theories, and the Jews
themselves have benefited by the discussion
of the problems which he raised.
Attention was called to Bohemia, Rus¬
sia’ and Norway as showing destructive
traits in music. Folksong and folkdance
were utilized—were over exploited—as
sources of music in various countries long
after the Germans had ceased discovering
them. Norway sought recognition through
Grieg, Bohemia through Dvorak and SmeBut it soon became evident that the
charm and color of folksongs was most
evident and most fruitful in the smaller
forms. This is illustrated by Grieg’s com¬
positions. We may learn it from Dvoraks
chamber music and Smetana’s opera “Die
Verkaufte Braut.” This latter is the one
instance where Bohemian music has suc¬
ceeded in the larger forms.
The unquestioned success of these two
artists, however, has helped along the na¬
tional movement in Bohemia where music
and politics are closely allied.
But the whole question of race and na¬
tionalism has altered within a generation.
Without doubt nationalism has grown
stronger, but the mixture of races has also
made progress. There are now innumer¬
able “nationalisms.” They might be called
the,grotesques of Europe. At the same time
there is talk of the “United States of
Europe.” The levelling, befogging influ¬
ence of democracy shows itself. The bonds
of economics and technic grow stronger;
commercial iritefcourse increases. These
things affect all the arts, but especially
music. It is hardly possible to set bound¬
aries of nationality in music.
The question of race, too, can he handled
only with the greatest care.
Italian Melody
T IS NATURAL to seek traits of race
in melody. Melody is the most prim¬
itive form of consciousness of the ego;
therefore it is the most distinctive. In the
music of the past, Italian melody bears
most plainly the stamp of race. Its folk¬
song has natural freshness, charm and
strehgth. But it is not susceptible of de¬
velopment. The theater affords the stimu¬
lus for the unfolding of music with racial
characteristics. The Italian opera melodies
have undeniable charm. They win instant
popularity. No country of Europe can
withstand them. But this very quality of
sensuous charm, their very obvious popu¬
larity, renders their life short. They at¬
tempt to be both superficially pleasing and
passionate, to be light and yet deep. The
light quality degenerates into coloratura,
into mere empty notes.
The influence of the madrigals, of the
sacred music and chamber music, is less
strong. The Italian melody is the weighty
influence, and it cannot persist because it
lacks contrapuntal and harmonic founda¬
tions and because the singer himself de¬
stroys melody. The expressive sweetness

I
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What have your ancestors to do with your musical talent1
While we do not agree with Dr. Weissmann in all his conclusions,
still his article, from “Die Musi\,” is one of the most interesting that
we have read in many years:

of Bellini proves how long it can live, de¬
spite these handicaps.
Verdi’s melodies prove it also. . But
Verdi, in attempting (as in “Falstaff’’)
to raise it to the higher expressiye power,
to make it truly dramatic, exhausts its
racial traits. This is why “Falstaff” has
won such great significance in Europe.
There is the art of chamber music in it,
which, while it is not antagonistic to vocal
art, is yet not designed purely for exhibit¬
ing the glory of the voice. This is true
despite the fact that reminiscences of the
past may be found in “Falstaff.” Puccini
achieved a sort of renaissance with it. But
the pure Italian melody is not in Puccini.
It is delicately combined with its Latin
side, and depends, for its greatness, on
many substituted forms, introduced in
masterly fashion
With Puccini, Italian melody as a Char¬
acteristic of race, seems to have come to
an end. Mascagni, Leoncavallo, Giordano,
Zandonai, his contemporaries, attempt to
veil the weakness of the melody with the¬
atrical realism, a realism in which the'
racial impulse again appears as almost too
crass and bald.
In the works of Malipiero, Pizzetti, Castelnuovo-Tedesco, and even Casella, a faint
echo of it may be heard—in the Gregorian
Violin Concerto of Respighi is a precious
hint of the past. But no longer is it the
obvious expression of primitive, sensuous
charm. Race could appear in the urge
toward clearness, toward vocal quality.
But intellectualism has changed the' color
of Italian music. (The melodic material
is exhausted, also.) Under the influence
of modern instrumental music the whole
tradition of operatic music has been cast
aside—new ways are sought. In a Quar¬
tet of Labrocas, or a clever Impromptu
of Rieti. Latin traits are evident. But traits
of the Italian race, already affected- by the
levelling modern spirit of economics and
technic, are scarcely to be found.
Limitations of French Music

National peculiarities show
themselves, in French music, prima¬
rily as the result of limitations. Music
does not seem to have been the earliest
vehicle for expression of race feeling
among the French. But national limita¬
tions are also national strength. The chan¬
son may appear like an exalted form of
speech, “diction.” In fact, it is like the
spirit of the language from which it de¬
rives its life. A chanson is spoken. But
all the advantages of speech impart them¬
selves to the music. It strives toward
clearness; it is not veiled hy the fantastic.
The spoken melody of France has a def¬
inite end in view. Parisian architecture
is born of similar ideas of perspective.
To these advantages is opposed a dis¬
advantage-lack of warmth. True, the
spoken melody is rich in certain delightful
inflections and variations. It has supple¬
ness of rhythm and variety of harmonic
structure. But the chanson shows that it
did not arise from a deep inner necessity—
that music was not the central idea of the

race. We might suppose that the fact was
due to the lukewarm temperament of the
French did we not know that France is
the land of the art which appeals to the
eye. But the people no longer sing and
have never lost themselves in music. Their
very clearness of vision makes a critic of
the listener.
Pleasure in conversation
(which the language demands) removes
them from any idea that is deep and
problematic.
Language has thus determined the form
which remains essentially true to the
petit genre. But the scenic influence is
also very strong. The Frenchman, sen¬
sitive to the theatrical, gifted in it, is
strongly aflfected by the rhythm of the
language. The ballets, introducing the
operas, are racial expression in outline.
(It is significant that Lully, an Italian,
created his best work for the French
opera.)
But the tradition of the dance
developed directly out of the French
melody, so clear in rhythm, and out of
the tendency to the final cadence, which
is characteristic of all the French. In the
rococo music they blindfold their eyes
and create something extraordinary that
communicates itself to the. rest of the
world.
But serious French opera, as well as
its tragedy, condemns itself to torpidity,
because it has no warm blood. Even a
Gluck cannot alter this destiny, and one
understands how Stendhal could have fled
to Italy, because he found France too
cool and the Frenchman too conceited to
compose real music. But the chanson
was still fruitful—prodigal in the opera
comique (in which also Germany, with
Adam and Offenbach) participated. But
there lived an Auber who saved the honor
of France.
Berlioz and Debussy
THE important point is to show
that France, in spite of certain limita¬
tions—perhaps because of them—showed
the earliest harmonies of race and nation.
Berlioz was a rare apparition who seemed
to show a cross strain with his Beethoven
cult and his inclination toward large forms.
He shows racial characteristics to be too
strong rather than too weak in him.
Theatrical, indifferent, yet red-hot, ever
scourging himself, is this hysterical man.
No matter how deeply he is moved he can
always stand at a distance from his ex¬
citement. It may well be a source of
the greatest pride to-day, as in his own
days, that from this being, a creator in
instrumental color as well as in composi¬
tion in general, so great an influence
should have spread over all Europe, and
especially to Germany.
From this moment a new blood mixture
entered into German music, through the
virtuoso, Liszt, who was himself an ex¬
ample of mixed race. And the Germans
retaliated, through the influence of Wagner
upon the French, apparently so strong
to resist watering of the blood! France
also had its Wagner-followers. But that
was not to last long.

YET

Debussy’s reaction against Wagner was
strong, yet the stuff of which it was
fashioned is thin. In Debussy the best
French traits are apparent, among them
clearness and creative ideas of form.
There is nothing problematical to dim the
character of music which derives its del¬
icate light from a pocte-litterateur. He
knows, and uses to his advantage, the
fundamental weaknesses of French music.
But he flees from the lyric sentimentalities
which have been the fashion in France
since Gounod’s day. He has charming
substitutes for them. He again uses the
language to aid the melody.
In one instance, French opera has risen
to the heights—in Bizet’s “Carmen.” Here
also is race at work. But it has been led
to the summits by the passionate nature
of a musician. This feat has not been
repeated. For “Pelleas et Melisande” is
a sort of friendly declaration of bank¬
ruptcy.
Since Debussy, composers have done
their utmost to make race significant in
music. The artistic achievements of the
much talked of “Group of Six” (now
practically dissolved) may seem to con¬
tradict such an opinion. But this guiding
instinct of race may be perceived in all
that they did. The art of Ravel is of
a high order, is masterly, but slender in
substance. It betrays many foreign in¬
fluences, notably that of Russia. Yet this
Basque also saves the “race” in French
music.
The Exotic Influences
INFLUENCE of “jazz,” of
America, on the life and even the
language of Paris, is undeniable. But the
response to jazz is only a return to the
past. French music never arising from
the inner need, has always followed the
cult of color, going for it'to the Orient
(as with David and Delibes), South
American (Bizet) and the exotic every¬
where (St. Saens, Chabrier, Ravel). Va¬
riety of rhythm attracts. Dance rhythm
bears the closest relation to life and is
closely related to the drama.
Atonality, affecting French music at the
same moment as jazz, and still more
deeply, may have prevented the latter from
taking too strong a hold upon it.
The crisis, at all events, seems to be pass¬
ing. In the ballet there is much life and
the creative activity in general is amazing.
Honegger is an exception to the young
French composers who still exhibit a re¬
action to Wagner. Milhaud, Auric and
Poulenc show national traits, the tendency
toward cadence, the quick close, the trans¬
lation of the optical impression into the
aural (Poulenc’s“Promenades”). Andhow
well they employ all the new means of press¬
ing irony, satire and the grotesque, to which
they are by birth disposed!
Faure—a
man of the past—has charm, is much re¬
vered by the young musicians. The scores
of Roussel and Ibert show national traits
and limitations. “The great form” fares
badly on French soil because it grows
out of a totally different conception of
music. The irruption of Cesar Franck,
with his undeniable influences on French
chamber music, has been victorious in the
best, the French, sense.
What of Stravinsky and the influence
of Russian music, apparently so strong?
Is he, the “rat catcher” for the young com¬
posers, banned from the France which he
thought he had subjugated?
Russia, for the reasons already given,
casts upon France the spell of color. There
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has, besides, been a close connection be¬
tween the aristocracy of France and that
of Russia. Diaghilef who inspired Stra¬
vinsky goes to Paris in the hope that he
may find occupation in this ancient nursery
of the ballet. Russia wanders to, France,
hoping there to turn leaping into flying. It is
clear, that Stravinsky, with his use of the
Russian motif, exercised at first a strong,
magical influence. But it is equally clear
that this same Paris exercises to the full
its optical charm upon the artist. His de¬
velopment from “Petrushka,” via “Sacre
du Printemps,” to “Pulcinella,” the octet
and the piano sonata, shows the influence
of picturesque, usual impressions, such as
are possible in Paris only. But it shows
also the French conservatism with its retro¬
grade tendency. Step by step Stravinsky
has abandoned the specifically Russian
character of his art. He has not spent
himself wholly in Western Europe, in
Paris, because he has too much person¬
ality. But there he did sharpen his feeling
for form and cleverness, and moreover,
strongly influenced by Picasso, forswore
all “isms.” He remains a “rat-catcher,”
converted though he is by Western Europe.
In France many pre-Bach sonatas and
concertos will yet arise. But the trend of
the national music in France will not be
altered nor hindered thereby.
Russian Peculiarities
STRAVINSKY we approach
Russia. As we have seen, it passed
into mid-European channels shortly after
its first appearance. It asserted itself
strongly in Glinka, only to show, quickly,
its weakness of form. We might say that
the more Russian a folksong or folkdance is the less it can adapt itself to gen¬
eral musical development (Kultur). The
peculiar profile is nowhere sharper than in
Russia. It has its own rhythm, but it has,
also, in its fundamental minor tonality
certain possibilities of harmonic deteriora¬
tion. Here we find a parallel between
color in life and color in music. Variation
from the rhythm of middle Europe, from
the customary intervals, are natural to the
Russian folk song. But in this very fact
lie the limits .of the dazzling peculiarities.
Moussorgsky, and, in a lesser degree,
Borodin and Rimsky-Korsakoff, defended,
and to some extent, rescued Russian music
from its dangerous situation. In Mous¬
sorgsky race feeling was indestructible.
His personality was deeply penetrated by
the folksong and dance. How he utilized
this rhythm for the speed, pose and step
of the individual; how he drew on his
imagination to exhaust their harmonic
possibilities, with many a sidelong glance
toward the church modes, is all demon¬
strated in “Boris Godounov.” He turned
his back on Middle and Western Europe.
His manner of expression is short and
pregnant (founded, likewise, on the folk
ideas), in striking contrast to the dreamedout dreams of larger forms, the shattered
kingdom of the sonata, which prevailed in
Western Europe.
But Western Europe shows its influence
in the furthur development of Russia.
Even Prokofieff, dwelling in Paris, could
not escape. The stronger vitality of the
Russian, appearing in his crisp rhythm and
in sound combinations which do not
shrink from harshness, are threatened as
soon as he reaches middle age.
In Scriabin there are few Russian
traits.
He succumbed too early to
Western
Europe, to Wagner—strong
though he is in personality, rich in imagina¬
tion. He plays a certain role in the out¬
break of atonality. But his work, as a
whole, counts for little.
What of Poles, Czechs, Hungarians?
Franz Liszt, German Hungarian, has
already denied to the latter a characteristic
music. The Magyar, who appears to express
himself most naturally in the gipsy music,
has not been very important to the musical
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world. Liszt captured for art (and not
without protest from the Magyar) its rhap¬
sodical character. The Hungarian folk¬
song has certain harmonic and rhythmic
possibilities. But German music began too
early to influence it. Bartok and Kodaly
seem to show a new phase of it. Bartok,
searcher after folklore, plainly makes
South European ideas bear fruit. A good
example of adaptation, without loss of in¬
dividuality, is found in his “Dance Suite,”
based all on one motif. But this is a
single instance. The man belongs to the
Intellectuals in looking far beyond Hun¬
gary, sharing the cultural movement of
Europe, helping to determine it.
For Poland, Chopin has perhaps done all
that is possible. The Mazurka with its
illuminating harmony, handled by a poet,
has spoken the last word. The dream of
Chopin has been fulfilled by his messenger,
Paderewski. Poland has become a nation!
But that says nothing for the future of
Polish music as race expression. Szyman¬
owski, with his color and many pleasing
characteristics, is yet not a distinctive rep¬
resentative of racial traits. The Czechs
have Janacek, the only composer in whom
the people speak strongly; but not less
strongly speak Europe and the Intellec¬
tuals.
The younger men, Vycpalek,
Vomacka, Stepan, Jirak are not racially
determining. In Bohemia are Suk, and,
to a less extent, Novak, who show their
Bohemian origin. Austrian influences are
strong here.
England also would have a national
music. But what role does music play in
the life of the average Englishmen ? The
literature for virginal, and of madrigals,
also shows that this condition did not
always exist. Is the change due to the man¬
ner of living or to the naturally reserved
character of the people? But powers are
at work to-day to create national music.
There is folksong material in Scotland
and in Ireland and the choruses instance
a new movement to utilize it. In the
serious music, Elgar, Halst, Vaughan
Williams, as truly English, are opposed
to the younger group who seek close con¬
nection with the continent. Elgar, how¬
ever, shows much continental influence,
despite his occasional “cockneyisms.”
In English music, the characteristic trait
is not so much a return to the folksong
as a certain untrammelled joyousness.
German Speaking Countries

THE GREATEST problems of race and

manic expression. At
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Have, therefore, come upon the fact,
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“music « . great an.
has, for centuries, been subjected to man
.fold influences. Before a Bach could be
born, the ear of the German mus.c.an had
to be touched by Italian, French, even
English influences.
But, under these circumstances, the
German music maker was called upon to
exert his highest powers for his art. He
must swiftly progress from a melody with
no irresistible charm to one which had
its roots' in his deepest emotions. More¬
over, from the Austrian south came
streaming toward Germany strains of the
fiddlers • (wandering musicians?), which
were most striking and obvious in rhythm
and timbre. Thus, Germany as a nation
had varied characteristics of expression.
In middle Germany it aspired toward the
infinite, and laid the foundations of instru¬
mental music. In the south, however,
thanks to the “Musikanten” who ever
brought new powers to instrumental music,
song and dance held sway. The north
also had its sacred and secular songs.
But a Schubert could live only in Vienna;
a Mozart, who gainsaid both race and
nation, must have had his home in Austria.
Even a Beethoven made his home in
Vienna, although he must soon have come
to feel that in his struggle with his sur¬
roundings and in conflict with himself
he had risen above this earth. The short,
plastic motifs of Beethoven, which the
master chiseled out for his music, point
toward,the north that ever attracted him,
yet the princely culture of Austria held
him there.
In Germany, then, we see that the me¬
lodic material is not the only factor in
the folk-style’of the music. We see also,
that other powers were released, freed
themselves from restraint and arrived at
new breadths and depths. Form was con¬
ceived as something unknown to the rest
of the world. Italy may have laid the
foundation of this conception, but German
form became something quite different
from Italian. The problematic in Ger¬
man music is thus the question of rel¬
atively uninteresting material, and also
the variety of sources. Germany, far
from pure in race, musically has been
able from the first to receive the most
varied ideas and gradually work them
over. Disinclined to virtuosity, it has
seen many virtuosi disport themselves on
its soil. In the last analysis, German
music- is group music; therefore, with
continued development of expression and
ever increasing greatness of conception,
it had, finally, to become instrumental
music.

nationality' in music are found in
German speaking countries in middle
Europe. There are so many ramifications
that one can hardly insist on community
of race, except in a general way. Least
of all can one talk of “nationalism.” If
to Germany we add Austria, we have to
deal with a country composed of many
peoples, who but recently wished to dis¬
claim both racial and national groupings.
But opposed to all these ideas is the
fact of remarkable fertility and the dis¬
tinguished achievement in music of middle
Europe.
Deteriorations
To base this development of German
—or so-called German—music on the folk¬ UNDER SUCH conditions, the result
song would be a grave error. The Ger¬
muV3St US,ng up of material.
man folksong is inferior to that of other This has been ^hastened
by the influence of
peoples in rhythmic mobility and har- France, of Liszt, of Wagner. Wagner is

non-German in the elements of his m •
dramas, also in the erotic emphasfcf
his luxuriant harmonies. The effects °
both intoxicating and destroying.
3re
From these influences, Germany is av
to be freed. It is only true t0
acter that the reaction should be extre '
Hindemith, a born Musikant, has a -I"5'
tain speculative impulse; he was
influenced by Krenek. In Kaminski o
finds a tendency toward the larger f0_ne
Busoni was an instance of cross str™
and therefore an instance also of new
classicism. Jarnach, born in Romany, w
adopting Germany, shows many trait's of
birth and early education. Everythin
points to the fact that in Germany, where
Brahms, Strauss and Regen once showed
the great variety of shadings possible to
music, a mixture of races is quite in ac
cordance with nature.
In German music there are important
contributions from the Jews also. It js
no mere chance that Mahler and Schonberg, so important in the development of
music, belong to Austria. Austria, with
her inclination to ignore race and nation
as far as possible, is the very soil to pro¬
duce such masters. The Jewish race, dis¬
claiming any nationals . cannot but be
strongly affected by such surroundings.
They seek, however, a new arena; they
would establish a new Jewish, Hebrew
art of music, on the foundation of Pales¬
tine. Here is an extraordinary idea. A
people whose purity of race is unques¬
tioned—who have, however, rejected the
limiting idea of a natn
awaken at last
to the thought of a national life and wish
to base on this life a national music. In
Mahler we find the impulse to show himtelf as a true German, by his essential
Christianity, by his unselfish devotion to
his artistic ideal, opposing himself to the
style of the operetta material. At the
same time the old Hebrew melody—none
too rich in treasure—is nude the founda¬
tion of the truly Jewish style. Greater
contrasts than that between the German
folk sortg of Mahler and the ancient He¬
brew melody cannot lie imagined. Hebrew
music must not lte bound by the measurebar; it must be as a free recitative; it re¬
quires a quite different technic. The work
of Ernest Block, Milhaud and certain Rus¬
sian Jews do not yet sufficiently confirm
the possibility of the existence of such a
race-pure art.
There is one powerful opponent of race
and nation in music, the variously com¬
pounded America, the land which can
satisfy to the last degree its hunger for
virtuosity.
The power of money, the
power of machinery, ally themselves
against creative ability which must look
back to folksong as its source. They sttne
it at birth. Nevertheless, there is a re¬
markable struggle for national mu*lC'
Democracy would also achieve music. Bu
the radio, as nothing heretofore has done,
uproots both race and nation in music.
It is doubtful whether Oriental music,
with which our time has become so 13
miliar, will have a strong effect of
Nationalisms perish; nations develop,
race-weakening influences will be strong'
the future also. There is no going back-

Scale Writing Drill for Young Pupils
By Gladys M. Stein
Young pupils never seem to know their the pupils will enjoy the game of arW
scales well enough, hence the necessity of the sharps or flats in their nr™
,
armisine' their interest in writing the scales j,x
arousing
proper plac
'n many ways. If the teacher will v
: the major scales in the following

2

Before starting to work the exerci
have the pupils memorize the series

7v°)
(/S),

rl“uPS
2’ 3scales
0A)’ are
4- 5.bi*
8, on which major

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR'
IVEISSMANN'S ARTICLE
L IVhat has changed the color of
cm Italian musict
t
2. IVhat is a chanson and uhat Fre)
traits docs it exemplifyt
u
3. Which French composers soV"
"color” in the Orient?
..
4. IVhat traits characterize Mo***
sky's compositions?
5. Why was Vienna particularly
to be the home of great composers’
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In the Heart of the Oasis

Egyptian Music

An Arabian Singer

An Arabian Dancer

Songs of the -Ancient Land, of “Mystery
By the well'\noum American Composer

Lily Strickland

I

N SMALL isolated oases out on the
great Libyan desert there are villages
where the Fellahin pursue their lives
untouched by all the changes in the out¬
side world of which they know nothing
and care less. They are the same in
costumes and manners and in their simple
pastoral lives as when the dynasties of
the Pharaohs swayed the history of old
Egypt, ,
Perhaps a Mosque raises its slender
minaret where once were Temples to
Osiris, Horus and Isis, but these are
changes that have touched only their reli¬
gion and metamorphosed it from the poly¬
theism of ancient times to the monotheism
of Mohammed.
In her arts and music is reflected most
faithfully Egypt’s unchanging nature. No
one knows when music was first introduced
into the rites and mysteries of Egyptian
religion. But. we do know that its use in
Temple worship is immemorial, that its
style has come to be classified as “Sacred
Music.” and that, many centuries ago in
Egypt, there were schools maintained
solely for the training of musicians and
dancers who were destined to serve at
the shrines of the Egyptian deities.
In the Alexandrian chronicles it is said
"that the sons of Seth did according to
the angels, invoking in the Angel’s Hymn,”
and one of the first references to musical
instruments in literature is that “Jubal Was
the Father of all such as handled the
harp.”
After the Flood, which some authorities
give as about 2348 B. C., “the sons of
Noah, after the waters had subsided from
the face of earth, first settled in the Plains
of Shinar, part of ancient Mesopotamia,
the modern Diarbekr. The first migration
of Noah’s descendants took place about
2281 B. C. when several of the younger
branches of the family of Ham, if not
Ham himself, traveled towards the West
and the South and settled in Phoenicia
and Egypt, taking Noah with them, as
some say. Cithers, soon after, migrated
to the East and the empires of Assyria,
Babylon, India, Persia and China” (Ta¬
gore’s “History of Music”).
The Fountain-head of Art
pGYPT HAS been called the mother
lode and fountain-head of all the arts
and sciences. Through her traditions,
culture was spread over Europe'. The
earliest records of Egyptian music are in¬
extricably confused with mythology, as in
the East, especially, legends fill the gaps
left by history.
In 525 B. C., Cambyses conquered Egypt,
demolished her Temples, destroyed her

records and killed her priests, so that we
are compelled to quote from that mythol¬
ogy which existed before the formation
of historical chronology.
A conception of the origin of all Gods
first sprung from the superstitious and
imaginative mind of man. Naturally, then,
a similarity of types prevail in the various
Pantheons of ancient countries. From a
combination of speculation, poetic fancy,
imagination and fear of the elements, man
has drawn his images and, by so doing,
has enriched our present-day mental in¬
heritance, our intellectual pleasures, our
literature, arts and music.
•
From the store-house of the Past we
may gather such treasures as appeal to
us and so embroider our Present, the other¬
wise drab tapestry of our everyday lives,
with color, romance and beauty. On one
of these tapestried designs, we trace Music
of which a Seer has said, “It is the only
art of Heaven we bring to earth, the only
art of Earth we take to Heaven.” For
the origin of Egypt’s music we must go
to mythology, that most fantastic and
brilliant of all tapestries.
In the annual overflow of the Nile
River, it was said that, among the nu¬
merous bodies of dead animals left on
the sand, there remained a tortoise, whose
sun-dried cartilages were stretched across
its shell. “Hermes, walking along the
banks, happened to strike his foot against
the shell and felt so pleased with the sound
produced that he at once formed the idea
of constructing a lyre.” And so, accord¬
ing to the Egyptians, the lyre and not the
drum, as in India, was the first musical
instrument. To Hermes (Tristnegistus-),
therefore, is accredited the' invention of
music, and
the “Herthrough his
discovery of
the tortoise¬
shell. It is a
pretty story.
But, whether
or not the

harp came to Egypt in this way, it is a fact
that it was one of the oldest instruments.
For we have only to go to ancient tombs
and temples to see its prototypes in fres¬
coes and bas-relief.
Trinity of Music
OLLOWING close upon the heels of
the invention of the lyre', came the
creation of the first flutes made from the
reeds that grew along the river-banks.
Osiris is said to have invented the flute
as Krishna did in Iridia, or Proteus in
Greece. Thus, with the drum, of which
there are many primitive types in Egypt,
we have the musical trinity of strings,
reeds and percussion.
Among the innumerable ruins of temples
that lie upon the wastes of the' tawny
desert-sands have been-discovered and ex¬
cavated many sculptures, paintings and
images of dancers and musical instru¬
ments from which Egyptologists have re¬
constructed the models which may be seen
to-day in the Museums of Cairo, Alex¬
andria, New York or London. We fear,
however, that the original classical danc¬
ing, once so popular in Egypt, has been
lost through corruption and perversion.
The modern muscle-dancing is a far
cry from the symbolistic dances that took
place in the pld_Temples of the Egyptian
deities. The present-day version is a
garbled one, handed down among tire
lower caste people who have misused the
ancient dance-forms for the purpose of
appealing to the physical senses of man
and not for the edification or pleasure of
gods and goddesses. The modern Danse
du Ventre, seen in low coffee-houses in
the slums of
I Cairo or in
I dives run
for the bene¬
fit of curi¬
ous tourists,
is a degener¬
ate, sensual,
and
oft-

F

Bedouin Singing Girls

reputable performance which has long
since gone beyond the pale of respectabil¬
ity and has little in common with its orig¬
inal form.
The ceremonies and festivals held at
the annual overflow of the Nile date back
to very remote times, when the kings,
priests, priestesses and people assembled
together to worship with music, dancing
and singing the life-giving waters that
made it possible for them to produce har¬
vests from the desert-sands of Egypt.
According to Heliodorus, the Nile Fes¬
tival took place at the summer solstice.
“And it came to pass, at the time of the
overflowing of the Nile, that all the in¬
habitants of Egypt left their homes, the
king, the princes and all the people, to
see the overflow of the Nile River and to
make a holiday in its honor” (The
Talmud).
In Heliopolis and other great cities came
processions of priests carrying the image
of “Num,” the River-God, together with
the images of Isis, Horus and other deities.
They were followed by bands of musicians
who sung to the accompaniment of harps,
cymbals, pipes, drums and horns. Slaves
led the sacrificial oxen which, garlanded
with flowers, gilded and decorated, were
offered to the River-God.
Hymn ■ to the J^ile

CHANTS and hymns were sung by the'
priests and the people. One of these,
a famous “Hymn to the Nile,” was pop¬
ular throughout Egypt. It was originally
written on papyrus and, dated 1399-1266,
js now in the British Museum.
Hymn to the Ffile
“Hail, all hail, O Nile, to Thee!
To this land Thyself Thou givest.
Coming tranquilly to give
Life so that Egypt may live.
Glorious River art Life-giver!
To our fair fields ceaselessly,
Thy waters Thou dost supply,
And dost come through plain descending
Like the Sim, through the middle sky.
Loving Good, and, without ending,
Bringing corn to granary,
Giving light to ev’ry home,
O, Thou Almighty Ptah!”
It is said that on this occasion of gen¬
eral thanksgiving, young maidens were
sacrificed to “Num” and were taken out
in flower-decked boats and offered to the
gods as a propitiation. The chants of
the fanatical priest and the noise of the
musicians drowned the terror-stricken cries
of the hopeless victims destined to perish
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on the altar of superstition, the only com¬
pensation of the wretched creatures being
that they would become the “Brides of
the Gods,’1 a poor substitute indeed for
life.
Isis, the Mother and wife of Osiris,
was regarded as the female symbol of
Creation. In her Temples were the veiled
priestesses who chanted before the shrines
on which was written, “I am all that has
been, and is, and shall be, and my veil
no man has ever removed.” It was the
symbol of the eternal mystery of life and
birth. Here votive' offerings were placed
and the Temple-dancers performed daily
in honor of the presiding Goddess. Isis
was also symbolical of the eight forms of
Water, Fire, Sacrifice, Sun, Moon, Ether,
Air and Earth which were worshipped by
the old Egyptians.
Apis, Horns, Typnoli, lies, Anubis and
other Deities represented the forces of
Nature and the three attributes of Crea¬
tion, Preservation and Destruction, the
triumvirate upon which other nations
founded their own conceptions.
Outer Influences
HE EGYPTIANS, first conquered bv
Cambyses, have since suffered from
the yokes of many invaders and oppres¬
sors. Beginning with the Dynasties of the
Ptolemies, there was a gradual decadence
of art and learning in the land, so that the
music data, which would have been invalu¬
able to students, was destroyed. It is said
that Sotor, Philadelphus and Euergetes,
the first three Ptolemies, were all patrons
of music and encouraged its study and
practice in their day. About the time of
Ptolemy the Third the influence of Greek
music began to be felt; and at various
festivals were employed bands of Greek
musicians and singers Who introduced
their new forms of music into Egypt.
According to history, Ctesibius, the
Alexandrian, invented the “Hydraulicon”
or water-organ which had eight pipes
placed on a round pedestal. A system of
pumping water into the pipes produced the
sounds, the instrument having no visible
keys. Hence the exact manner in which
it was played is not known, but it is doubt¬
less related to the pipe-organ “and the cal¬
liope in common use today.
Athenaeus states that in the reign of the
Seventh Ptolemy, the people of Alexandria
had reached a high degree of musical per¬
fection, and “the most wretched peasant
or day-laborer among them was not only
able to play upon the lyre but was likewise
a perfect master of the flute.”
Auletes, the father of Cleopatra, was
called “the flute-player,” because of his
. great fondness for that instrument. The
harp was also a favored instrument of
that period, and some of us may be familiar
with a painting of Egypt’s immortal
Queen, in which she is depicted as reclin¬
ing at case while a musician kneels before
her and plays on a great harp.
After the meteoric reign of Cleopatra
had come to a tragic end, Egypt fell into
the hands of the Romans and an altogether
new element entered into her arts and
music. Herodotus writes at about 409
[!. C. that, when he was in Egypt, one of
the most wonderful things that he heard
was the song of Linus (Maneros) whose
dirge had been sung from ancient days.
Plato, who lived thirteen years in Egypt
and who studied music while there, be¬
came very fond of the Egyptian mode and
wrote of the great progress of the people
along musical lines.
Diodorus (60 B. C.) writes that on the
occasion of the death of a King in Egypt
the temples were dosed for a period of
mourning extending through seventy-two
days, when the people walked through the
streets and sung mournful dirges in honor
of the Royal Dead.

T

Ancient Metrical Song

ACCORDING to Dr. Birch, one of the
oldest metrical songs of Egypt was
called “The Song of the Thrasher” which
he translated from hieroglyphics, for the
British Museum.
Thrash ye for yourselves,
Thrash ye for yourselves, 0 oxen,
Thrash ye for yourselves
The strazo which is yours,
The corn which is your masters'.
This was evidently a folk-song used by
agriculturists, judging by its utter sitnplicity. The early folk-music was graphic,
simple and rhythmic, whether in song or
dance, and was of an elementary charac¬
ter, sufficiently easy to appeal to the un¬
tutored tastes of a primitive and natural
people.
In the seventh century, when Egypt was
again conquered, this time by the Moham¬
medans, the call to Allah gradually took
the place of the chants to the Gods, the
Koran supplanted The Book of the Dead,
the cry of the muezzin from the minarets,
calling the Faithful to prayer, was heard
in the land, and the precepts of the Mara¬
bouts drowned out the conflicting drone of
the Priests of Isis, Horus or Osiris. In
time, too, the mighty temples disintegrated
and were buried in the sands, and the pag¬
eantry of the Egyptian Pantheon and all
the mystic rites of priest-craft and their
dominion over the people vanished forever
save as a memory. But still those stupen¬
dous relics of Egypt’s glories and her
cruelties rise as eloquent memorials to a
magnificent if barbarous past.
Modern Egypt is inhabited by the Muslem and the Arab of mixed descent, and
their music is dominated by the influence
of several races who brought new music
into the country. The original scale of
old Egypt was built upon the one and onethird tone interval and was in favor with
the more cultured element. The popular
scales were built on the minor forms with
the flatted seventh and, sometimes, the aug¬
mented sixth. Today the music of Egypt
may be roughly divided under two heads,
the religious and secular, with their vari¬
ous sub-divisions. Under the head of reli¬
gious music comes the chants of the
Priests, the “sacred music” of festivals,
the music of the Dervish Dancers, the

Ramadan.

'-p HE SECULAR music is
-0i,g.“”.icS uTSriw"*1 r» »<

and the traditional music of male and
female dancers. It is only in the Mop**,
that there is no music, as it was J<*bjdd
by the Prophet. Nevertheless the Mus
lems are not lacking in music of their own,
since Mohammed’s mandates are nof
strictlv observed by a people .whose natural
love of music has to an extent overcome
their religious scruples.
i;
In almost every “mongrel port ot
Egypt today the visitor may enjoy a
variety of primitive music. At Port Said
one hears the chant-like songs of the coalheavers who come with their grimy loads
to the ships. The Somali, Swahili, Nu¬
bian, Arab, bluekdad Fellaheen and the
hangers-on at the various ports, all sing
as they work.
The Nile boatmen have a special song
for every phase of their work and sing in
unison, with alternating solo and chorus,
to lessen the tedium of their toil as they
row in rhythm with their music. In Cairo
one hears almost every kind of music from
the songs of the’camel and donkey boys to
the crude singing of the dancing-girls in
low-class dancing-halls and coffee-houses.
In the country-side the folk-songs are
more clearly formulated and more melo¬
dious. The men sing as they work their
fields of sugar-cane or cotton and the
women as they bring water from the wells
and canals. One is especially struck with
the pictures of pastoral Egypt, which seem
so unchanged. The peasant-women, clad
in their single dark-blue garments, grace¬
ful of figure and sometimes very attractive
in an oriental way, carry the red clay
water-jars balanced on their heads in ex¬
actly the same way as do the figures we
have seen in museums.
Sometimes we hear the plaintive little
tune of an Arab shepherd boy tending his
brown flock along the wayside, and it seems

Qm Tou T5ell? ss
1. Which composer is known as “The Musician’s Musician?”
2. How is a major triad changed to minor?
3. Who composed the opera “Madame Butterfly ?”
4. When G is the leading-tone, what is the key-signature?
5. What is an octave?
6. Waal is the name of the case or desk containing the key¬
boards of an organ?
b
7. What was the first American choral work to be performed
at the gr^at English musical festivals?
P
d
8. What is the meaning of the French word nocl?
9. Make a note that will have one and three-fourths beats in
Y measure.
s 1,1
10. How many strings has a violin?
TURN TO PAG? 875 AND CHECK UP YOUR ANSWERS.
after month, and you will have 6ne enterainment material'whra0yiw1a're^h«t ,Mu“C Maoa“*» month
ac^ionT™m«XBmtab”KraP
°f'** **

Singing Girls and Dancers
IN EGYPT there are bands of profes.
1 sional dancers, male and female, who
are called the “Ala Teeyah” and the “Awa
Lim,” the latter term being used to desig¬
nate the singing-girl rather than the
dancer. The average singing-girl adapts
her songs to the tastes of her audience.
She sings of love, war, intrigue or what¬
ever subject might appeal to the mood of
the listener. She is usually accompanied
by a rude orchestra composed, of drums
flutes, cymbals, tambourines and the .clap¬
pings of hands which accent the rhythm
of her music.
In the mixed dances there are several
that follow old tradition, the principal one
being the “Hes," a conventional dance
which starts with three couples who whirl
away to the licat of stamping feet, until
the dancers, exhausted by the quick tempo
of-the music, fall out to he replaced by
fresh couples. Another famous dance is
called the “Herti Bridal Dance” which is
performed on the occasion of wedding
ceremonies to the accompaniment of
muffled drums.
In the more remote districts where tribal
music and dances still remain unchanged,
whole bands sometimes join in wild folkdances celebrating some special event.
There are the primitive songs of the Desert
Raiders swooping down on their swift
camels, upon some lonely little caravan or
camp. There are the glad songs at the
waterholes, where tired and thirsty men
and beasts are refreshed by life-giving
wells. From the camps of the veiled
Taureg come the thin tones of the scran¬
nel-pipes and the throb of the drumplaintive and strange music as indescrib¬
able as the desert itself.
From the black felt tents of the nomadic
Bedouin comes music of a gypsy-like
nature, as the dancing-girls whirl and pos¬
ture in the red light of camp-fires.
From the wandering caravans, where
Arabs muffled in the white folds of long
cloaks sway rhythmically along the sands
on their “desert-ships,” come the minor
cadences of wistful melodics, bom of de¬
sire or longing. By the fitful camp-fire or
in the golden light of the desert moon a
dancing-girl of Biskra weaves a theme to
flashing feet, swaying her ltody lithely as
she taps a tambourine.
From the oasis of the Ouled-Nail comes
the
professional
dancing-girl
famed
throughout all Egypt.
She is trained
from earliest childhood in the traditional
music of her calling and dedicated wholly
to the business of dancing. Her moral
status is about on a par with the Indian
Nautch-girl, but her services as a dancer
are constantly in demand. Her costume
is one of particular elaborateness, as she
wears many jewels and a feathered head¬
dress quite different from that of the
ordinary dancer.
Dervish Dancers
HE MOST spectacular dancers *h
Egypt, however, are the Dervishes or
“Zikrs" whose wild and fantastic dances
border on insanity. These men Irecoruc
self-hypnotized by the intoxication of tnei
own dances, and work themselves up to
fanatical climax, often inflicting terrtb
wounds upon their bodies with kni^;
They call themselves "religious dancerand are to be found in the vicinity 0
Mosques on Festival days. They are ««
above performing before a private au
once if the “backsheesh” is sufficient, ho
ever. There is a certain instrument ca e
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to have the wistful and even mournful
great Vo ^ quality that is common to the folk-mUs;‘
of Africa. Perhaps this is due to the
nature of the scale forms used by th
people—curiously minor, lacking cadence
or tonality.
Secular Music
;

Muslem music of
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First Year Sdr Training
<By Helen Dallam
Helen Dallam is a native of Illinois and has received all her training
in the state of her birth. Her talent and aptitude for composition became
apparent before she had attained her teens, and long before she became of
age she had written in many of the large forms, including string ensemble
and symphonic works.
Miss Dallam received the Arthur Olaf Andersen medal for composi¬
tion and the Master of Music degree at the American Conservatory of
Music at Chicago; at present she is teaching musical theory in all its
branches at this institution.

She has been the recipient of a number of prices for her works, and
her published compositions include songs, choruses, orchestrations, chamber
music, such as quartets and quintets for strings, and teaching material for
piano and for violin and piano.
.
Her compositions for, piano, violin and piano and for two violins and
piano are all familiar to Etude readers and are widely used by many promi¬
nent teachers. She belongs to that rapidly growing group of feminine com¬
posers who are contributing a distinctive element to contemporary compo¬
sition, in a style that is especially distinguished for elegance and grace.

M

ANY students of music, launching
upon the study of musical theory,
do so with the thought in mind
that theory is a mere subsidiary subject
to be taken in doses like so much medi¬
cine, A great many of these people do not
even connect properly this most important
subject with the study in which they are
majoring, such as voice, violin, organ or
piano. They feel that theory is nothing
but rules and that it is to be worked out
mechanically like an arithmetic problem.
No wonder they are bored to death! If
one does not connect beauty of sound with
the necessary application of rules then one
might just as well leave the subject alone
entirely, for all the enjoyment or lasting
benefit derived from it.
Many times the impression has been er¬
roneously conceived that musical theory
bears close relationship to arithmetic.
Heaven forbid! Because there are eight
natural tones in the diatonic scale (to say
nothing of the chromatics), that is, because
there happen to be figures connected with
it, this subject has often been misjudged.
But these are sounded figures, not mute
ones as in arithmetic. They mean some¬
thing to the emotions of the listener and
are not so many correct or incorrect
figures as dealt with in the sciences. In
other words, they are human, talking
figures, rather than deaf and dumb ones.
As each lesson in the text is introduced
the pupil should be guided not only in the
visual, written phase of the new work
but also in the keyboard or aural aspect of
the question. Most individuals are much
better able to write chords and progres¬
sions than they are to find them on the
piano. This is because the keyboard har¬
mony and ear training, in most cases, have
been neglected or sacrificed, while the
written work has been greatly emphasized.
In reality, these two requirements should
HELEN
go hand in hand. Necessarily the pupil
cannot cover as much ground if he stops
to develop his ears simultaneously with and combinations. In short, the teacher
his eyes. But what does haste avail if he should point out the grammatical construc¬
cannot apply practically what he has tion of each sentence (theory being the
grammar of music).
learned theoretically?
The student comes for his first lesson.
Rules are soon forgotten, but the sounds
produced by these rules are never forgot- He has played scales all'his life, but pos¬
sibly he has never listened to them nor
delved
into the-reasons for certain whole
Sound before Sense
LJ O W SHOULD ear-training be taught ? and half step progressions. These are
Let us suppose that we are dealing merely taken for granted. He has prob¬
with the average student of piano. This ably never heard of the tetrachord system,
Student probably studies all the classics of a Greek contribution to the scales as in
such masters as Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, use today. Tljis tetrachord idea is the
Liszt and Chopin, as well as other model basis, as he sodn learns, of the circles of
composers as required in most schools of fourths and fifths (flat and sharp scales)
music. He plays all sorts of chords (al¬ and of the diatbnic major and of the har¬
tered and otherwise) transitions and modu¬ monic and melodic rninot scales.
lations but does he .mow what it is all
Granting that he has played these scales,
about? He learns notes and fingering he must now write them, not stopping at
mechanically, depending upon the feel of seven flats and seven sharps but continuing
the keys under his fingers to tell him when
through the double flat and double sharp
he is right and when he is wrong. Such
scales—those enharmonic to the ones al¬
lack of analytic understanding is a deplor¬
ready written. In this way and only in
able characteristic only too prevalent
this way will he be capable of following
among students.
The mission of the pedagogue is to teach mentally the turnings and twistings of the
the names and duties of chords, their cor¬ composition he is studying. The follow¬
rect spellings, inner voice leadings (in four ing shows, as an example of the addition
part writing especially), good doublings of the double flat and sharp scales, the

gest brightness and high pitch. Flats ap¬
peal to the imagination as sombre and of
low pitch.
After the Scales are well in mind, then
should the intervals, plain, inverted and
enharmonic, be essayed. First.are learned
their names as to quality and measurement
by writing them in all keys. Next, these
intervals are to be played. The instructor
requests the pupil to turns his back or
close his eyes while intervals are played
at first in the middle register of the piano
(this range being the easiest for the aver¬
age untrained ear to distinguish), then in
the extremely high and low registers of
the instrument. Needless to say, both up¬
ward and downward measurements must
be practiced in writing and playing. Inter¬
vals are usually more abstract of defini¬
tion than are triads and seventh chords, as
the latter are so much more definite^ in
intent.
The following example shows (A) the
upward measurement of the intervals in
C major and (B) the downward measure¬
ment in C major:

Maj,3rd Min.3rd Dim.3rd Per. 4th 'Aug.4

Per.5th Aug.5th Dim.Sth Maj.fithMin.6th Aug.6th

DALLAM
scale of D double flat major (enharmonic
to C major) :

Maj.7th Min.7tb Dim. 7th Per.oct. Dim.oct.
C Major

Ex. 1

It will be noted that the last double flat
to be added corresponds in spelling with
the last or fifth flat to be added in D flat
major. This is true, naturally, of all the
enharmonic flat scales.
In the scale of B sharp major (enhar¬
monic to C major)-,

it will be noted that the last double sharp
to be added corresponds in spelling with
the last or fifth sharp to be added in B
major. This is true, naturally, of all the
enharmonic sharp scales.
The student should endeavor to hear
these scales, not in their enharmonic as¬
pect (as he is accustomed to thinking
them) but as the actual tones. according
to their vibrations. Sharps naturally sug-

Per.5th Dim.5th Aug.5th Min.6th Maj.6th Aug.6th

It will be noted that all intervals which
were major in their upward measurement
become minor in their downward measure¬
ment. The perfect intervals remain the
same. These intervals should be written
and played in every key.
Next are introduced the triads of the
major scale. These must be learned thor¬
oughly, as to name, and written in all keys
(major and harmonic minor) before the
pupil attempts to play them in all keys.
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The following examples in C-major and up with the rules governing its progression
A-minor give a working knowledge of the to the tonic. It is first learned in root potriads in fundamental position:
sition and later in its three inversions,
that is, with the third in the bass (first
inversion), fifth in the bats (second in¬
version), and seventh in the bass (third
inversion). Any seventh chord necessarily
has four positions, because it contains four
tones. The following is an example of
the four positions and three inversions of
the dominant seventh, the latter resolving
correctly to

I,
,-LrJ ItdOP
xT*!
’
11
It will be noted in the minor key that
the raised seventh tone must be taken into
consideration. This is one of the points
in which a teacher has to be most per¬
sistent, as it often seems to slip the mind
of the pupil.
The three positions of the triads in
major and minor keys should be intro¬
duced only after the first or fundamental
positions are well assimilated. By posi¬
tion is meant the fifth, root or third in
the melody. These should be written and
pldycd by the pupil in all keys, thus:
Ex.5

Position i

Position II

Position III

V?

I.

Vj

I

V7

,,

I

From now on we introduce each chord
in turn, doing exactly the same things but
each time adding a new chord to our repertoire. Of course, beside dealing with
these chords separately, we are at the same
time writing exercises of eight or more
measures showing the effects of various
combinations and preceding and succeeding harmonies.
In this way, we proceed with the secondary triads in major and minor (II, III,
VI, VII) and the secondary sevenths in
major and minor (II7, It, III7;'VI7, IV7,
VII7). The diminished seventh chord
which is found on the seventh degree of
the minor scale is a primary seventh and is
almost as useful as is the dominant sev11
entH chord. It should be drilled ii t alt
minor keys as follows:

The teacher should play the first, secone! and third positions of major, minor,
augmented and diminished triads. Observation shows that in the beginning only
the first position of a triad seems definite
to the ear. The second and third positions
are at first a little baffling to the beginner
because he is apt to lose track of the thirds,
hearing the fourth intervals in the latter
positions.
Next come the Authentic, Plagal, Complete and Half Cadences in four-part -writing with the accompanying rules as to voice
motion. Also, here must be explained the
difference between open and close positions
in four-part writing.
These cadences should be written in all
keys, major and minor, flat and sharp,
open and close positions. The same work
Pos.II
Pos.III ' P'os.IV
should be done at the keyboard without
,. ... .
,
any aid from the-written page, just as
I11 like i
.,“s.*&.
have been the preceding lessons. The fol- should be practiced:
II7 to V; I7 t
lowing example shows the method of pro- VI; to II; III7 to VI; VII7 to I;
cedure for the cadences
VII-. After these natural progressions
are easily heard, other combinations should
Ex. 6
he practiced. In other words, the pupil
C Major
should explore and experiment. He should
be shown that there is no limit to the combinations of triads, seventh chords and

-

Now we: are ready for the dominant
seventh chord. The importance of this
chord must be impressed upon the pupil,
as it is one of the primary seventh chords.

«•

-«“*■

general rule as the dominant seventh to the
tonic triad. Each seve„th:chord-*lso has
many irregular progressions which do not
' rule
‘ but which emafollow any certain
nate quite naturally.
It will be found that the dominam ninth
may be quite easily introduced after the
seventh chords have been practiced. This
is a very useful chord. The following examples (to be practiced also in close posit*on
major and minor keys) show
some of !ts best possibilities:

-wm.
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dredth anniversary of Schuberts
unfortunate death. Schubert, unquestionably the most popular of all the
great music-masters, is receiving at this
time tributary approbation from all the
world But this is as it should be, since
there is in his melodic music a type of
cosmical beauty which has linked the peopies of many nationalities together on a
common ground of appreciation and enjoyment.
Columbia, the intrepid sponsors of the
Schubert Centenary, is issuing many fine
and notable recorded sets of his works.
Recently our attention was drawn to two
albums of songs which have been brought
out. Of the two, the one containing
twelve choice songs from the “Winterreisc
Cycle” seems to us the better album, hecause of its uniform fineness of interpretation. These songs are sung by Richard
Tauber, one of the most justly popular
tenor singers in Germany at the present
tifne. Tauber renders their emotions in a
very commendable manner and with appropriate understanding for their sentiment.
These songs were part of Schubert's
creative work during the year of 1827,
which, according to one writer, may he
counted among the happiest years of his
life and progress. “Inspired with a lofty
consciousness of his mission as a great
art creator, he put forth more exalted
efforts.” The first twelve of these works
were written in February, 1827. The
last twelve were composed after one of
the few real pleasure trips that Schubert
experienced in his brief existence. It was
in September of that year that he and his
friend Jenger went to Grata, the capital
of Styria,
visit some friends.
It
proved to b
momentous
h YA
f
. .7 three weeks’
o nay tor him with picnic-excursions,
musical soirees, dances and out-door
games such as he probably never before
enjoyed. No wonder he embodied so
After
1C’\ 7aiity m thcse songs!
them tn tt r t0 Bratz’ bf s°)d six of
equivalent of
publistler> for the
bie meanness x J!11 lmgs- ,Tlle incredis:t.i , ... 0 us transaction is impos-

.
... ... ■■■■—■“** “HU a
pleasant one quality. Miss Braslau and
Mr. Hacket seem to the present writer
less desirably mated to their tasks, as
neither offers a truly distinctive interpretation of his or her chosen numbers,
With both albums Columbia includes a
booklet containing some excellent translations. most of which were culled from
“Schubert’s^ Songs, Translated,’’ published
by the Oxford University Press. Singers
who wish to rcnc,cr Schubert's songs in a
truly singable English translation should
procure this book. as it i„ an excellent one.
The inclusion of these translations should
help to stimulate a wider and more uni¬
versal interest in these albums,
. tv,..--..

e

. i

„

f Symphony Set

( LEV ELAM) Symphony recently played fur Brunswick record*nf> Rachmaninoff’s “Second Symphony in
E minor.
As an album -cl it is unquestionably one of the finest that has been
offered to the public t date. Nicolai
Sokoloff, the conductor, gives a perfect
performance of this work. His reading
displays a |>oetical appreciation not alone
f°r a friend's work hut also, one might
sa.v- f°r a friend. For there is a most
conclusive feeling after 1: -toning to this
symphony that Sokoloff is more than
friendly disposed toward it.
The first movement prevents a blending
of introspection and pa-ion
It begins
in an ominous manner, and gradually
builds toward an inspired song for full
orchestra. The second movement is in
the manner of a dance barbaric and vigor°»s at first, then changing to a hymnal ’
chant. A reoccurrence of the dance leads
'nto a more quiet ending. The Adagio
which
is ,1a reverie
.. follows 1.1
UM 1 filled
IIIICU with an
alluring beauty of sound which rises t(
superb poetic height. The present writer
would entitle this movement, “A TonePoet’s Wandering Thoughts.” The last
movement is divided between gayetv and
a hymnal reversion of moods,
This is the first complete major work
of Rachmaninoff’s to Ik- recorded. It
should be universally welcomed since he is

•*.•»iwk^
express a noet’s Ja
y’ f"’Ce the wor(,s ,les- Tt is interesting to know that Rachis interesting
fflterestmg tn
kno
depressi°n. * rnmtZ": has . adopted
as his own this
know !^
that the
the*semnT’t,,u
, l.
, - ,
. ls
_ r .t
^ to0 know
that
second half countrv
i
-0 favorably
of tllese songs were the last
i?/ rer»- Li " 7 ’IC' ,c bas ,>een s
Schubert saw before he died Fiv^H
^ reVePed’
P.revl°us to his end he corrected and *y*
v'!!d
publisher’s proofs.
^
A Hew Piano Concerto
toward the album of th. <>c i
, rwr ,
,
,m,rerto

sx&s&z

®at,c; s°Prano, sings
1 dra’
«•» Spin,fade. LitaZi
f /ana- Charles Hackett ^the*’ a nt*
tenor.
sings in
Amenca"
lcen0r’ jings
™ Enri!.t.
EnglishVtheTver^H?’1
Serenade and Who Is Ahl 1?pu,ar
Braslau offers Die Erlkonia Dor TaZ
Madchen, Die Jungc Nona/ n'?
Z.re!e’ and Haidcnroslein
At ’
7pn,s-,the Russian basso sings jTT,
^ent lal*> Der Wanderer n.,. n . 7’
ganper> Dcr Lindenbaum and D/» °u^e
wiser. Kipnis stands forth as Z
C!h

AlV

srr«

!h®°

BerI,n P,a>\.*e

is under the direction’ of that able mus1'
Weissmann, ... Poster
a Te concerto "'as called by Wm. F°st
iS"? 3 s>mpllo"ic P°cnl for ..Cf^Lifc
a"d furthcr '"!c<1' T „ferW
' • A( vcn,ures of Melody.” The C
rl'V-Z movcn,cnf- The prinapa!
... 'vh,ch considerable is made, is ann° ^ .
fi
^ t*le woodwinds, the Pian ,
v
Paying as a harmonic backgr°r '

sung
‘

E,“ .

(Om«„„ed „ w 89/)

LL EDUCATORS . place music
high on the list of valued'subjects
in the high school; its aesthetic,
moral, social, health and recreational fea¬
tures are extremely important, but its
place in the curriculum as a vocational
subject is grossly underestimated. More
people in the United States make their
living by music than any other work save
one. That is why it seems strange that
music is the stepchild of the school, with
pitiful financial backing, after school re¬
hearsals and general lack of organization.
Truly, for the little that the schools have
put into music, they have reaped a mar¬
velous harvest.
Vocal music—note reading and chorus
work—is the traditional phase of school
music. So poorly is it adapted to the
needs of all children that for more than
a century the whole field has been static.
We are now in a marvelous period of
transition : appreciation, creative music and
instrumental music all share the stage.
None of these is more far-reaching and
worthy than the instrumental.
Instrumental Music
N SOME localities instrumental music
begins in the kindergarten with a
rhythm band and culminates in the senior
high school with a full symphony orches¬
tra. Two major types of instrumental
work are recognized: the band and the
orchestra.
From a purely musical standpoint the
orchestra is most desirable, but it takes
years and talent to master the strings,
which are the predominating orchestral
instruments. The band, with its more
learnable instrumentation, makes possible
at an early stage the feeling of achieve¬
ment or satisfaction, on which most good
pedagogy rests.
At present the band is crude, musically;
it palls after continued hearing and has
not the variety, finish and flexibility of the
orchestra. It has many unrealized possi¬
bilities, effects at which the orchestra can
only hint—resonance out-of-doors and sus¬
tained organ-like richness or pianissimo
are just a few. We cannot judge bands
by the old firehouse band which never
pretended to be musical, anyway. A band
can be thrilling; it can be beautiful; it
can be musical. It has a great mission for
those who have neither the talent nor per¬
severance needed for the orchestra, but
who will benefit more in making their own
music than in listening to someone else’s
or to none at all.
Orchestras should be developed in each
school where a nucleus of playing students
exists—in other words, in all the schools.
The same benefits that the band brings to
the masses, the orchestra brings to those
slightly above the average. The great ma¬
jority of musical masterpieces were com¬
posed for orchestra; the orchestra cre¬
ates higher musical ideals more quickly
than the band.
The high school orchestra should ap¬
proach symphonic balance and propor¬
tions as soon as possible. An otherwise
average high school in Indiana, with eight
hundred students, has had for years a sym¬
phony orchestra of eighty pieces. It takes
time to create an organization of this kind,
but how greatly it pays! Most players
hqve to be taught everything from the
very fundamentals; class instruction is
feasible in the beginning stages and is an
invaluable supplement to advanced private
lessons.

I

Victor J. Grabel
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

Some (Practical ^Aspects of
School Instrumental VXCusic
<By

Arthur Rich

Organizing an Orchestra
ME MOST effectual way to get started
- where instrumental music » new is
to give a series of demonstrations. These
should consist of short talks, preferably
in the classrooms. The speaker should
have the principal instruments about him
while he talks, so that the students can
see them and hear them played.
If the speaker cannot play the instruments let him get local teachers and performers to help. If approached tactfully
.
the musicians of the community invariably
are glad to help Talk briefly, to the point,
Explain the special characteristics of each
instrument. Leave the impression that the
orchestra will mean work, not frivolity,
and that the work will really be fun.
Have the children write on slips of paper
their name, address, age, musical experience, whether or not they can afford to
buy an instrument and their preference of
instrument. Collect, sort the slips; interthe promising and apparently eager
children individually. See that they pro¬
cure instruments fitting their needs, as
well‘as those which will go to make a
good ensemble.

and tympani. It is desirable that all n . .
-of the OTchestra tavc good pic
the instruments calling for least
^ 0fthis kind are the drums (bass
J
,
, ,
.
, .
,
and snare), cymbals triangle tambourme,
the P>a"° and other keyed instruments,
Rhythmic sense is needed by all players,
Children must get the habit of countmg
or the group will never amount to much,
The rhythm is particularly needed in the
percussion instruments—drums and so
forth.
—
” has
<■— - t be culti: usually
Dynamic
vated and a start should be made
very first rehearsal. The brass winds, especially trumpets trombones and the
drums, are apt to be too loud most ot the
time and, occasionally, the tuba, and the
flute or piccolo in the high registers. The
strings sometimes play mezzo forte for a
whole rehearsal without any shading, un¬
less the instructor is on the lookout,

mouthpieces are on the market for brass
wind players with uneven jaws. Sharp,
broken or decayed teeth are painful and
may cut the lips in playing any brass or
reed instrument.
Thin lips are necessary for trumpet and
flute; slightly thicker lips serve well on the
French and alto horns, oboe, clarinet; mod¬
erately thick lips are best for trombone
and baritone, and very thick lips for tuba
Instrumentation
I ^ORGANIZING a band o
orches¬
t
tra
any child who seems intelligent and
willing to work and has any instrument
that can be made to play in tune with the
others can be used as a “starter.” Almost
any instrument serves as a stepping.
better one. Once there is a definite
aim as to instrumentation -it will be merely
a matter of time and effort to attain it.
Remember that balance of tonal masses is
important than number of i
ments. It is a good plan to use each family of instruments in the proportion used
by professional symphony orchestras—even
if there are but twenty pieces. Ultimately
°ne sh.ouId hav* a full representation of
the string, reed, brass and percussion choirs
about this proportion

1

t^sslon ^
In the
Jand there shwld be about twice » many
reeds as brass.
It is well to avoid the excessively melo¬
dious combination of piano, violins, cornet
and saxophone—which one may run into
if the children’s and parents’ inclinations
are followed. There is little danger of
getting too much bass or too much middle
Mental and. Physical Characteristics,
harmony. Melody parts sound far finer
HE QUICKER thinkers should be put when adequately supported with bass and
‘
inner
parts.
the instruments which have rapid
passage work and important melodic parts:
Seating
violin, viola, flute, oboe, clarinet, also trum¬
LAYERS should be arranged in a man¬
pet and trombone. Other things being
ner similar to that used by profes¬
The Right Instrument for Each Child equal, the slower mentalities will be sucOST of the children will come with cessful on the percussion, lower brasses, sional orchestras, but modified to meet
preconceived idea or prefer- lower rpeds and lower strings. All or¬ particular needs. Violins and violas are
chestra players near the director, wood-wind on the center
ence determined
must be capa¬ of the stage, and brass and the string bass
by the instru¬
ble of develop¬ in the rear and around the sides. The ar¬
ment which
ing a power to rangement may be varied from time to
made the most
concentrate on time, the weaker ones being placed where
favorable im¬
what they are they may be given most attention. There
pression
should be at least one stand for every two
Tall children players, for when half a dozen crowd
are good for around one stand discipline suffers and the
string bass, musical effect is ruined,
tuba,
bassoon,
Rehearsals should be held in the audicello, bass torium if possible. The size of the hall
drum. Shorter will make the sound better; fewer teachchildren
can ers w'h be disturbed, and the children, bemanage the vio- coming used to playing on the stage, will
lins, reed winds, ** less nervous at real performances
Hrnm
Also, it is well to hold rehearsals in
school time. After-school or evening re¬
Long
hearsals have the effect of punishing stu¬
dents for wanting to study music. No
i playing
“
other department is relegated to after
T.n e r rom °?e’ school hours. Then why should music be ?

P

M

A TAORMINA ORCHESTRA OF SOUTHERN ITALY

bass^on^daHfl te cello
U ’
and string bass.
Even tee
and jaws ;
required
for
cupped - mouth
instruments; a
receding jaw i
no h a n d i c a ]
for most erf the
reeds. Special

Wi‘h the
of theh scbo^ program
ma'<er’ rehearsals can be had at some
period with many duplicate classes; most
of the needed students can fit if in some¬
how.
It is folly to attempt to maintain a band
or orchestra without at least one meeting
a week in which every member is present.
Administrators sometimes get the notion
that the band can jog along with scattered
sessions or with individual practice at
(Continued on page 865)
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Prof. Clarence
Hamilton,
PROFESSOR OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING, WELtESLEY COLLEGE

Conducted Monthly by

GEORGE L. LINDSAY
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

T

HE POWER of enjoying good
music is latent in the majority of
people; but it can most easily be de¬
veloped in youth. For this reason many
teachers are now turning to the sound re¬
producing machine as a means of teaching
musical appreciation. A few practical
hints from the experience of the writer in
two country schools where musical facili¬
ties were lacking may be of interest to
others.
1. The dominant aim was to help the
children to enjoy good music; everything
else was secondary to this. In the course
of the lessons a black-board was used
freely and much information was imparted,
but only such as would help the children
to understand and like the music. They
were not pressed to remember a number
of facts but only to notice them in passing
and try to understand them. It was interesting to note that many of the “facts”
did stick, and few of the keener children
even kept notebooks.
, How to Interest Children
9 T-'>\TTr>vifE'XT'T- r
• ,
,
E
mU? lepe?ds “
a blank mind WeA Tt T a
out for The things tn notice were r1ao°fied under six heads.
S*'
(a) The Storv nr leading i^ea of
music- children vastly orefer^ %rolrlm
mu c” and
?
mustc and wdl often enjoy the most elab: and difficult kind, such i
5
, ot
Wagner, because of its association with a
story. This use of the imagination r
iistenhifi''to “absolute music” it TT Teat
help to the begtme to Sure some Tcenl
I U- if*u
• p
f ,
, ene
1
with children of all ageTbSeTfci
•
•
imaginative
atmosphere.
(b) Tune. It is a good idea to point
out the main themes or tunes and how they
recur in different forms.
(c) Time. It is possible to notice and
enjoy a fine rhythm without being able to
count properly, but the children should be
able to recognize and count the time of
some of the simpler pieces.
(d) Tone. The improved methods of
recording and reproducing make it possible
for us now to give the children an idea of
pure tone in the characteristic timbre of
different instruments and human voices,
A good piece as an introduction to a talk
on “The Orchestra” is the Prelude of
“L’Arlesienne Suite” by Bizet, which
opens with the same melody four times repeated with different orchestration each
time. Another lesson may be given on the
human voice, presenting examples of the
four principal voices separately and finally
in combination.
(e) Harmony. Children can notice and
enjoy beautiful harmonic combinations
without understanding the rules of liarmony. They should know the difference,
however, between consonance and dissonance. ;
„ (f) Similarly _ with polyphony, or
counterpoint, it is interesting to them to
trace out the simpler and more striking
examples of the combination of several
themes, especially if the latter can be played
on the piano or sung by the teacher sepa-

r(5he Sound ‘Reproducing
‘Machine in the (Country
School
<By W. Arthur B. Clementson
rately. But with most children and many ballot-voting very interesting. It will be
teachers (including the writer) the treat- found that some of the most advanced
ment of the last two points is bound to be pieces please a minority of more musical
very elementary.
children, while even the taste of the majority « better than would be expected,
Music and Facts
\ LL INSTRUCTION is subordinate to
The Known and the Unknown
O the music itself, and it is from the en- A DULTS who are musically uneducated
joyment of the music that the children’s -la usually prefer something familiar or
interest in musical information should be music that reminds them of something they
built up. The names of all important com- know; but children are more adventurous
posers should be given, and gradually, as and open-minded. Provided that the music
tlle children get to love, the music, the com- is not too abstract or complex, they arc
posers will come to be looked upon as more sympathetic listeners than their
‘heir favorite authors are in literature- elders. Imaginative pieces score higher
name|y, as friends. Children who. are than those that are merely tuneful.
^earmnS
piano at home are quite
The writer has found the following
plea?ed t0 find Pieces by composers whose works (or excerpts from them) greatly apmUSlc they have hear4 in school. Often predated: Operas: “Tannhiiuser,'' "Lohen^ radl° provides other poipts of contact- 8™.” "William Tell,” “Aida,” "Pagliacci;"
3. A most important piece of “teach- Suites: “Casse-Noisette” “Peer Gynt,”
ing method” is to give a complete program L’Arlesienne,” “Fire Bird,” “Ma mere
of the lesson-concert on the blackboard l’Oye,” “Carnival of Animals.” Miscellane¬
ous the composers’ names, numbering ous: “1812 Overture,” “Four Norwegian
each separate item. At the end of the Dances” (Grieg), “Four Dances from the
IesSOn
children sl,ould vote by-ballot Blue Bird” (Norman O’Neill),
(t° ff T*
“|^d"
Tjle
™y ^ indefinitely extended accnee) for the piece which pleases- them cording to the limits of the teacher’s record

£•

tl0n ahve and forces them to make an
^TTJ*** f.°/m °f .ai?‘”***0
judgment which, even if such judgment is
crude, is in itself an educative process.
The teacher will find the results of this

Vistas

are found to be too advanced, though Schubert’s “Unfinished” has its admirers who,
by the way, greatly prefer the first move-* J 11
* ~ from Tt ** P°PUlar ** °f ^ derivert

JYCusic Appreciation
1By Mildred Faville

T

he NUMBER of children in our
public school, (to „, „«bi„g „(
. _ .
„__
schools) who are receiving instruction
alonS the line of intelligent listening to
music is still too small. Appreciation of
music should be taught in our schools
as regularly as the three “t’s” of music:
time, tone and theory. In fact more boys
and gMs are interested in listening to and
analyzing certain selections of good music
(and in discriminating between good
music and less good music) than in trying
t0 express themselves in song or in playing
OPon some instrument.
One of the boys who sat in a front seat
in the eighth grade chorus, having been
sadly neglected by his earlier teachers,
never attempted to sing with the others in
the regular singing period. But, when an
appreciation lesson was presented, he was
alert to every question and performance
of records and often gave but valuable infornfetion to the rest of the class, and
indeed, to his teacher. One day she said

to the boy, “Why don’t vou
,
•
sometime? -kould think
...
.....
1’..’“
_*»***«
.be
m„,if,“
day after day.’
His answer was “w„11
can lead a horse to
10 W 'you
make him drink I’” fThi
you can’t
well be paraphrased “Tea
ment migl,t
work in the eighth eraV^ers cannot do
neglected in the first fn nlr been
bov has since won the P ' j Th,S sarae
Art. Who knows but
f°r
ciation lessons in «,»«•, - ? f6W appre'
thoroughly enjoyed H ■ C“ *he boy so
gratje year may not b dUrmg llis eightha love of the beautiful' - awakened m him
led him to develoD tl
I1?us‘c and have
had for painting? P 16 ta ent wllich he

I

yl?™ S

universities and conservatories. But the
art of presenting to all ages of children
and young people the great music of the
world in such a way as to arouse a love
of the beautiful and teach a recognition
of the grotesque, peculiar or bizarre in
music is still in its infancy.
The first great step in the teaching of
appreciation, of course, is that of listening;
there are still too many of us who interrupt
the playing of a record in an appreciation
lesson to explain, “Now at this point soand-so happens," or to say, “Now here,
hoys and girls, I want you to do so-and-so.”
This, of course, is poor ixdagogy. Those
instructions should all Ijc given at the right
t me—before the record is presented.
The next thing to rememln-r is that repe¬
tition of the numlier to be learned must
be frequent, but not too frequent, for
monotony of repetition is often a cause of
poor listening.
The choice of the performers of this
good music which is given the children is
certainly in some respects the most im¬
portant aspect of the teaching of apprecia¬
tion. If the pupils cannot hear great
symphony orchestras play, they may at
least hear them over the radio, or a few
great records may be obtained for an occa¬
sional lesson in listening. One of the most
interesting lessons one can present to high
school students is to have such a gem as
MacDowell’s To a Wild Hose played
by a student, by a symphony orches¬
tra and by a violinist and then sung by a
ladies’ trio (records of each of these may
be obtained). This not only furnishes a
splendid lesson in discrimination but often
also brings out the differences in taste as to
favorite interpretation or instrument of
performance. This is a revelation to the
students themselves as well as to the
teacher, and the exchange of opinion is
often worth more than three or four les¬
sons in music form.

‘What to Teach at the Very First Les¬
sons” by John M. Williams.
“Elementary
Piano
Pedagogy” by
Charles M. Markley.
Studies in the Early Grades
“Piano Teaching: Its Principles and
Here are three letters which may be an¬ Problems” by C. G. Hamilton.
“What to Play—What to Teach” by
swered under the same heading:
Harriette Brower.
(1) I have found Presser’s First
“How to Teach” by Norsworthy (Mac¬
Steps very successful with a rather
difficult pupil who likes pretty tunes
millan).
but is inaccurate and does not pay
Since you are doubtless well into the
attention to details. Please suggest
a book of the same type to follow
fifth grade there is no reason why you
should not instruct children, certainly as
me a list
table to tef.._ rtth
,-ould b
far as the third grade, provided you for¬
s Book.—II. S.
e with
tify yourself by such study as I have sug¬
(S) 1
seven aud eight year old pupils gested. Remember that a good teacher
have completed John Williams’ Veru
First Piano Lessons and are about
never ceases to be a good student and to
to finish Kilbro’s First Year Book f—
become more and more versed in the vari¬
K. T.
ous branches of his profession.
(1) “Two and Twenty Little Studies
on Essential Points in First Grade Piano
Stiff Knuckles
Teaching,” by H. L. Cramm, ought to in¬
terest this pupil, since it contains not only
re a piano pupil, twelve yea
who is very talented and m
“pretty tunes” but also attractive little
bitious bui
’duets for pupil and teacher. The first few
e all her knuckles are
in playing,
curve her fingers a litstiff. She
studies may be rather easy, but that is a
: round the knuckles.
tie, but c£
good point, since we cannot be too thorough
She can close her hand only half
way, that is, in such a way that the
with the fundamentals.
tips of her fingers can only just
(2) For velocity studies, I suggest
touch the palm of her hand.
n put her thumb under the second
Brauer, Op. IS, followed by Berens, Op.
finger l> ' -- extend
——— it farther
„ut her elbows no61, books 1 and 2. For interpretation stud¬
gave her scales just long
ies, Heller’s “25 Studies, Op. 47,” are in¬
valuable, and of about the right grade.
(3) “Second Year Study Book,” by A.
Sartorio seems to me just the thing for this
pupil. It contains eight studies, all of them
both tuneful and of practical worth.

A Prospective Teacher
I have taken piano lessons for
three years steadily, and am starting
on m.v fifth grade Mathews book.
Am through Herz, Vol. 82, Scales
and Exercises and have mastered a
considerable number of pieces by
good composers.
In what grade would you consider
me? Do you think I am capable of
teaching beginners? I take lessons
regularly and could get a great d“’
of help fro-n teacher.—E.
w C.

The One and the T^mety-and-H™*
'T'HE talented pupil, of course, in being
given every chance to develop during
his school years and in being given credit
for his progress, may l>e the one who will
entertain and inspire the other ninety-nine,
and these will have learned to listen more
intelligently than could their fathers and
mothers to the great concerts of the future.
We who are interested in the teaching of
appreciation are concerned with those
ninety-nine 1 We would first teach them
how to listen, then give them good music
to which to listen. For, after all, music
** for enjoyment!

To become a teacher one should be sure
not only of a good technic and the ability
to perform a repertory of standard works
but also of a competent grasp of musical
fundamentals. Among the latter I may
cite a general knowledge of music history,
a realization of what is meant by melody,
rhythm and form, at least an elementary
knowledge of harmony, and, of course,
familiarity with all phases of music notatation.
Most of these requirements may be met
by a careful study of such books as
Cooke's “Standard History of Music,”
Cummings’ “Rudiments of " Music,” Burrowes’ “Pianoforte Primer,” Orem’s “Harmony Book for Beginners,” and “Musical
Forms,” by Ernest Pauer.
You ought also to have at your command
graded lists of piano studies and pieces
to which you may turn for all kinds of
teaching material. Above all, you should
study special books
how to xeacn
teach the
.--Luuy
rooks on now
me
piano and books of broader application in
which the general principles of all teaching are stated. I suggest for these purposes the following:
“Guiile to New Teachers on Teaching
the Piano” (given free on application to
the Ppesser Company).

7 he artist should interpret the messagelie must build a program he likes, but be
must like it because of itself and not be¬
cause he emphasizes his virtuosity, or any
particular good feature that he max believe
himself to have. If he makes a program of
works in which he feels the message
strongly, hf cm Halurally g-we ,he IMSsage he feels and he is then fulfilling the
highest
mission that one is privileged 1°
Ahhroaches to
•
Vve., Such a feeling makes him realise
'T'HE “ART
-r A^recMti°n
A is a T °f Teaching Appreciation” forcibly the great responsibility which rests
ciation ;<= ; 7 FT". The study of atmre upon him. If he owes it to a dead or If
luin of eradAu
nCarly CVCD curricu- m9 composer to transmit something which
of high Schoo °°L (Public and Private) utas felt, without obtruding himself, he ,s
;dy ,0 take his work as a serious piece
and binaries, colleges,’
business.—Percy Grainger.'
/

_ _
.
lately
..
Hanon, Vol. I, instead.
She has completed Kohler's Op. 190
and Is now taking Streabbog’s Op.
63 I have avoided pieces with scale
passages. Please suggest studies
and pieces for her.—L. G.
Some daily muscular exercise away from
the piano ought to help matters. As an
example, let her hold her hands out before
her, with the forearms horizontal. Now,
let her spread open her hands, so that the
fingers are stretched out straight to their
full extent and as far apart as possible.
Next* let her suddenly close the hands,
as if she were grabbing in the air for a
moth-miller/ then as suddenly open them
again, repeating the motions in the rhythm,
1, 2, 3, 4-—close, open, close, open.
A following exercise will consist in holding the hand open as before and then in
bringing each finger in turn suddenly down
toward the palm of the hand, working the
knuckles and finger joints for all they are
worth.
I suggest also manipulating or massaging
the fingers and hands each day before practiring.' Your pupil may be taught to do
this by herself, rotating the joints of one
hand by the fingers of the other,
But even if she is obliged to stick out
her elbows t i certain extent, I should
continue her work in scales and arpeggios;
otherwise her scope becomes very limited,
since these constitute the fundamental raaterials of piano playing. Get her to relax
her wrists thoroughly, and do not put too
much stress on curving the fingers. If a
pupil’has a disability of this sort, she can¬
not be expected to conform to all the conventional
iciuwiui rules.
Two books which you may use to advantage are Bilbro’s “Twelve Piano Etudes
for a Young Student” and Sartorio’s “Secfind Year Study Book.” For piano, try
Austrian Song by Pacher, Valse Serenade
by Poldini, Albumleaf-Fiir Elisc by Beethoven and Rondo in D major by Mozart,

Staccatos and ‘Phrasing
1. Please explain the difference in
Ihe way the following two kinds of
notes are played. I have been told
that the first is marcato, with the
note held half its value, while the
second is staccato, with the note
held one-fourth its value. I had al¬
ways considered the first staccato
and the second staccatissimo:

«'iTf f»rrrr
2. For phrasing I have been tol
to raise my hand at the end of th
phrase, bringing the wrist up first
, Is this correct?—A. Q.

therefore, should go to the study of expres¬
sion, as applied in studies and pieces of real
musical value.
Doubtless # your musical sense will de¬
velop to a certain extent as you grow older;
but this may and should be cultivated by
an increasing acquaintance with the prin¬
ciples of expression and by applying these
principles constantly in your performances.
The fact that you cannot play readily by
ear does not necessarily indicate a defective
sense for music, certainly not an inability
to become a good pianist, since, too much
piaying by ear is al>t to injure rather than
aid one's accuracy in piano study.
Also, practicing works of genuine musical
vaiue awi stressing their interpretation may
|Je just as vaiuable for technical drill as dry
exercjseSi such as those of Czerny. Many
expert pianists—Harold Bauer, for instance—advocate devoting one’s practice
exciusjve]y to pieces in which the musical
and technical values may develop at the

1. Generally speaking, the dash means,
s you suggest, to play the note as short
s possible, while the dot means to make
v“
i little less abrupt. In quick -tempo,
however, there is little, if any, distinction
between the two. Hence the first definition^
which you give is theoretical rather than
practical.
Note also that a staccato mark generally
implies that a note should be given prominence, just as in speaking we often em¬
phasize words by making them short and
decisive: Stop—that—noise! Beethoven s
I think, therefofe, that you are emphasiz¬
staccatos are thus intended, as in the ing technic too much and that you should
Sonata pathetique, first movement:
study more music of poetic sentiment, such
as Chopin’s Nocturnes, Mendelssohn’s
Songs without Words, Schumann’s Des
Abends and Waruni, and Cyril Scott’s Pier¬
rot, No. 1.
As to your practice, it is more the kind
than the amount that tells in the end. Three
hours of concentrated work, for instance,
are better than five of perfunctory finger
exercises.
Cultivate your music soul, in other words,
as well as your finger dexterity; for this
latter is as sounding brass without the
meaning which should animate it.
the wrist falls in playing the note next
before the last of the first phrase and rises
on the final note.
Fifth Grade Studies and

Pieces
Technic Uersus Expression
I am eighteen and a lover of mu¬
sic. My technic seems to be remark¬
ably brilliant for a student of my
age, and my tone is fair. With much
diligence, I can succeed In playing
strictly expression pieces, though my
teacher says that this faculty will
develop with age. Is this true? My
ear for music is deplorable. I can¬
not go to the piano and play by ear
anything that I have heard. Is this
a sign that I am not musical ? Never¬
theless. I have decided, come what
may, that I shall take np music as
a profession.
I am now studying Schubert’s
First Fantasia, Scott’s Danse nigre.
Chopin’s Etude No. S and a Kullak
Octave Study. Should I work mori¬
on expression studies, since I reel a
gap there? If so, could you recom¬
mend a few ?
If I intend to become a profes¬
sional pianist, how much concen¬
trated practice should I do a day ?
I am practicing three hours at pres¬
ent, which I devote almost exclu¬
sively to technic. I feel that when I
Iojdh
excellent thing
It if
--,
" to. , acquire
* . a , .
petent piano technic, provided this technic
he ultimately applied to expression. For,
as Christian! says, “Technic should not
seek to shine by itself and least of all to
give the impression of being the performer’s
strongest point.” Hand in hand with the
study of exercises and technical studies,

(1) I have nearly finished Ma¬
thews’ Book IV. Should my next
book be the fifth of this series?

(3) I have been studying pieces
of about the fifth grade. Will you
list a few that I should be able to
play? Is Kamennoi-Ostroir, by Ru¬
binstein, beyond my range? I have

(1) I advise you to continue with the
Mathews’ Course, as you suggest, since the
books are planned in logical sequence.
(2) Heller’s Studies Op. 47, or, more
difficult, Op. 46, would follow well and
would give an interesting change to the
more romantic type. Perhaps you might
alternate Bach’s Two-Part Inventions
with these.
(3) The Kamanennoi-Ostrow seems
rather involved for your case, although, if
you are’ really enthusiastic about it, it may
a profitable stunt for you to work on.
- ,,
i ry some of the following
Chopin: Waltzes, Op. 64, No. 2, and Op.
69, No. 1.
Schumann: Arabesque, Op. 18.
MacDowell: Hungarian.
Cyril Scott: Danse Nigre.
Chopin-Liszt: My Delight.
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CLASSIC, MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY MASTER WORKS

A VYlaster Lesson on “Tohe Larl{,
a Song by Glin\a

CANZONETTA

In Schumannesque style. Grade 3£.

Moderato

M. M.

MAX MEYER-OLBERSLEBEN

Op. llj^NoA_

J=6Q

(Transcribed for the ‘Piano by Balafyrew
‘By the Eminent ‘Prussian Piano Virtuoso

Mark Hambourg
T5his is the Pbhirty'ninth 'Master Lesson to Appear in Vhe Etude Music Magazine During
the Last Few Years.

Ts>he Full Vext of the (Composition will be Found in the Music Section

M

ichael ivanovich glinka
was born on June 2nd, according
to the Russian Calendar, March
20th according to ours. He received his
early musical education more or less in a
desultory fashion in Russia, and he did
not at first contemplate taking up music
as a profession. His talent, however, and
his artistic nature prevailed over any ideas
he might have had as to a different career,
and he eventually settled for a year in
Milan to study music seriously. Later on
he Went to Berlin, where he studied with
Dehn, who was afterwards celebrated as
the teacher of Rubinstein. During all this
time of study Glinka was possessed by the
idea of creating some kind of music that
would be entirely Russian and national.
His desire was to be considered above all
things a Russian artist and to get his musi¬
cal inspiration from his own race and
Fatherland.
His two operatic masterpieces, “A Life
for the Czar,” and ‘‘Russian and Lioudmilla” were for many years popular suc¬
cesses in the repertoires of the Russian
opera companies; though they both con¬
tained evidence of Italian influence, still
Glinka shows in them a distinct originality
and creative power. His claim to be
ranked amongst the immortals must lie
in his having been able to coordinate the
experience gained from earlier and less
gifted composers, and to succeed thereby
in the great aim of his life, that of es¬
tablishing Russian musical nationality as a
definite entity.
In this number of The Etude is an ar¬
rangement by Balakirew of a song of
Glinka’s called The Lark. This song is
inspired by the influence of Donizetti whom
Glinka met in Milan, and the melody bears
a distinct resemblance to one of the famous
arias in “La Sonnambula,” Donizetti’s
well-known opera. Mily Alexeivich Bala¬
kirew who is responsible for the trans¬
cription of our piece was himself not only
a very remarkable composer but also a
pianist of great ability. Born in 1837, he
was almost a contemporary of Glinka and
was certainly a disciple and apostle of the
latter’s national ideals in music. This
arrangement of The Lark shows the influ¬
ence of Liszt and Thalberg in its graceful
virtuosity. It is an elegant “Salon” tran¬
scription and must be rendered smoothly
and with suave sentiment.

first one, with some insistence on the last
three sixteenth-notes. The top note of
the two broken chords in the bass in
measure three is taken with the right hand
to facilitate execution and also the top
note of similar chord on the first beat of
measure four. The fingering in the right
hand is as I have indicated it in the music.
Measures 5, 6, 7 and 8 are played simi¬
larly to the first four measures. Measures
9 and 10 should have a reflective character,
and 11 and 12 be as measures 7 and 8,
with a little ritardando and stressing of the
last three semi-quavers in measure 12.
I take the two upper notes of each of the
( broken chords in the bass in measures 11
and 12 with the right hand. At the thir¬
teenth measure marked Andantino, a run¬
ning accompaniment is introduced in the
bass in preparation for the principal theme
which makes its entry on the first beat of
measure 14. • I play the double eighth notes
in the bass of measure thirteen with the
•right hand and take with the left hand
only the two staccato B-flat eighth notes
on the first and third beats, giving these
staccato B-flats a special significance of

'Whimsical Introduction
npHE FIRST twelve measures, which
* form a kind of introduction, must be
played whimsically and with rubato, al¬
most in the manner of a recitative, as is
suggested by the title, Andante quasi rccitativo. The first measure opens in mezzo
voce tone, and the initial phrase should
end lightly and gracefully on the fermato
in the second measure. In measure three
the first phrase should be given slowly and
the second one repeated an octave higher
rather more quickly. The third phrase
given still an octave beyond, in the begin¬
ning of measure 4, should be slower again
and pianissimo, like a faint echo of the

The Floating Melody
HE MELODY now enters in meas¬
ure 14: and should float above the
accompaniment which must support it
with rhythmic elasticity. The sound in
the melody must be full and round, and
the pedal should be changed on each of
the quarter notes. In measure 15, there
should be a slight crescendo in the bass
accompaniment of chords, with a special
accent on the culminating B flat of the
highest chord in the measure. In order to
do this elegantly I take the B flat in ques¬
tion with the right hand. The same de¬
vice obtains in measure 17.
In measure 20 there is a high A flat on
the last eighth note beat in the bass which
I again take with the right hand to improve
the smoothness of the rendering. I also
make a slight ritardando here, returning to
Tempo in measure 21. In measure 22 I
use the right hand for the top eighth note
of the accompaniment figure in the treble
clef, namely D flat; on both the second
half of the second beat, and the second
half of the fourth beat, and I do the same
in measure 23 with the high B flat eighth

M. A. BALAKIRIiW
the Bass. I use the right hand at similar
places in measures 24 and 25 whilst I hold
the B flat quarter note in the treble on the
third beat of measure 24 a little over its
proper value, as if loth to leave it. Meas¬
ure 26 is mezzopiano. Again in measure
28 I take the high B flat eighth notes in
the accompaniment on the second half of
the second and third beats with the right
hand. Measure 30 echoes in piano tone, the
phrase of measure 26.
In measure 32, the first note of the trill
in the treble should be held a little, before
starting to shake, and the whole of meas¬
ure 32 should be slightly ritarded to pre¬
pare for the brilliant Cadenza which fol¬
lows the long shake. This ( adenza should
rise and fall in piano tone until it reaches
its highest point, E flat, at the top of the
keyboard. This E flat should be accented.
The passage should then descend ad libi¬
tum to C natural which also has an accent.
Then, proceeding, the notes should slow
down in speed to the next octave, after
which they should roll on. getting faster
and faster again till they arrive at the
lowest point of the Cadenza, namely, F be¬
low the first line in the bass.
Here a slight halt should be made, as if
to gather breath, after which the new as¬
cending figure should dash off very quickly
and brilliantly into the final run of the
Cadenza. This run reaches its zenith on
high F in the treble, and then dies away
in pianissimo, with ritardando, into the
fermato on E natural. In measure 34,
there begins a brilliant variation on the
original melody which should not be
played too quickly. On the second half of
the third beat in this measure 34, where
the left hand is marked to play the D flat
eighth note in the treble clef, while the
right hand is given the B flat sixteenth
note just below it, I reverse the order of
these two notes, and take the D flat with
the right hand, making it the sixteenth
note. I then play the B flat sixteenth note
with the left hand, making it the eighth
note. I do this same reversing of the posi¬
tion of these two notes in measures 38 and
where the music is the same. The fol¬
lowing illustrates measure 34 written m
the way I play it.
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A LESSON BY MARK HAMBOURG
ON

THE LARK

See the Muster Lesson on
another pageof this issue

L’ALOUETTE

Transcription by
MILI BALAKIREW

ROMANZA BY M. GLINKA (1803-1857)

(1836-1910)
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PAN’S REVELS

Colorful and characteristic. Let the right hand
part shimmer overthe baritone melody of the left hand.
Grade. 5

R.S. STOUGHTON

Congrazia
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MOUNTAIN DAWN
SONG WITHOUT W0RDS

Andante espressivo tempo rubato
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GOD CARETH FOR ME
L.EMOGENE DURLAND MOORE

MILTONA MOORE

^ From

here go back to beginning and play t° Fine-, then play Trio.
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GAVOTTE
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PRIMO

* Prom here go back to the beginning and play to Fine; then play Tno.
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Educational Study Hotes on Music
in 'Shis £tude
By Edgar Alden Barrell

IVERS & POND
PIANOS

THE REFINED ELEGANCE
of Louis XVI Design
France’s greatest art - epoch, shows in
this lovely small grand.
Picture in your
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write for our catalogue!

Ivers & Pond
PIANOS
Possess a delightful tone quality which
their sterling integrity of construction
guards through the years. Built, as from
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under the original ownership'management,
they are used in over 6oo conservatories
and schools and 75,000 homes.
How to Buy
Where no dealer sells IVERS fe? POND pianos
we quote lowest prices and ship from the factory
though your home be in the most remote village
in the United States. Attractive, easy payment
plans.
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musicians and teachers. Write for our catalogue
and full information.
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Singing to Improve the Speaking Voice
By George Chadwick Stock

15he SINGER’S ETUDE

I

Edited for "November by

N THESE DAYS of many sensations,
the high “C’s” of sopranos, and more
tt guide" mUSCleS- SenSatl°n
Eminent Voice Specialists
especially of the tenors, occupy the cen¬
Much breath is wasted on account of *•
ter of the stage, while the equally im¬
unruly tongue, as it should bring the v
it IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
portant other members of the vocal family,
cords close together to resist the flow,
“A VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
the low tones, which to the contraltos and
breath permeating at that point - but 1°
basses are most necessary, are left to find
weak it permits the breath to escape
a place for themselves as best they can.
tween the too open glottis, that is the “
The old method of studying the theory
between the vocal cords. Breathing if!
of music emphasized the necessity of hav¬
vast importance to the singer, yet
°
ing a well-written bass upon which to
parison to the tongue control mention
superimpose the musical structure. This
it is only secondary, since the former 6
makes it quite obvious that music, com¬
pends greatly upon the cultivation of
posed after this formula and for vocal
latter.
ensembles, would require. in its perform¬
Loud, strident singing is destructive and
By Stanley Muschamp
ance singers having good low tones.
should be eliminated. Beauty should he
Why is it then, when the low tones have
attentively to his own voice in both speak¬ may be eliminated by a clear understanding the singer’s aim. He should never sing to
this important part to play, that the con¬
the full extent of his powers. “Get fast
ing and singing. He must not allow his
traltos and basses do not give more serious voice to get down in the throat. It must of the production of the lower and middle slowly,” said Beethoven. Which means
consideration to the development of reso¬ at all times, “float on the breath.” It must sections of the voice.
After all is said and done is not an even “Build the tone gradually and practice perl
nance in this part of their voice? Is it that,
sistently,
never hurrying nor forcing.”
become a definite medium for expressing
having good-sized tones in the lower section his own thoughts, or, when interpreting a scale from the lowest to the highest tones
of their scales, they think they may sing in song or air, for expressing the thoughts of in every voice the great desideratum
of
all
seriously-minded
singers?
How,
any fashion whatsoever? Is the woolly or the author and composer.
The Darker Qualities
then, will it be possible to produce freely,
growling sound, given forth; by many a
Every singer knows that the air which the tones of the less frequented regions, T*0 ACQUIRE the desired control the
contralto or bass singer, a demonstration
singer must first cultivate the darker
has been taken, into the lungs, when al¬ when there is no clear understanding of the
of what is thought to be a good tone!1
qualities of the voice, eliminating entirely
lowed to pass outward, can be turned into section continually drawn upon.
Does the singer, whose voice sounds in his
all strident qualities. Then in time the
tpne. It is his business to direct this
own ears in a voluminous quantity, be¬
breathing organs will have assumed such
column of tone-air to where it finds the
lieve that such emission of the voice is
strength
as to bring to the tone the desired
greatest resonance. The point of contact
The “Forward” Tone
correct ?
for this must be against the front part of JET EVERY SINGER learn that, at all overtones. (The singer should not con¬
fuse overtones with strident qualities. The
the mouth, and above the upper teeth.
times and in all voices, the column of
The Rare Low Tones
latter are destructive, being instigated by
air which we have named the tone must
squeezing the throat and forcing all mus¬
A LL of these varieties of tone produc¬
be directed toward the front of the mouth,
The Clear Low Tone
cles and organs employed, while the former
tion one hears season in and season out,
directly against the hard palate. The main¬
as he listens to first one singer and then T F THE TONE is imposed in this high
are made possible only by the strength of
Position, there is little likelihood of the tenance of this control overcomes the dif¬ the breathing . organs cooperating with
another. Those of us who frequent the
ficulty of blending the head register with
concert halls and the opera houses realize lower notes being unclear. The articula¬
sirong and fully controlled tongue muscles.)
the medium register, and the medium with
how rarely is heard a singer with a con¬ tion ot the consonants and the formation of
The singer should try singing the vowel
tralto or bass voice, who truly knows how the vowel sounds are aided greatly in the the chest register. In this so-called “chest- “a," as in the word, “hay,” but from the
to make the right use of the God-given in¬ clarity of their production; and they, in register” the low tones of both men and very beginning he should strive to elim¬
strument. Let the'reader of this article return, assist the tone in maintaining its women singers are to be found.
inate jll strident quality by singing so
The mastery of the production of the
give his attention to this point when at¬ high placement.
softly as not to permit its introduction,
tending his next concert.
An important adjunct to the production lower part of the voice will add strength that is, carrying the tone on the breath
“Where does the fault lie? What the of the lower part of the voice in this man¬ without saenficing beauty of tone. 8It
without any squeezing, forcing, hurrying
corq of the wound, since wound there must ner, is the assistance it lends to the pro¬ singe??6!0' 1116 P^nal quality 0f each
or pinching. Perhaps this will appear a
be?” The real cause may be found in the duction of the upper half of the singer’s
ooen
’ 3nd Wi" enab,e hi™ to
lack of care exercised in the proper ad¬ scale. Much of the trouble, provoked by open those secret doors beyond which lie difficult feat at first, but warfare against
the bad qualities may be continued by the
justment of the voice when producing the the so-called several registers of the voice,
IreatTT5
rela^ to tie singer striving to realize a sensation some¬
great
art of singing.
lower notes of the scale. The lower half
thing similar to that noticed when smiling
of the voice, in some respects, sings more
or, better yet, yawning, at which time the
readily than the upper half- Because of
throat is relaxed, so to say.
this natural condition, it is often left to
While instigating the yawning perform¬
take care of itself, and generally with dire
results.
ance the singer should say easily the men¬
tioned vowel, speaking it first and then
Throughout many years of teaching, the
By Wilbur A. Skiles
singing it. In this way he will acquire
writer has observed that the majority of
the desired sensation and color of tone
singers, having lower tones in their voices,
ard, STRIDENT, throaty tones
neglect to sing , with a placement suffi¬
are caused by weakness within the the proper position and strength of th by which any good voice is cultivated. He
*he should not allow the tone to come through
ciently high to overcome any one of the un¬
tongue muscles together with im¬ tongue muscles are not in
the nose at any time. He should sing from
satisfactory conditions mentioned above. proper breathing. However, the latter will
the throat hut never in the throat and
The principle governing the correct use of be improved greatly after the proper tongue
should not forget to sing almost as soft
the lower part of the voice is not difficult control and strength have been acquired.
as a whisper until the strident qualities
Pupils so often misapprehend the true
to learn. In fact, the personal comfort to
significance
of
the
term,
“Bring,”
assum¬
having
even
a
groove
from
tu
*
and
of
voice have been eliminated.
the singer and the consequent power of en¬
™ the lmmedlate
The singer should use a mirror every
durance, which are the logical outcome of ing that it means to force, hold, push or front to the extrem
time he practices in this way. He should
correct tone-production, amply reward him put the tone in the front of the mouth and
observe the tongue, making sure it fi|Is
for;the time and attention he may have mrnst the front teeth, while the real defi¬
nition of the term signifies that, in this
given to acquire this art.
the entire space on the floor of the mouth
and that it is never “humped.” There is
tbe tone> through muscular control
should be brought on the breath to the
a little deviation, however, from the Hat
front of the mouth.
A Responsive Organ
position mentioned during the vocalization
Unruly Tongue
When the tone is hard, shrill and harsh
of the vowels “a” and “e,” as in “hay” and
XT'VER Y STUDENT of singing soon
see,” respectively; hut that is merely to
learns that even so intangible a thing the tongue is assuming, from lack of con¬
form the vowel, not the tone.
as the human voice can be made responsive trol and strength, an improper position, that
The singer should keep in mind the
to his thought, until at times he almost is, a “humped up” appearance within the
feels that the voice is made of some ma¬ mouth, as can be noticed by looking into a
sensations realized as he is about to yawnmerely touch the lower fronMmh d°UW
terial similar to that of other musical in¬ mirror while singing any tone. The high the singing of certain
ont teet‘i during forgetting all strident tone. He should
tones
are
then
extremely
difficult
to'pro¬
s>ng more and more softly until the stri¬
struments. It is by the continued and con¬
By the rdaxation ofC’f? a"d to’^
scious guidance of the voice that the tone duce, as the force implied hinders the tone muscles (as in smifinJ
face and chin dent qualities are gone, and then, in due
trom coming forward and keeps it in the
becomes resonant and free.
.'me, the tone will come to the front ot
tongue is permitted to assum^T'"6' the
How may this desirable quality become back of the mouth and in the throat, this of relaxation on the fln
the
mouth without any effort.
'!s posit>on
a possession of every singer? First of latter member at such times being squeezed
instead of relaxed.
Th°”*h
«-*
all, he must commence at once to listen
a,,d over
The low tones will have no volume if the tongue must be at th;J •
"Sing without strain, because strain
tracted strongly the !»' J*™ tlme congy’ the m,nd should never ruins the lone quality and that is everything.—Melba.

The (fharm of the Low Tones
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Bringing the Tone to the Front
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A caller came to the studio recently say¬
ing she would like to improve the strength
and quality of her speaking voice. She
thought that “singing lessons might be of
some benefit,” but declared that she had
“no ear for music whatever.”
I told her that the speaking voice was
always improved by taking singing lessons
because of exercising the voice at many
pitches, with increased volume of tone.and
a great' variety of shades of expression.
“But,” I said, “if you have no ear for
music, it is doubtful if vocal lessons would
do you any good.
“However, we won’t decide on anything
until I hear what you can or cannot do
with.your voice on a few notes of the scalp
of C major.”
I struck middle C and requested her to
sing it. She did so and sang it in perfect
tune. I struck the D, and instantly her
voice responded in tune as before. We pro¬
ceeded up the scale to the C an octave
above.
“Well,” I said, “you have a true musical
She looked puzzled and rather doubtful.
“But I have never sung in my life. Are
you quite sure that I have the musical ear
that you say I have ?”
“Of course you have a musical ear. Other¬
wise you could not have sounded those
notes in perfect tune. This simply means
that you can learn to sing if you care to
do so. It also means that you are better
qualified naturally to make improvement in
your speaking voice.
“It will, therefore, be easier to introduce
into your speaking tones a more extended
play of inflection, color and the expres-

sional elements that help so much to give
richly modulated speaking tones.”
The point intended to be made here is
this: a vast number of men and women do
not know that they have musical ears. They
get this notion simply because they have
never tried to sing. Somehow or other the
idea possesses them that to sing they must
have exceptionally fine voices and that they
must study for years, and then perhaps
never accomplish much. Therefore they
neglect such voice and talent as they have.
As a result, they neither sing nor try
to improve their voices for speech in con¬
versation or for any other kind of talk¬
ing. It Really is too bad to let such a valu¬
able gift as the voice go to waste. Worse
than that, it is allowed to become an almost
dreaded sound to many ears.
None of us enjoy listening to strident,
nasal and unsympathetic voices. Voices
void of the element of feeling and the note
of personal interest do not hold attention; in
fact, it is a relief when they get out of
hearing.
If women—of all ages—would realize
that a voice rich in modulation and reso¬
nant with the note of truest feminine quality
instantly commands attention and genuine
admiration, the majority would leave noth¬
ing undone that could make it thus attract¬
ing and attractive
A lovely face may be shut off from sight
a few feet away; but the mysterious vibra¬
tions of a beautiful voice reach the ear and
stir human hearts at remote ends of the
earth.
By all means improve that voice of yours.
You can do this with a few moments of
daily exercise within the range of tones
from middle C to C above.—New Haven
Journal-Courier.

Tbhe “Failure ” of Qarmen
By G. A. Sargent

cA

Background
„
of- •
Recognition
yo group of connois¬
seurs is more exacting
than an exposition jury of
awards. A piano that wins
the favor of so critical an
authority—even only once
—takes rank with the aris¬
tocracy of piano design.

N°

KIMBALL
PIANOS
have gained the highest
attainable awards at every
exposition where they have
been shown—at the World’s
Columbian Exposition of
I893 — the classic event in
the annals of art and indus¬
try—at theTrans-Mississippi
Exposition of 1898 — the
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific of 1909, and the Panama-Pacific of 1915.
A long span of years is "milestoned” by these widely sep¬
arated events. The flight of time has brought with it more
changes in musical taste than any other period of correspond¬
ing length in history. But a tone of rare beauty and power
in the Kimball appealed in each generation to those who
were choosing pianos for real worth.

Imbert, was unhappily true: ‘Carmen’ was
The abiding preference shown throughout the country is
not understood at its debut.
expressed by the fact that more Kimballs are in use today
“Elsewhere, Bruneau recalls the story of
Bizet’s distress on this eventful evening:
than pianos of any other name.
‘We have been shown Georges Bizet com¬
ing out of the Theater Favart on the night
Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
of the 3rd-4th March, 1875, and wandering
near to a Kimball dealer, u/e can supply you direct
about Paris distracted on the arm of
Ernes Guiraud, a terrified witness to his
W.
W.
KIMBALL COMPANY
despair and tears. I do not know if this
CEstablished 1857)
intimate and poignant tragedy was true,
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A*
but in any case I do not doubt the suffer¬
ings that the poor man endured, sufferings
which at the end of three months got the
better of his energy and courage, and
killed him.’ ”
The author quotes Halevy as disposing
of the Guiraud story. Halevy wrote: “We especially recommend the following as musical readings
Baritone Changed into Tenor
lived at the same house, Bizet and I . . . .
means to add high tones which have been dormant or
We returned by foot in silence. Meilhac
— -—’—-* -sessed by every one.
ie Twilight
.
.
(Negro)
accompanied us.”
.(Humorous)
tg standard
n* . . . . (Inspirational)
“Carmen” may have succeeded from the
to
Lives
Next
Doob
(Hum
first, as D. C. Parker claims, but evi¬
. (Inspirational)
dently the poor composer found the first
it Little I.ady (Humorous Juvenile)
night “all wet.”
a Yureself. Yohn . (Swede Dialect)
Recently the press announced the names of many
•, Ike, an- 'Stress Yo'se'f ^ (Negro)
noted baritones who had made the change and could
sing the tenor parts in grand opera, while previously
they were assigned to baritone parts.
About twenty years ago, and recently when I havf
b’youngest
'(Humorous Juvenile)
considerelfme^e* originator of the
such conclusions are wrong. '
In full sheet music form—pri— -- “Resonance, of course, is the substance of tone, and, therefore, the de¬
The set of “Etude 1929 Collection,” $5.00.
exercises wi.ich will make the
Large catalogue of entertainment material on request.
who cannot spend their entl
termining element of the singer’s value to the public. When we see that the
practice. My new exercises a jallecMJNICjU
T. S. DENISON & CO.
singer’s tone consists of various resonances rather than one quality charac¬
Dramatic Publishers
mmplished
teristic, called resonance, ive shall realise why one singer can be far superior
623 S. WABASH AVE., DEPT. 73
CHICAGO
to another in this regard, even though both are right. Each resonance cavity
Price $5.00 complete. Edition tor medium voice,
abridged. $2.50. Other books by the same authoradds its characteristic to the final quality of the tone, and it will be seen that
ace our catalog 102. w
“Ear Training,” 15 ets. “Sight Singing,” 50 cts.
ideal, sensitive and elastic openness of all the cavities would be the result of
one^copy of our lates
“Diaphragmatic Breathing,” 70 cts., etc., etc.
endless development and study. The chest, the mouth, the nose, the throat, the
W. P. SCHILLING
larynx, the checks and the forehead, all figure m this ideal openness necessary
131 West 23d Street
New York
to fullness of resonance.—Richard De Young.
touch with the higher ideals e
When yon write to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE. It

A biography of Bizet by D. C. Parker
has recently been issued. This author de¬
nies the oft-repeated story that »Carmen”
was a failure on its first production, chiefly
on the ground that it was given 37 per¬
formances, but apparently Bizet himself
found the audience at the first night
chilly and came away with “the blues.”1
Nor could anybody cheer him up.
“At the end of the first' act,” says
Parker, “a group of young musicians,
among who was Vincent D’lndy, met Bizet
outside the theater and praised what they
had heard. To them he observed: ‘You
are the first who have said that, and I
fancy you will be the last.’ In a little
brochure, Hugues Imbert recounts a meet¬
ing with Bizet in the wings of the theater
after the performance had just finished.
Imbert thought he ought to offer congrat¬
ulations on the success of ‘Carmen.’ ‘Suc¬
cess !’ answered Bizet quickly. ‘Do you not
see that these bourgeois have not under¬
stood a blessed word of the work I have
written for them?’ What he said, adds
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ORGANIST'S ETUDE
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Y

OU, AN ORGANIST in the country,
who hold at your command an organ
of limited capacities, do you sit and
bemoan your obscurity and position as de¬
void of opportunities for advancement? If
so, awake and quit yourself like a musicsoldier! For you have a chance equal to
any organist who controls a modern
municipal organ with all its manifold ac¬
cessories. For though the latter, with its
large equipment, unhesitatingly serves you
a menu of “ready prepared” combinations
or pedal balances designed by the builder,
the former, through its very meagerness,
demands the full resourcefulness and
adroitness of your practical sense and mu¬
sical understanding, and at the same time
possesses the fundamentals of the grand¬
est instrument.
Moreover, the remoteness, far from the
noise and bustle of a great metropolis, is
advantageous. In just such retreats one
is led into a reflective state of mind and is
apt to estimate his abilities according to
their true evaluation. Do I find myself
ambling along in complacent slip-shod
manner, doing nothing to advance myself?
Do I play the same old pieces in the same
ay, or do I play them better each
time they are repeated? Should I not
enlarge my repertoire by adding some more
oTafl nnintf',0Ud 1
impr0Ve mysdf
on all points?
.
It is from such quiet introspective ques-

Gaining the Sense of Position

Eminent Specialists

A FTER THUS becoming familiar with
L y the Pedal spaces, apply yourself tn
locating the other keys. To find D nil?
the toe in space R and C; then glide around
front of CJf and let it descend upon theT)
In an opposite direction from the same
space, toeing AS, the key A may be placed
From the space E to F the key of G mav
C
si be located- Havi,1« located every key test
lL your knowledsc ,,y Paying the arpeggios
WJ
** I-3-5-8, extending into 10th, 12th and
further, from one end of the pedal board
to the other with alternate feet, toes only
in different keys. Also, play double notes
in thirds, fifths, sixths and octaves. The
student may exercise both the toes and
heels in this work. To assist in this sort
Eugene
Marks
of work he may study Schneider's “Pedal
Studies,” Dudley Buck’s “Pedal Phrasing
Studies,” Stainer’s “The Organ,” or some
PART I
modern work, for more intricate examples
mastered
mg Jt to the various positions at the differ- with Diapason tone only, and use no pedal , Having
fi
. the manipulation
* ..—. of
ent manual-heights. He must be careful stops. This furnishes an excellent oppor\ 11,1 an<| ac(Iuired
h°wever> to make the changes to the sev- tunity for watching the legato of the feet now jlecomps
"1 *
*eet’ *
v becomes obligatory to combine these
e.ra' manua's at the end of motives, sec- by observing the connection of the keys
acquisitions simultaneously for the purpose
f“ns or other Phra^al points. Let him test on the Great.
of gaining independence in each part.
hls I>rogress uPon Caprice in Bb, by GuilOne of the simplest exercises to gain
a starter, take up the study of trios among
mantfacility and at the same time obtain an which mav l»- mention ',1 ,i.
i”
Staccato from the Wrist
idea of key-location is to play the scale Easy Trios” by Rheinber-er and twe ve
'J'™ STUDY of staccato may now be of C slowly throughout the entire key- trios by Albrechtsberger to be followed
1 undertaken. Organ-staccato is per- board by alternating toe and heel (each by four bv Merkel and the trio sonatas by
formed almost exclusively from the wrist, foot separately) using each key as a Bach It is in this studv Hnt !l
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
“AN ORGANIST’S ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF”

Getting the Efylost Out
(Country Organ

OT

F.

<By

r°Teg
M R mterroga‘or.is
t0
reahze exactly how much he knows about
his art and how little of such knowledge
he has really put into actual use. Also,
he is quite apt to have his ambition
and will power rekindled and inclined to
take a definite stand to improve himself.
Teachers are valuable at all times to guide
the student in the right direction and presary work; yet, in isolated
places, far from such benefits, the organist may, m his own way, do much towards
a continual and permanent advancement
through application to a set routine, even
upon a small instrument. “The secret of
success is constancy of purpose,” says Benjarnm Disraeli. In.devising a course of
action the first tiling to be considered is
technic, the mechanical means towards true
musical rendition.

^ T / QUick’ ,reSP°nSlVe m°der.n
organ, the finger touch may be used, if
well managed. A charming little piece
presenting simple pedal changes and using
this touch in varied tempos, such as rubate and rallentando, is Prayer, by Edmond
Lemaigre. Finally, the art of thumbing
may be practiced. This means that a melody is sustained by the thumb upon a lower
manual while an accompaniment or other
figuration is played by the fingers on a
higher manual. Try Elgar’s “Salut d’
Amour.”
Always sit quietly and erect while playmg. Avoid body contortions. Do not
slide from end to end on the bench in
endeavors to reach distant pedal keys, but
rather swing the foot from the knee and
ankle' joints. While practicing for pedal
mastery do not worry yourself with makmg many changes in registration. If the
Organ
Legato
Peda! to,ne* prove to° booming or bolster/“pHE
''HE STUDENT should try his legato ous ln daily Practice, couple to the Great
A ttouch
' ’by playing
* ’
the scales in a slow
manner; the tone-continuation demanded
by the organ in its legato requires of the
finger-action a gliding, clinging touch
entirely different from the legato of the
pianoforte. In the organ there is no
damper-pedal to assist the finger in sus¬
taining the tone. Therefore, in order to
obtain the organ legato, the fingers must
be trained to produce it without any arti¬
ficial aid. The student must pay close
Right Judging of Tone-Color
attention to the up and down motion be¬
A CERTAIN obtuseness to effects oi
tween the different fingers So that
tone color L
n.j,c amunuvoccurS

Pivotal po*nt’ The scale of C is chosen
instead of those which interpose sharp
keys as it twists the ankle to a greater
degree.
Also key-location should be
frLthe knee’iohrtInorfer todo thU
the student should first locate the Spaces
of the board by beginning at lowest fWtne
of left foot) and lightlv ninnimr tbA™
along the front edge of the two sharp
kevs until it olid™ ;7,f„ tn„ „_TZJ._?
DS and F#. Then from this snace ailn
glide the toe along’the front o/tfie’ gmun
0f three sharp kevs until the one 8
1
A# to C# is placed
P ° Space
Use the right foot in locating th
of the upper half ofoteZuEZ
Practice this and later studv th
pedal board with each foot- then trv Tn
ing the distance of the spaces bv swimM g"
the foot into the snaces without rathe toe along the front edge of the shmp
keys. All of this is to be practiced without looking at the pedals

in tone color mayenterhitohe 52S
tion. Prepare the organ thusGreat Organ-8 ft fin .
Swell
ni ’
■
•
Organ-O!,.,,:
S ftstrmg tones,
Great
°
Bourdon> 16 ft- coupIed to
The. , ■
e These trios may lie varied by playing,
fnd 'thf1 fahM* h?nd °” ll,c freat °rgan
d
«8ht hand on the Swell Organ
•*°
a ?ft 1''lu,e n,a> hc added a
"
n’ ,T ’ scco"d- 'vilh dle left hand
^ iwe 0rga" and the right hand on
Ercat Organ. This will accustom the
organist Jo play with the hand in different
Positions and heights. This work may be
tested h Play"ig a hymn-tune with the
soprano as a solo with the right hand, bass
with the feet> and thc tenor and alto upon
another manual with
asting yet
S°fter St0ps'
'til of this interesting article will ap¬
pear in The Etude for December.

t5he “Weakest Lvn\in the Qhan

another-^nd6"'011 1

T

»».e
,
,
.-.
iwwikwf surfinger for passes all others in variety and scope. A
:t of fingers forr another. ca*e :n nn;ot :c
that of a certain leading
of
°rgan!st Wh0' inl rendering a sonata
sonataof
Organ School (edited by the English Borowski’s, on arriving at the
• •
the littl
little melody
organist, W. T Best, who perfected him- intended 0bviousIy to be rendeled
endered on some
self in organ playing through self-instrucanother o

Three Part "Inventions" of Bach may wdl

The student may make such study attractive by using at first the same hand
upon each manual in turn, thus accustom-

PART II

E. Stanley Sedar
says of the Kilgen:

OF

THE MASTERS

sical reas°n for emphasizing the bass. In
^sequence the tone stuck’ouTabove the t0 tun? a Iarge organ, and sometimes music- - ‘<™uu. atm anmiur
- — - —
,
tious organist should use all the moral
^
, . , ..“6-auu-„uie combination Pressure he can bring to bear to have fos
wElch he used for accompanving a -oora--o '"strument properly kept
solo, imnartino- a
Tr
P tU1° shoulrl eveni be qualified
—i ..
sol°’, ^parting a peculiarly disagreeable !h°U.1<
- m-™.— and
~~ willing
. - t„
mawklshness to the'renditiom
the rendition. He“seemed
He seemed t0UC1 up tlle reeds occasionally himselfmawkishness
50 ena"’"'"1
- ■■
•
eemed
f°
enamored of this combination
that
he
^ yather extreme instance of this dullkept Jt constantly set on one of the pistons u-f
regard to Pitch will bear relating.

to

Sntorvantin^^”,
T'Y
fr°m week toweekoftenlT
eqU'Pped with a genuine 32-ft. pedal
S S f’highS^^afZ T ™ ^ badly certain sSs are gettma utef u Which’ duri«« the first five "Z
in a place where there was no special mu- if they don’t,
the defect.? tried
obseJIe
(Continued orl"page'M3)

'with PlelodifWatf
Many parents who hesitate to
start their children with indi'
vidual lessons will gladly en'
roll them in Melody Way

your earnings per hour.
(Continued from page 862)

what difference there might be between a
genuine 32-ft. and a 32-ft. “resultant” with
which he had had more previous experience.
In half a minute he discovered a curious
state of affairs: the lowest D sounded E
and the lowest E sounded D! In short,
...
,
1
rpi
two of the pipes were transposed. The
fault, no doubt, lay in some blunder in the
—Thus still another famous organ master
electric wiring, as it is scarcely probable
adds his words of appreciation to the great roll
that two such immense pipes could have
of artists who know and endorse the Kilgen.
been bodily lifted out and put back in the
GEO. KILGEN tc SON, Inc. wrong places. When the organist returned
r 4032 N. Union Bird., St. Louis, Mo.
his attention was called to it. But, although
Pipe Organ Builders for 288 Years
he had been playing that organ over two
years, he had never noticed it. Indeed, the
writer had the greatest difficulty in convincing him that anything was the matter.
The old custom of playing an interlude
CHOICE

More Pupils!
More Money!

time, at lower cost to each
pupil, and still greatly increase

“Weakest Lin\ in the Qhain”

"It was my privilege recently to play the
Kilgen three-manual Organ atLinwood
Boulevard Presbyterian Church, Kansas City.
I found it a splendid example of the organbuilding art, fine voicing in all families,
responsive action, unusually efficient swell
control, and it built up into a fine ensemble.
It proved fully able to express musical ideas
of great variety and delight to the player."

OfSaiLJ

the uncoupled choir organ—which was un¬
enclosed 1
The first point to notice with regard to
the correct use of the swell pedal is the
fact that the first opening of a few inches
produces the greatest crescendo.
This
should therefore be made slowly, and after¬
wards the speed of opening should be
accelerated considerably, due to the fact
that the crescendo then is not so great.
The reverse process should of course be
employed with the decrescendo—a swift
closing until one arrives at the last two or
three inches, after which time the shutters
should be allowed to close slowly.
—Musical Opinion.

classes. You can teach 12 at a

tate, he at least observes faults which he
might endeavor to avoid,
Above all, the organist should embrace
every possible opportunity for listening to
good orchestras good Wqnm and
chamber-music of all de cr.pt ons as well
as solo violinists and violoncellists ot nign
„ he can play somfi 5nstrument
.ft a {air]y good amateUr orchestra, under a
rea)ly competent professional leader, the experience wiU be most enlightening. If, as
a pjan;st, he can arrange for frequent practjce 0f sonatas with some competent violinjst| or> better still, of trios for violin, violoncello and piano, the result upon his
organ playing will, after a few months be
of a most gratifying character,
Hobnohbing with Musicians

S“Soi.r”B« 1.rmeilely ™

s:«

orgmi.0 who are old enough to
b“j
most Lt hope for
ter, there remains-doubtless «a sort of ^ direct, criticisrn from them. Violin“hang-over from the o d in er ud
;sts> pianists and other instrumentalists who
tom of inserting two or three meaning ess ^ nQt tbemselVes play the organ have a
A gang will surprise the buyer Infcc
realization that Austin organs stand prochords between one verse and the next and profotmd respect for the man who can read
eminent among^the^r
""
building up the opening chord piecemeal and execute three staves at once and manare heralded throughout ni
from the pedal up. Even when done well, age ab tbe st0ps, pistons and swell pedals,
quite unnecessary, as a moment of q'bUS; disagreeably conscious though they
proportion all the good qualltis:
silence followed by a clean and clear at- may be of the organist’s musical shortcomdistinguish the larger installments
tack is far preferable. But,
T>"J' when done
‘ the matter of phrasing and rhythm,
whatever size and dimensions and as
as they extend in registration they sh
badly, as is usually the case, it becomes a they are timid about expressing their
the like excellency. Kven greater prop
clumsy and inartistic mannerism. What opinion for fear of revealing their igno¬
tionate impression has been made
(
tiiii'G
nnents of smaller sco
would be thought of an orchestra if the rance in regard to the more technical
players should begin to sound the first notes points of organ playing.
1 165 Woodland St.
Hartford, Conn. J of a symphony, one at a time, beginning
The organist should frequent, to
with the double-basses
and should
_
extent, vaudeville and burlesque shows, prou.iLic their haphazard fiddling and blowing vjded only they are excellent of their kind.
The AESTHETE Magazine
until the moment when the conductor’s beat True, the music he will hear is often beHENRY FRANCIS PARKS, Editor
started them off on their orderly perform- neajb contempt as musical composition, but
A monthly resume of progress in music and the other
muses. Beautifully gotten up, fearlessly edited, the best
ance ?
he may well benefit by observing how,
music obtainable included—it has a particular appeal to the
under the direction of a competent conadvanced student and the highest music and art intelli¬
gences. Price: At newsstands, or music stores, 20 cents a
The Source of Mannerisms
ductor, even the threadbare and banal tunes
^py; by mail direct, 22 cents; Subscription $2.00 a year.
OW
WHENCE
do
all
these
little
obare made graceful, spirited and effective,
The AESTHETE, Inc.
noon,
Stjectionable mannerisms arise among I would have him also observe the quick
a class of musicians (organists) whose pick-up of one number after another, the
musical education has been at least as sound splendid attacks, the general spirit of tense
and thorough as that of those who special- wide-awakeness on the part of the perize on other instruments?
formers compared to which the ordinary
It arises from the detached nature of state of church musicians on their jobs i‘
organist's position as regards other that of a summer-afternoon siesta,
musical activities. Even in the matter of
John Wesley (or was it his brother,
rhiirch organ playing itself, he is occupied Charles?) once remarked that it was “too
with the duties of his own position. Sun- bad the Devil had all the best tunes.” That
York’s Finest Theatre Organ School. Direction
dav
after
Sunday
he
pursues
his
work,
and
remark
has somewhat lost its force at the
of Emil Velazco. Former Featured Organist of Pararnount-PubUx, Stanley and Rory Theatres. Three
onlv on rare occasions does he hear how present day, as the repertoire of sacred
Manual Theatre Organs Used.
nlav the service. Yet frequent com- music has grown to include much beauty
1658 Broadway
New York narison is necessary if he is. to take a with popular appeal. One might be so bold
1
mere nbiective view of the as to revise good Wesley s remark to read,
mTtter For if in hearing others, he does “Too bad thc Devil should have all the best
not observe excellences which he might imi- attack, phrasing and rhythm!
HOPKINS ORGAN SCHOOL
(Peabody Institute Diploma)
3025 Rosalind Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Study pipe-organ in your home town
“The ideal organ is generally the result is cheerfully admitted that the builder’s
from nationally known organist.
Send SI.00 for self-instructing course

You will get more pupils—and
the majority of them will con¬
tinue with individual lessons
on completion of the Melody
Way course. Here, again, you
increase your earnings as a
direct result of adopting the
Melody Way.
More pupils—a bigger in¬
come—greater satisfaction on
the part of parents and pupils.
Melody Way fascinates chil¬
dren. Little singing melodies
with the first lessons arouse
enthusiasm and give the con¬
fidence. Rapid progress keeps
them interested.

We show

you how to organize and teach
Melody Way classes.

Mail

the coupon.

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.

N°

<By Edwin Hall Pierce

aneXpenSivejob

E. Stanley Sedar, famous Concert Organist and
Professor of Organ at Northwestern University

By Henry Hackett, F. R. C. O.

RESENT day organs have so many
of their pipes placed in a swell box
that the correct use of the . swell
pedal is one of the means by which a really
good performer is known.
How many of us have not come across
tlie man on the stool who thinks that the
swell pedal is a convenient vehicle for the
exercise of his right foot and who treats
his listeners to a continual pumping of the
swell shutters.
The late Sir John Stainer puts on record
the case of an indifferent performer who
presided at an organ of which the swell
shutters were plainly visible and who con¬
tinued his pumping even when playing on

Melody Way to
Play the Violin
Mr. W. Otto Miessner has applied
to violin instruction the same prin¬
ciples that have made Melody Way
to Play the Piano a nation-wide
success. Suitable for class or indi¬
vidual instructions. Write for full
information.

Miessner Institute of Music
154 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

VELAZCO ORGAN STUDIOS

k

Miessner Institute of Music.
154 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.
Gentlemen: Please send me details on:
□Melody Way to Play the Piano
□Melody Way to Play the Violin
Name.

.
A
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ORGAH

Improve
Your Organ
In Church
or Home

a HD

ave learned the ped'al part, I put a piece
using only the manuals. Can you ell
the bass part is so very light when
me’ why in
playedt Did
that way or
so playedt
um “Topsy
iujwk grow
w
it
snme worn
tsr.rn. out
nut. part
nnrf that can be reis
some
paired f—D. 0. S.
» mu-...i*
—u mention is aue lu ii
The result you
■- 16-foot tone which iiis
missing
the pedal organ, and which is
when manuals only are being —.—
Q. The following are the specifications i
our two manual organ. Will you kindly sui
pest what should be the nest stop added I
the Swell Organ, also the next one to l
added to the Great Organ ?
Great Organ
Open Diapason. 8'

the quality of tone and the

is the result of 30 years experience and thoroughly en¬

Salicional
I'i Il,t^aRngef.bU
Flute . 4' I
with Swell.

who have used it. Thousands are giving satisfactory
service in churches, theatres, schools and homes.
Let us send you a pamphlet describing the Orgoblo
Junior for small student and home organs, or if you
are connected with church activities we will send full
descriptive material on the larger sizes.

THE SPENCER TURBINE CO.
ORGAN 9

ALBUM OF TRANSCRIPTIONS FOrT
THE PIPE ORGAN
By H. J. STEWART
Masterly arrangements of compositions by celebrated composers
and an interesting, original sonata, in four movements X [I
being played by the foremost concert artists.
Price, $2.00
1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Q. The fallowing question* were
the paper work of the ung
American Guild of Oraan?%imfr»
yest answers to these quminnst
w> What may be called the great dirUlf
Unr m the history of mosier
(2) Tell what you can of the origin
oi atorio.
ft the
(J) )) hat is the acoustical meaning of
resonancet
<i) Describe the rondel type
(.7) Define faburden. motei
(8) What would be a good cisiun of voices
mlaied choir of S
s the 'firs!
.cn i

t.!LV"lent«M

18) What It
(9) Dcserib
opin^dWpuson

>r of it,
'mental
composition t
A. Most of these questions »rn I,., ,
the Stanford and Forsyth 'Hlsto??of mELI
and our answers are given largely ‘ n o!
authority of this
.. work.
Ulny fllir, b g y u“
great dividing ilno"in>
muLv
- *- the'hfstory'rf
the histo;
tu* iruportoace,°^»avIng‘"ocrcu^^^Sa

dorsed by manufacturers of organs and all organists

nute narmomc. v
—M. u.
, »2) The dramatic treatment of sacred suhA. From the standpoint of an organ to be oratorio ln°lf*«
"'","r-v, evolved the
used for the playing of organ compositions, ee b ce turv marked"T,
the *>*«•
besides its use as an accompanying instru- shown In il l ,n,''''elopment was
*eM fdediMT^oe^oWt°heldSwefi &&
S
For greater body of
IT,
Diapason “might be.Sf?
added. ”■
*■" *1’e Great Organ,
would suggest Oc- iwou7
.
..
ever,
contains!
,
‘
.
’
(J. (1) What are the specifications of the
®erm nI ;1 particular style
organ installed for the Sesqui-Centennial Ex- OrauHin \i-JHv>I*n,n.m'“ ,f" which the name
position? (2) What is-the principal differ
Im':i Kly™cnee between a church organ, a concert organ wbirh Svm v?fnii!8 l uU 'F'ality in acoustics
and a theater organt (3) Why are the manY) fiK* SSSn! Ii 80I,,H •
uals on a theater organ named Aocompani- nart
1 ? J’
was a threement, Solo and Orchestra when this is concon¬ throu^ftrt^
ment
whos,‘ Phases was sung
trary to the general
practice
T.
-.t—E.
- A.
‘ changed^pajts.^ ThuT^j
•a. (J)
\ti The
nit—
specmcations
n A;
specifications
of the Sesqui- effect^wonfri
"J111 imxea voices, the
enect would Chk
be a snr
Centennial Exposition
ExnnsiHnn nr«n
be..a
sort of triple counterpoint.
organ me i0o 10ni
he included in this column, and weB woum
„
would uh,!h22!! ‘!!e tbeoiT
suggest your communicating with the builders The Austin Organ .Co, Hartford, Con- » '
■.—■
requesting a copy of the nrinted
necticut,
»ii educations.
Ex. 1
(2) A church organ is designed from the
standpoint of accompanying the church servnreJ,’nW?ich reffijre® a 8°°“ dignified body of
bufft* along

1

Many far°|eS ?hurch Mgans° hSve^hS'e addV
ft”nal stc!ps included, permitting their use
offectliSnrathSthth^P^?h °“ ‘^''indiviluia!
tpSmemH?. ^eh^te
ih^ iSei^arVar„eaeSr0
being primarily fm* fha nan

«

1 m»nual

SinS cu-cu
Sing ...
to haTa b“n a PIa"
&S3tffirS& XnT cmne°t.’
ana

HS lo ^
consecutive fourths,
v.1
fifths and

Semk0eepsgmthe *ervice; f fhigh mass »“d re-

DR. WILLIAM C. CARL

Approved by hundredsPofyPrfestsriBihoD*°^!ild
the Pope's Music Committee. Price, $1.00.
UNION MUSIC CO., 131 W. 23rd St., New York

\lrf0TAiin« « Junior
to°feglZ

offJB-YFv^

Church, Recital,
Theatre Courses

New Prospectus Ready
17 E. Eleventh Street

New York

tone of an agreeable characte'r 'Tc

A

Faust School of Tuning
STANDARD OF AMERICA
ALUMNI OF 2000
Piano Toning, Pipa and
Read Organ and Playai
Piano. -Year Book Fraa
27-29 Gainsboro Street
BOSTON, MASS.

inp
women s voices. These comnnl;l?„lr p?rts £or
with those for two or thre? mirtl ?8' t0«ethsr
voices and unison choruses PwmS h°r women’s
for your work.
°ruses* wU1 be available
_

COURSE IN
theatre organ playing
Two three-manual and one two-manual
Wurlitzer and Kimball theatre unit orpns—one a new $25,000 Wurlitzer—
tor lessons and practice, Special courses
for pianists changing toorgan. Advanced
pupils practice before moving picture
^"•GRADUATES ARE AT
CONSTANT' DEMAND AT BIG
AAVASLEPAI'TSCH0LARSmre
Write for Catalog E

ut
=*===E^EEE=
course, in our day, is a succe,

for You!

COURSES IN
CHURCH, CONCERT ANn

/

RESIDENCE ORGAN PLAYING '
Modern electric action church and con- '
I cert organs for lessons and practice
Epeciai courses for pianists changing to l||
umm’pl Ajvanced P11?1*3 W riny
PART
J

ft^raed aa apraiSg^e
11
adopted in the church,
„„^he . motet was generally a three-part
S?mP°ahion founded on some portion of the
C.burch service. The tenor part selected was
“only, a secular tune, turned f
tv,,1 "uo measured " (triple time) music.
Work. nfei>uf fbythms was very narrow. The
IV„s ot Bach, known as motets, show that
,?ame limitations did not exist in his
;
hJ8 compositions of that type inelght partsadniPle nleasure a,ld as many
The proper division of a chorus of
lento .^Pends. of course, on the voices se
a h»Ji bl,t we w""Id suggest the following a®
snlt^1 ’ varyiDff il to secure the desired re
16 Sopranos
11 Altos
16 Tenors

,,jo

Write
f C
Write for
Catalog E2

oiute

SCHCDLOFO^ PWING
to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE. It identifies you
C

harmony by mail
id Rates. Mss. corrected,
■lusic composed, send poem for estimate.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.
te A. 171 Cleveland Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

fect8tcMe e8SentlaI elemenU °f 1
ant8L2?e madrigal originally was a pl^
ntt Part-song
part-song where the same music serve
’5)
touch With the hiEh
, <C°"tin'^
W
igher ideals of art and lUc,

Formula of R. J. Forhan, D. D. S.
Forhan Company, New York

Forhan’s

(Continued from page 838)
sion which is necessary to his musical
growth.
A Minor
ra 11
II I
f 1
At the completion of the work covered
thus far an examination should be given
from both the written and the keyboard
standpoints—the visual and the aural as¬
pects, as it were.
Original work on paper and applied
work at the keyboard must be insisted
VII?
1
VII?
I
VII?
I
VII7I
upon daily if the pupil is to benefit by it.
To be practiced also in close position Thinking of a subject merely once or twice
a week naturally does not give the facility
n all major and minor keys .
required. It is sometimes a difficult mat¬
ter for a teacher to make pupils acquire
Ex.»“
this habit of daily theoretical thinking.
C Major
However, as daily habits and practices
9_
0
._
become a part of the innermost selves, it
may be seen how very important it is to
keep this subject before the eyes and in the
^r| H consciousness if a real understanding of
rrr
the facts involved is to be achieved.
V9 I
Vo I
Vo I
Vo
(To be practiced also in close position in all major
and minor keys.)
III I
Bx.9hAM mor
og_rf-^

rp-f

PIANO REVERIES
Vo *

m
A MUSICAL TOUR
of

•gurvBswPij

a,i
«ur“ w, zsrsfjfii
dersteeo8 ^cognized as the first man to na

Ignoring the teeth and attacking
the gums, the disease of neglect
(Pyorrhea) takes its tolls in health.
And 4 persons out of 5 after forty
and thousands younger pay its high
price.
Forget these odds and start using
the dentifrice that does all you can
expect of an ordinary toothpaste
and in addition protects you against
this dread foe.
Morning and night, daily, brush
teeth and gums with Forhan’s for
the Gums. It helps to clean teeth
white and keep gums firm and
healthy. As you know. Pyorrhea
seldom attacks healthy -gums.
Get a tube of Forhan’s from your
druggist—today . . . 35c and 60c.

First Tear tar ‘Braining

- •—
-at
vouna JZ^J&z****^

S»o paVs:%U4Xg\MJ8

$250.00

RADIO

F

Also TENOR BANJO SOLO:
Wild Horses, Galop
Lloyd Loar
YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE:
The Instrumental Teacher and His Work .Hawkins
A Successful Organist and His Crjdo
Ross
ACornet^Playing Pilgri n s^ProgrsM .Clark?
__ .......
..jErnst
New England School Band and Orchestra Festival
What I Like in Ne w Music
.del Castillo
The Violinist.Sabin The Trumpet Player... Bach
The Saxophonist.Ernst The Te1
The Clarinetist.Toll The D. .. .
This isi our
Yes—all the above for 20c postpaid. This
mpfhnd of ...
ItarnK*’ fWI

Students Aided in Securing Positions
Free
Scholarships

STILL...

a few dollars’ worth of music. A fraction of the amount used to equip the “vocational” subjects, manual training, domestic
science, bill-posting, commercial work and
a\\ the others, or even the expensive books
of the “academic” subjects, could give a
lor!ous music department. Music is the

only subject expected to exist on charity.
Yet schoQ, music starts children 0n a vocasurely than do the so-called
.
,
. . ,
V09atl0na suble^sinstruChlldren should own thelr ow" insbr“
r*0s/'
“Hits; they are more earnest.when de¬
*ars are invested. Also, parents are interested in having them succeed. Children
erefte?tiif?ot>more cementing. ^Found only on l.i.
are more careful of personal possessions
ntScher. Patented Automatic Octave Key —
always positive. Perfect scale accuracy. Easiest to
than school property,
aiwdya h
exclusive improvements. You can
Certain instruments are costly and
ScUy Ser the Buescher-then teach it.
rarely used for solo work; bass, oboe, bas9 Increase your Income. Young people everywhere
.
'
im,
instrumenton6days
trial—easy
■want to play. Any in
soon, alto horn, French horn, tuba, tympayments to suit. V ite for complete informati
pani and drums. Then there are other inand Saxophone Book.
struments which might be more used for
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2500 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Ind.
S0;0 than they are: cello, viola, clarinet,
picco]0) baritone, trombone. Children can
TINDALE
often ^ persuaded to-buy these, but it '
Mu»ic Filing Cabinet
slow process and the whole ensemble
Needed by every Musician,
suffers. The orchestra should own all in¬
Music Student, Library.
School end Convent.
struments in the first group and about half
X ill keep your music orderly.
the number required in the second.
Rotary clubs and other civic organiza¬
tions can sometimes be induced to donate
Send for list of
instruments; entertainments are good but
slow to raise enough money. The school
is the agent that should give the funds
for music. It is sound educationally; it is
a vocational subject. The school must
For 2 Orchestrations
Who Should Pay the Bill?
therefore support it. If work is done well,
Gavotte, from the Opera'‘Mi«noa”
EW SCHOOLS today provide all the whether or not support is forthcoming,
instruments and material for the or- then success will be far more likely to be
cliestra. In fact, many refuse to furnish attained.
. by Hil lreth. Parts for all rc:og
cd orchestral insts.inc. saxophone
1 tenor ban jo;f ully cued—effective

20c
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Very White Teeth

(Continued from page 839)
home. These are primarily group activities
and can never function on any other basis,
1 his does not mean that sectional rehearsals are taboo—quite the reverse.
The full and sectional must supplement
each other; neither can be one hundred per
cent efficient without the other. In the secS, fh^SaL ‘ j.nStJUC,t0!; haS °PP°r'
*C ^dividual, to give class
mstruct on on the technic of the instrumerits, to watch intonation, accuracy, and
the thousand other things so vital to a
finished performance. The full rehearsal
must give the completed picture of the
composition to the members, show them
how their own thread weaves in with many
others to create a thing of living beauty,
give them social feeling of being one of a
large group, manifest to them the reasons
for intonation, accuracy, counting, phrasing
and coloring.
Schools give from five two-hour rehearsals weekly to the precarious once-a-week,
after-school rehearsal, with results in direct proportion. Many, many schools have
-- than five forty-five-minute periods a
week; this should be aimed for
mum standard for all bands and orches¬
tras. One should not be disappointed if
the school authorities will not give the
time the first year or two the ensemble is
functioning; if the results are good, they
are far more easy to convince.
If five periods are provided two of them
at least should be given to full rehearsals,
and the remainder divided into string, wind
or most-needed-attention periods.

--r-- students, professions j mu
maud. Send 20c (stamps or coin) with this ad to
Walter Jacobs, Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Ma
If you prefer 2 band numbers instead of above mt
JJ^eck here □; if 5 piano numbers, theck here □.

Musical Guide for Mass Service

GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
Director

Buescher

Saxophone

Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published

service of any organ, old
or new.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

the

Former President of the National Association of Organists,
Dean of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the A. G. O.

The Orgoblo Junior, a
small electrically operated
organ blower will improve

HARTFORD,

TEACH

CHOIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Henry S. Fry

Band and Orchestra Department

EUROPE

.4
l

At no expense or obligation
to you!
See page 812
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During this study, original exercises m
different keys and rhythms should be es¬
sayed by the pupil. This drill gives him a
sense of self-reliance and of self-expres¬

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MISS
DALLAM’S ARTICLE
1. What is the danger of laying the
greater stress on written work in Ear
Training?
2. What is the advantage of learning
enharmonic scales?
_
3. Explain the statement "all intervals
are major in their upward measurement.”
4. What is meant by the "position” of
a triad?
5. Name four cadences.
6. What peculiarity may be noted in all
seventh chords?

DARKENS AND BEAUTIFIES
R-a EYELASHES AND BROWSINBpN STANTLY. makes them appear
I:::':...'Il'J Adds wonderful charm, beauty and
ion to any face. Perfectly
36. Used by millions of lovely

___ _Djrating—a delight
i and comfort. Sold everywhere. Schief1 '*• & Co.. 170 William St.. New York.

" PARKER’S.
HAIR BALSAM
I Removes Dandruff—Stops Hair Falling:
i
Restores Color and
| Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair

i special folder on n
^ other club emblems.
* C. K. GROUSE CO.
“Play with strong, ‘t.. * rhythm! The playing of certain pianists r
91 Bruce Av?., North Attleboro, Mass. 1
sembles the staggering and jerky walk of a drunkard. -Schumann.
Iways mention THE ETUDE. It identifies you as one in touch with the higher ideals of
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VIOLINIST’S ETUDE

HE SUMMER vacation is long.
Robert Braine
Why not devote some portion of
it to the study and selection of
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
new works both for the teacher's repertoire
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
and the student’s? Even if one cannot
visit the music stores, there is a possibility
of securing “On Sale" music. The writer
spent the summer of 1914 in London.
Here, as in all foreign cities of any size,
it was possible to get an excellent output
of works for study.
Having found a good accompanist the
writer looked over perhaps fifty or sixty
works. These she catalogued and graded,
adding such as appealed to her for her
course of study for the next season. She
then discarded some works which she had
Edith Lynwood Winn
taught too long for genuine interest and
added the fresh list. Among these were
the then unknown Purcell
Sonatas,
‘
>* three
bound to recognize that we must De certos are absolutely necessary tor
for tne
the
number, although the Golden Sonata constantly adding to our repertoire for foundation of technic and tone and style.
had been played in Boston the previous future use. Everyone hears the violin to■e study the classics. Why n
season by twenty violins, several cellos and day- Everyone knows the average reperHow few of our pupils e
piano—an admirable way of treating such to’re- The best of us are sick to death grasp the content of the Bach Sonatas',
works as a fitting ensemble for students.
of merely pleasing works.
They fail because of lack of knowledge of
A logical course of study, fresh and upharmony and theory, sound musicianship
to-date, requires some study and preparaRadio Depression
and real interest.
tion on the part of the teacher. What DUPILS BECOME discouraged, after
better time is there than in the summer ^ the first enthusiasm of the radio outPreparation for Pleasure
to prepare this material for use? In the Put< because they cannot play the same
A YOUNG man who had studied voice
busy winter season the teacher cannot go w°rks as well as our young artists who.
for three years came to a city teacher
to the music stores frequently. Before the resP°“d to the introduction of the an- for advice. The teacher found that the
new season starts the writer usually goes nounccr There sll°uld be some works
applicant had n~— --L '
her book ot
of three hundred or more f? A'
”
overr ner
f°r every
pupil to play to the lightest type of ballads. It was time
works and grades them, dropping the fnends' Thou^h thef "eed not be the that the classics should be studied-the
works that have outworn her interest and T ^
PUP'' at the same time °ld En^lish “ngs, the Brahms and Franz
that of the pupils. All this is absolutely ^ 1
PJaC.UCWS on® or ‘wo real'y son^- *e best English ballads, and some
necessary to a successful season and is a
^ W°t
!" °rdT that theJ)f mrf be
‘he older Italian songs. The oratorios
material help in making programs when CmuertTlTc llf uZ JA , L
“d a few operatic arias might be included.
the concert season arrives ft will help fa pubtc he same ye^t is studietS Time is precious in the vocal world. Why
to make notes in a book, something like the firs time Nor need heMenJelLtn *et
* Without absorbing the

VY[a\ing the J\[ew ^Beaching
Season 'Profitable
By

this: 1. Good for study, not for "public
use (The Handd G minor Sonata). (The
sonatas for flute and violin or two violins
iolins
and piano, Bach.) 2. Used too much in
recitals and on the radio.. 3. Valuable in
teaching: A. Staccato, B. Spiccato, C.
teaching: D. Rhythm. F. Tone. These
pieces are to be graded carefully.
Well Defined List
IT .S *
r? importance that
A the young teacher have a well-defined
list of studies and pieces for the year’s
work. The use of wrong exercises may
good deal of harm and the selection
of pieces
ueces out of the puptl s grade may
cause dissatisfaction and lack of interest.
Pieces should be selected according to the
pupil’s environment. For instance, it would
>t be well to use the Sonatinas of Schu¬
bert in the case of a pupil who is not
musical or whose parents and general en¬
vironment are not musical. Pieces should
be, within the mental as well as the physical
grasp of the pupil. The question ,of en¬
vironment should be considered. No pupil
should be made to study classical works too
early for mental comprehension.
There was a time when the Berceuse by
Godard, the Canconctta from
the concerto
Concerto
vrom me
Komantiquc, the Svendsen Romance and
the Ries Suites . . were taught constantly
by all of us. To-day we add other works

L added lo a pupil’sThe Son ofth^d r u , •
because it is being studied. Some teachers begun. He needj to learn* to
“*!
.1fafnto t0. 7*11 at*
make a fatal mistake in allowing pupils ST»
sight, to ZZl
hear more t°
music
t0 play works that are not yet ripe for and hard For though the v '
* l0"S
Public performance. The studio recital is good one the price of success w** iJ I? *
the proper time for the trying out of works long apprenticeship. “Would von think
stuffied during the year
of graduating from college with such *
. A few works of the salon type (included meagre knowledge of the classics5” said
“fds f °bos) may be given to pupils the teacher. The answer was “No!”
^7 , season- Sonatas and concertos
The world is full of dilettante students

By Robert Braine

Referring to the article on “Correct
Pitch” in the July number of the Violinist’s
Etude, Mr. William C. Stonaker, ViceProcirioni
nf the National Association
a-• . •
President of
ofPiano
nano Tuners,
tuners, Inc.,
Inc., sends
sends an interesting
communication stating that “Universal
Pitch” 440 A, which is a shade higher than
"Internationai
Pitch” 435
435 A,
A is coming into
al Pitch”
(',an rffereeuf! t0 T repertoirc' There' wide use in the United States and Canada,
was a time when the average pupil in Mr. Stonaker’s letter follows •
a small town could not hear the intervals To the Etude :

ti, ■
j
standard. An
,n ‘hf, ^ of
-_i
> since they still use the
-called French Diapason A 435.
Allthrator.;,,*!,
.
A.11 tllPafArc I.-.
__ .
keen their nra™ th® metr°P°htan district
fork and all ZrTl P1-an°S Up to ,hc 440
tuned to that
aS we" are
tically everv
™ ‘lC”'
1
“v.ered
C°Vered Pracanr,
,
y ln the Un1ted States
'».‘be Past few years I know

S, tWOrkrnU-h„aS

Jsrxrf-.*..

and

gajs.fja*

J__

Concerning Mr. Robert Braine’s article

-,he —
machine ha.e „ „ .» one me,,,.

The Manufacturers Association a
recommend at least four tunings a year k
it is hard to get the message: into'S
mto the
homes.
Mr. Braine’s article is fine in
ev«y other
respect.
William C. Stonakk,
A small volume could be written on
and the changes which have taken place ’
it during the past two hundred years h
seems as if the matter is never allowed to
rest. Mr. Stonaker’s letter, giving the latest'
developments, will he of the greatest interest to violinists and musicians generallv
Dr. T>o. Baker, Ph D., j„ writing *

11

F
. . m,0f.J:!I'j.
.
\
p*'!!:*
m'y S j
standard
.
^ . , universally adopted in France
gives the tone A 435 (double) via second, C having 522. Formerly

brations

there was no recognized standard, the pitch
varying in different instruments (organs)
and localities, by as much as a fourth. The
inconveniences resulting led to the establishment, early in the 17th century, of a
mean pitch (A averaging about 420 vibrations) which held its > hi for some two
hundred years. This has been called the
classical pitch, having „‘
ained throughout
■
this the gJowini te H
^ B Af‘Cr
"
UA° ,
6 P“Ch
T”™ Ied t0 nUmerom ^liberations by
°™S and mus,c,ans
, Thej pcrman congress at Stuttgart
adoPted the P'^h A 440. but the French
p.tch here mentioned is. in point of fact,
the only real standard. ;u:d. since its formal
T" **hc ^
No¬
naf^'i 1887,'sfrequently termed ‘inter¬
nat,onal
0na p,tch- It
If IS c;,n«l ‘low pitch’
?pposcd to t,le ‘h'Kh pitch' (concert pitch)
m vogue formerly."
Since the new “Universal Pitch” (A 440)
1* cominS into general
, it would be wise
'f vlolin stU(lents and musicians generallv
WOuId 'Struct their tuners to tL their
pianos to A 440.

"fit A go'ol
V™" ^ ^
told the writer that he almost never +9nirt.t
t
tet ,
The violm, even if played
r r
"Sirs’S!
Left
them,” he said, “because they are deter- in dfs.dtof' i a*
wastmK
hours
mined to play only what pleases them. losing iSs teafherf' f * ^
°f
Piano study is growing more and more to should
^
C«*«
be
pleasant diversion. Few a
W^^as'teSs orL^rttthe,Stud-v of good literature. Private ^e‘ake
formers.”
P
teachers^ and ^conservatory teachers should
However this may
, the violin' <

Change in Pitch
struments use 440 A
exception must h

theaters

°

'S

m.
Fmzer Strinz erossin8
R,. F A Q
^ E' A' SANDERSOK
sickly, cross noiselessly. This
asever-ruling precept for lefl
?! htIKl
K°m£.,rom

are given for manipulating the
how in its cross-string movement, scarcely
a one is to lie found to train the left fin¬
gers to brisk, smooth movements front
one string to another.
Measures such as this, then:

1 111 1,0 played in the first position) are mv.aluab,e as practice material, in their m''.lstencc 0,1
instantaneous passage <
‘j16
, scconcl
- finger from the E-string t(
A'stnng.

C °nIy P’'tch ”s«' in the
■our best, your utmost at all Ones
jxn.
there is money in it or no1'

tsst 27*

Wc pcCc.ii, a„

^
tS and

“HAKKERT”

Keeping a Finger on a String

The World’s Finest in Gul Sitings for
Violin, Viola,’Cello.

By W. J. Baltzell

Instruction books lay stress on keep¬
ing a finger on a string unless it in¬
terferes with the tone being produced.
Yet, in spite of repeated injunctions, young
players often keep all the fingers, except
the one in actual use, raised in the air.
This removal of the fingers the minute
they are not in use may be in part re¬
sponsible for lack of firmness in the hold¬
ing of the violin.
A certain advantage in keeping the fingers
consistently down is that the hand acquires
and retains a rounded shape which brings
the fingers in good position over the finger¬
board. The finger positions usually recom¬
mended to beginners—and useful also to old¬
er players who have become careless—has
the fourth finger on the G-string playing
D, the third on G (D-string), the second on
C (A string) and the first on F (E string).
This is not to be played but is given for
training the fingers to good position. As an
extension of this, one writer suggests that
the third, second and first fingers cover
two strings at the same time.
It is easy to understand the reason for
this emphasis on the retention of a finger
upon a string. The mind then gives at¬
tention only to lowering the finger re¬
quired. For example, suppose one has the
succession G (D string) and B (A string),
eighth notes. As the third finger rises
the first must descend. If the third finger
is kept on the string, only one muscular
action is necessary. The advantage is still
greater in case, as may happen, the G is
to be sounded again, following the B. If
the G is in good tune the hand is in cor¬
rect position. Holding the finger cm the
string makes it probable' that the first fin¬
ger will fall on the string at the right
WE TEACH YOU THIS PROFITABLE
PROFESSION AT HOME DURING SPARE TIME spot to produce B. This practice makes
Send for FRISK copy of the 30th ANNIVERSARY
a sort of anchor for the hand.
EDITION of our book. "WINNING INDEPEN¬
Studies are often constructed so as to
DENCE." Read how students master tuning with
~ir TUNE-\ PHONE and WHY our &raduat«i
present melodic figures which demand the
‘
ill parts oftheworhL WUh
retention of one finger on a string while
31MONEY BACK
the others are used. The design, of course,
T SATISFIED. $10.00
is to establish a good hand position and
thus contribute to good intonation. If a
BUY ANT SCHOOL OF TI NINO, 82 Bryant Bldg., i
certain tone is desired the finger should
fall on the string at the precise' spot to
MUSIC TEACHERS ATTENTION
produce that pitch. If the hand position
is uncertain the pitch will also be uncer¬
tain and insecure.
iRT” Gut
L, “H&kkert" 30c; Violin I, "Hakkert” 35«
__J, "Joachim” (aluminum) 75o
>lin G, “Joachim'' (pure silver) $1.00
"Hakkert" $1.00;
$1.25
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MUSIC PRINTERS

This practice is helpful in arpeggios and
broken chords in which certain notes oc¬
cur in ascending and descending succes¬
sions. For example', in the arpeggio of C, be¬
ginning with the open G and moving up¬
ward, C-E-G-C-E-G' and back again to G,
keep the third finger on C until E is played;
then have it ready over G. Hold G until C
is played; C until E (fourth finger) is
played; then move the second finger over
to G. Descending, hold G until the fourth
finger has played E; have the second
ready over C; keep it on the string while
G and E are played and continue it there
while the! lower notes of the chord are
sounded and until C is again reached in
the repetition of the ascehding arpeggio.
The ability to cover two strings at the
same time is useful if the melodic inter¬
val consists of a perfect fifth, C-G, for
example. An interruption of the legato is
caused by the necessity of raising the fin¬
ger from one string and transferring it to
an adjoining string.
Besides this the
student who is not cautioned is apt to
play an untrue fifth. In passing from C
to G the finger should move at a rightangle to the line of the string, that is,
perfectly parallel to the line of the nut.
Because players usually have the fingers
on a slant the tip of a finger makes a
sort of slant resulting in a fifth slightly
untrue. Covering two strings is there¬
fore helpful in gaining perfect intonation
as well as in keeping legato connections.
An extension of this principle' of hold¬
ing a finger on a string can be made with
the idea of preparation. The muscular
action is more difficult but it can be learned
and used in emergency when it is distinct¬
ly valuable. Suppose' the player sounds
C (A string) and this tone is to be fol¬
lowed by G (D string). The passage is
legato. The player should try to have
the third finger in position on the D string,
even down on the string, before the' second
is through playing the C, and the second
must remain on C until the G is sounded.
In this instance both principles, reten¬
tion and preparation, are used. The young
player who receives proper drill in these
two principles will gain a correct hand
and finger action much more quickly and
play in better tune.

(fon Precisione
By Caroline V. Wood
A trio was rehearsing one day. When
they came to a passage marked meno
mosso the violinist always had a marked
tendency to “pick up” the tempo. Finally
the ’cellist called attention to the fact that
the passage should be played a little more
slowly rather than more quickly than the
preceding portion.
“Doesn’t meno mosso mean ‘more mo¬
tion’?” argued the violinist.
“No. That would be piu mosso,” was
the reply.
The pianist had no idea what the term
meant. Yet all three were well-advanced,
serious music students.
The ignorance prevalent among students
(and professionals as well) in regard to
the meaning and pronunciation of common
musical terms is appalling. The teachers
are largely responsible for this ignorance,
though there is no reason why a student
who is interested in his music study should

BigMoney
and a Barrel of Fun
First-Class Saxophonists make big money
and the work is easy and pleasant. You
might easily become a wizard like Tom
Brown or a great record-maker like Clyde
Doerr or Bennie Krueger or Jos. Smith.
$100 to $500 weekly is not unusual for such
musicians to earn.

Saxophone

GJrueGTone
It’s the ideal instrument for social entertain¬
ment. It is a key to social popularity. At partira,
everywhere, the Buescher Saxophone player is the
center of attraction.

Easy to Play—Easy to Pay
The Buescher Saxophone is the easiest of all
— -lay. You don’"
*" •“
o play, w
ented." Besides being e
Buescher Saxophone. Play and
earn while you pay.
,
Only a Buescher gives you these extra features:
Snap-on Pads, greatest improvement, easy t(
cementing—Patented Auto™-*’'' ' SScale Accuracy — co
Key — perfect
arrangement.
„
6 Days’ Trial on any Buescher
Trumpet, Trombone or other n~—.r- - —
and mail coupon for full information. Mention
instrument in which you are interested.
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2610 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Indiana
fBUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
sntWithoutobl gating m(

not exercise a little initiative in this
respect.
Laziness, however, is often
stronger than curiosity.
The dictionary habit should be encour¬ LiSKuuuuuu
aged. A Clarke’s “Pocket Musical Dic¬
tionary” is certainly within the means of
Attention, Piano
all, and one then has at one’s elbow a
handy source of musical information of
METRONOMES
all kinds. It seems inexcusable to call
An Invaluable Aid in
Training of the Piano ’
finale “fie-nal” or to be utterly ignorant
dent. Gives the Co
of the meaning of stringendo or stretto.
Tempo and Teaches ar
preciation of Rhythm.
Whether you are studying with a teacher
or are “on your own” get a musical dic¬
tionary at once and use it. Look up every
musical term you are not sure about.
Learn the pronunciation as well as the
a Demonstration
meaning. Do not be afraid to pronounce
KRAUTH
the words correctly simply because you
think others do not know any better.
Acquiring a good musical vocabulary is
really a very important phase of your
study. Do not neglect it.

. ENGRAVERS—LITHOGRAPHERS
■ PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- EY ANY PROCESS |
I WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
Tfc REFERENCE ANY PUBLISHER
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“It may he made a rule that, when the fourth has to remain on a lower
string while the other fingers move about on the higher strings, the left
arm be taken well under the instrument so that the hand is brought into
a position that permits of the fingers falling easily and attacking the
string perpendicularly.”
Jeffrey Pulver, in The Strad.
Ion THE ETUDE. It identifies you as one ln touch with the higher ideals
When you write to our advertisers alway*
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By

new nofe
m Amen can music
Announcing a new series of songs — remarkable for their beautiful expression and
unusual poetic insight. These songs appeal
in both words and music to the imagina^
tion...and are especially "grateful” for the
singer.
Every singer will find these songs a Well¬
come addition to programs. Vocal teachers
are receiving Oliver Music Company pub¬
lications with enthusiasm.

Sunset... by

Oliver Murray Edwards
and Dr. William Berwald... is one ot
over sixty songs already published.
Ask your dealer about these songs...
or write us for thematics.

THE OLIVER MUSIC COMPANY
Dept. 8. JAMBS STREET
Syracuse, New York
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Robert Braine

Dollars Up.
iolin is
W. C.—If your viouii
i« a genuine
’ *er in old vio■
- -- dealer
. •sirauivanutj,
Stradivi
iuu
for
line would buy it or And a purchaser
puremnw. --you.
But there is not more Man one
chance in a million that it is. Dswl Strads
(imitation) are worth from $5 up according
to quality. Some imitation Strads, whe
made by master violin makers, are ''ery vid
liable. If your violin is only a factory
—... .-o,fi0n T0U could probably seU it
some of your friends or have a
yourself w ■»
music teacher
on commission If you have reason to be.,e t„e
is a high-class instrument
would be wise before trying to sell it to
nd It to some dealer in old violins to find
it what it is worth.
ini t ’>
r. M.‘ D.—When “Sul A” is marlo-d ever
on the A string only. A dotted line is. or
should be, placed over the passage to show
how far the A string is to be employed exciusivelv. In the absence of a dotted line,
you will have to use your judgment, unless a
letter indicating a change to another string
is placed where the change should be made.
Latin Label.
Z.—The labels in the vlolins^of Jo-

SfSfE not .&US
*
mov-TO
lne uames of
minent makers
,.i,i » am.
G M.—Violins should be varnish»,i
patnte(1_ However, I would not even 1 “ot
nish
ol(1 vi()li„, unless Ihe i2k ?,tverv bad condition. The probahlllHp. ’ 10
that y(nlr violin only needs cleaning tn , a,re
it look presentable.
g to Make
galinilttinu: MnniiHcrlptH.
be li
|„lor tone. Have von read the artMr°M
<‘Tone Technic” In the Violinist’s Etn2 *"
jmley This gives much nrivlt-i> on h„ <or
produce a line tone. Of , „„rse, the beet X|t0
y0ur vicinity.' I! is" -'
b?e to’acquire*?
good technic <
teacher
„f „ lnn(Ij
n e0mposl
usually i
without comment ir nt. consider, if .. 11
„hlc for publication. o..
\L"av“H;
,,,1,1 t„ the rcJietlon silo
1,0 "'HI
wllv |, )s returned • m> , 111 v *'|'#ri,, s,a,ll|t
poser requests It „„„ „
,
t|
talent. 8. There
Is :
n
number
of variation

1 name are made mostly with two- 4

He has taught and coneertized t
in the United States and was the Head 0
the aiolin department of the Curtis Instl
tute of Music in Philadelphia for sum
time. He has recently given up his real
deuce in the United States and removed t
I/urope where lie intends to reside permn
e Si.gi
•
'he Etide at all times welcomi i
acts on them when practical. W
iu publish some articles of the tvi ■i
you describe during the coming year
11
G. H. T.—It is probable that 1
Concerto for Violin by De Benor is rue
most popular of his violin concert,Is «Y

IVdnl Murk 111 u».
mpaniments to your
vlrdln 1—**
Phino
■ell edited and the
pedaling carefully inn
b.v a good pianist,
the pedal xhmild lxgreat ninny edltln
nd no pedaling In¬
dicated or It It —
Incorrect 1 in a rked. In cases
' “ is kind tfa.
-• in do but for the
accompanist to u.cYis own judgment in pedaling. Rubinstein said th
time to learn the correct
>" Plano playing. We fin
Pianists able to use the
less specific markings arc ii
Inlntd
f- U—In the absence
>r brand on your violin.
un. it is Impossible
.
description alone, v

very widely "used
swi 'bv'"
hS ' i '1,,nu,ch ,the«e
j“«‘se are
V . ' one
° " of
or the dealers in
In old
-Id violins who
rt„io
J a°m], T,oIni st"- l..,r,iT ln Ti,e Etinr. could t.-ll vou someif vou shipped it
t ,, value on the
udent should
shoSh?kott
e ,rrvcd
r, "“T*
»■ •"> te violins
naent
attempte anv ot ol.
scrolls or with ebib-.r-ife
ini"-1""with
nr
inlaying
o
unless he
c
' h,
human b’.
Play !,’f'UT8,,of, ‘rees. castles, animals,
nifp not an<^Rrai>es on
a

fre oi.JJs I 8lonaI violinists, S®
about your violin,
ss\r,g..,v;'Ci'Tr,yT'^
err
ln, concerts by vlr- to him. •_>. Impossible to

do not think you need worry
„i,E- b-—Better start the eleven-year-old Pu;
I’V.at °»ce as the violin is an instrument
xJ[e',"irt8 a very earlv stnrt to secure
is vcry smaM
strings/ While theDs r iT™ breaking gnt for hcTago "she A®
of "taa'ler if necpssnr,vS<' 2. Vher^'wlH be no
o'VacSS lr°“ ^th-Sra|'esoths^ ' ,!nl,'V when she changes to a full-sized
»
shp is 'I'l'te ready for it. If she has
ti^r1 <inr' she "'ll! ,n a fow weeks instincrc M fr 1d.apt herself to the larger stretches
your Violin states required
by the full-sized Instrument.
o.y
>.y Jac,
Jacobus Stainer,
Innsbruck. Sfa
was th
String Breaking.
•e than" one rL!?eri?any- Tbare is
' a reaT^a'ine1*" ‘fe’g
/a’,'res- The strings may be of poor qualityi few dollars up
It 0h^?.Lt1ne .vo,,r cello to too high a pitchi'0!Irs,..,Rpal Stainers cost
hetffr°m *1.000 up.
2. W hether the fact that
have piteh)°"at oh SS*.i
stopped improving at tonrteee ..
after having studied foe U,?en years "f age,
f0L'V,',0''benf<t-.lo win never mi
fault of yourself or ?oSr teach J','ars- ls fbe
strings break more frequently in
ascertained without mv knowing <’an,,nt be
account of the great
atmosphere and
s udi«llea,rinK, yo“piay!
ng you p*“rson- hntnidUy "i; fbe
fh“_atmosphr---J -on aero-or not‘ youa,h0adTneibleke^ jndRP "bother that .hPPrs.pi,ration of the hand. The f#^
present teacher, after havfnS "'Vvith your iXjftuTYb* no,eheaat|n'htheI’m.tmhare
vious changes. I should have t^kr,*"'0 pre- SmLehhaTp
which cut the stringsteacher and his methods of teaching W your rilh°the /b/T sharP edges with a file pf’l
will anan,|,bre with soap so that the string
><>tb Fingerboard.
®u^erboard of thp
.
a.;;?, su;; ™s„ £uss £
laker.
violin
1'—Sorrv t' cannot trace your f"
been an ta °f famn"s «*«»- There W
Who have S?nv "■'’r",>Pr °.f violln ?,“(
llllnortantt™.^emperf<‘ctionf,• This Is H an'' Honsrandeara t>ut''vho have only'loenl'repnl
^^‘thrfc^li'j » ~ 'tale
dealera^in j
h - SirSn?c.flw pressure3 „5y th?<'eT?ar °f vionng, hut it would bo onlv bv
the mcrf
tu rnip y°U cou,d ,earn an>thin* ab°
imperfect.fln{f ?TUd TU”"08 ^"and
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Egyptian Music
(Continued from page 836)
the "Nayt” or Dervish flute which is used
by the “Zikr” dancers. It is a reed in¬
strument about eighteen inches long, is
pierced with six holes in the front and
one in the back and produces a sweet and
mellow tone in the hands of a good player.
Besides the Dervish dancers there are
the “Singing-Fakirs” who also dance to
the oft-fePeated words of La Ilahi Illalla.
The leader of the chorus Starts the theme
which is taken up in turn by all of the
dancers who chant in unison as they dance
together.
On the occasion of the Moolid, a pop¬
ular birthday festival given by the Egyp¬
tians in honour of their' saints, most of
the music is of a light character calculated
to appeal to the taste of the people.
We cannot leave the subject of Egyp¬
tian music without giving a brief survey
of some of the more popular instruments
of ancient and modern times, as it is
impossible to have a really good picture
of the music of any people unless we know
something of the character and type of
the instruments upon which they produce
their national music.
We have already mentioned the' “first
instrument,” or Hermean Lyre, whose
three strings were said to represent the
three seasons of the Egyptian year in
spring, summer and winter. There are
many types of harps in Egypt to-day,
varying in size from the small lyre to
the large instrument resembling the
Italian harp.
The harp proper or “Beni” was a very
popular instrument in ancient days and is
preserved in sculpture and painting to this
day in Temples and Museums. In the
tomb of Ramescs the Third, there are two
harpists depicted with instruments of ten
and thirteen strings which were doubtless
similar to the harp described in the Old
testament as “an instrument having ten
strings.” Or perhaps it was like the tradi¬
tional harp of David.
Belonging to the string-family was the
“Tamboura,” an instrument compared to
a guitar and played with a plectrum. Its
prototype is found in India to-day.

used in our orchestras ate by no means
new in the evolution of musical instru¬
ments.
The Sistrum has a frame of brass on
which metal rings are strung so as to
produce a pleasant tinkling sound when
shaken. It was once used in temples by
women dancers. To-day ordinary “Almees” use this instrument in their dances,
which in Egypt Usually express some form
of the “muscle-dance.” The castaiiet or
“Crotola” is used for the same purpose.
Little bells and small hand-cymbals are
used by solo dancers as a substitute for
tambourines on occasion.
The Heart-beat of Egypt
I/TERE AS elsewhere in tile East, the
1 A drum is of vast importance. It might
well be called the “musical heart-beat of
the country.” The “Baz” or Dervish
drum, the “Tabl Shai” or country drum,
and the “Darool” or Syrian drum are all
used in Egypt to-day as well as the “Darabukkeh” which is an instrument of very
ancient origin.
I can see no picture in Egypt where
the drum is absent. For, from life to
death, in peace or war, its voice is heard.
We hear its soft insistent beat accom¬
panying some love-song and coming to us
on the calm waters of the Nile. In an¬
other mood its tempo changes to the wild
pulsing for some rhythmic dance in an
Arab’s camp at night.
The wandering minstrel announces his
presence with the call of the drum and
gathers hearers to whom he sings the
songs of the glories of old Egypt. We
seem to hear its throb coming over the
desert, in the shimmering “dancing-devils”
of the sun’s-rays on the hot sand. We
hear it in the cool shadows of oases, in
the very presence of the Pyramids and the
Sphinx and among the ruined cities of
the long-gone past.
The procession of human beings coming
and going, living and loving throughout
their little day, leaves scarcely an imprint
in the ever-shifting desert-sands. The old
buried cities keep their secrets inviolate
beneath the tawny heart of the desert.
The lovers, singers, dancers and all who
make sweet music and move rhythmically
for a brief space of time go to mingle
with the dust. In the eternal cycle, new
lovers and singers and dancers come upon
the stage, new songs are sung, new dreams
are born. Yet all are but echoes from an
unchanging past.

Pipes, Flutes, Trumpets
”THE PIPES of reeds were similar to
the Grecian Syrinx and were in com¬
mon use. Flutes belonging to the same
family-group abounded and still abound
as the most popular of all instruments ex¬
cept, perhaps, the drum. There is the
“Sebi,” or Coptic Flute, the “Photinx,”
or crooked flute, the shepherd’s musette,
the scrannel-pipe and many other varieties.
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON
The “Mom” was a double flute in common
MISS STRICKLAND'S ARTICLE
use with the older Egyptians.
1. What is the mythical conception of
The trumpets are associated with temple
rites, with war and processionals. There the invention of the lyre?
2. What part did music take in the yearly
are several varieties in use in Egypt to¬
day. The conch-horn, similar to the Nile Festival?
3. What foreign countries contributed
Indian “Buccina,” the ivory horn, the long
brass trumpet and the buffalo-horn were to Egypt’s musical life?
4. What is the curious feature of Egyp¬
in use centuries ago.
The sistrum, bells, cymbals and tam¬ tian scales?
5. Name five musical instruments of an¬
bourines were and are commonly used for
accompanying dances. The modern “traps” cient Egypt.

(Perfecting ‘Practice
By Miriam Chandler
If, in playing studies, it is frequently
difficult to keep in mind all the points to
be observed, an outline should be made.
Then a section should be played repeatedly,
the pupil observing one point at a time
and playing one section after another until
the study is played as nearly perfectly as
possible. The piece may be only partly
learned at the end of the practice hour,
but that is no cause for worry if the
student has learned well what he has gone
over. It is not the study but the develop¬
ment that counts.

Practicing with the mind in full con¬
trol—instead of playing over the first piece
on the pile haphazardly and then discardTt '*■—is F’e way to sure achievement.
The student should decide what he needs
most—scales, exercises or studies. Hav,ng selected one of them he should get in
mind the objective and practice to attain
si t '3eneht comes from playing a piece
owiy. he should by all means play it so.
-1 ever should he leave the piano until he
eels that he has made progress with every
P ece and exercise which he has practiced.

The HARMONICA as
an Important Factor in
the Musical Education of
Girls and Boys
By WM. J. HAUSSLER

T

HAT leading musical authorities throughout the country

realize not only the general educational value of the Har¬
monica, but also its very definite place in elementary musical
training, is now a matter of open record.

Group Playing of
the Harmonica
Thousands of public, private
and parochial schools have made
the Harmonica a part of their
regular curriculum.
In playgrounds and in recre¬
ation centers throughout the na¬
tion, the Harmonica is regarded
as an important con¬
structive force in moral
and
cultural
develop¬
ment.
Full-fledged Harmon¬
ica Orchestras are to be
found as a part of the
activities of schools,
clubs, institutions and
organizations from coast
to coast.
It has been demon¬
strated that the Har¬
monica not only pro¬
vides good music, but
also gives an appealing incen¬
tive for musical expression, de¬
velops the musical ear and sense
of rhythm, and places the player
on the path to a serious interest
in the art.
In addition, authorities in many
fields of educational and social
endeavor regard the modern Har¬
monica as a decisive moral force
in shaping the lives of the youth
of the land.
Peter W. Dykema, Professor

of Music Education at Columbia
University, New York City, has
aptly phrased the modem edu¬
cator’s attitude toward the har¬
monica in his published state*
ment: “Inspiring everyone to play
a musical instrument means laying
the foundation for much happi¬
ness and contentment.
No in¬
strument is better adapted to
universal use than the
Harmonica.
May the
time soon come when
every man, woman and
child will feel it is an
important part of their
equipment.”

A Subject Worth
Investigating
In order that teachers
everywhere may have
the opportunity to know
what has been accom¬
plished through harmonica activ¬
ities, a comprehensive statement
on

the subject

available in. a

has

been

brochure

made

entitled

“The Harmonica as an Important
Factor in the Modem Education
of Girls and Boys.”

To teachers

and others in authority, this will
be sent without charge upon re¬
quest

addressed

to

Haussler, Dept. 550-L,
16th St., New York.
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extraordinary
brilliancy.
Leschetizky
11830-1915) and his school are also to be
mentioned. This master, whose teachings
has had such wide effects, had two phases
• his pedagogical life. The first extended
from 1852 t0 1878, at St. Petersburg,
where he was the protagonist of the most
evere and simply classic style, based on
the study of Bach and the classics.
The second phase lasted from 1878 to
1915 when he became, in Vienna, the
oagator of a style more lovely, more
effective. He was extremely fortunate in
having for a pupil one of the most perfect
j greatest artists of our day—Paderilski (1860). It is needless to speak of
the virtuosity, the bravura, the certainty
in execution of this master. It is needless
to say that under his fingers the tone of
the piano is transformed as if by magic,
that it has' the charm and persuasive accent
of the voice. 1 n that fact alone is nothing
Very rare. What is rare is this intense
spontaneity of expression, this colorful,
vivid playing. This magnificent art is irresistible—there is no doubt about it.
Paderewski also has written compositions
which deserve to be found more often on
the programs of the virtuosi.
Two of his pupils have acquired great
reputation—Harold Bauer and Ernest
Schelling. The ardent virility of style and
the magnificent virtuosity of the former,
the charming and captivating talent of the
latter are well known.
The name of Vladimir de Pachmann

(1848) cannot be forgotten. Heis.apianist of extraordinary temperament, despite
eccentricities of style and manner. Arthur
Friedheim is a virtuoso of high rank, an
admirable interpreter of the music of his
master, Liszt.
Returning to Leschetizky, and his pupils,
mention should be made of that delicious
pianists, Annette Essipov, who turned all
heads; of Ossip Gabrilowitsch, possessing
technic and musicianship of the first
order; of others—Mark Hambourg, Schnabel, Ethel Leginska, Katharine Goodson.
Other pedagogs also must be mentioned as having made a reputation. Vas¬
sily Safonov (1852-1918) had great influence in Russia and left pedagogical
writings.
Louis Kohler (1820-1886) was a celebrated teacher. His works are universally
known and are excellent, ranging from
easy to difficult. An anthology of his
works may be found in Paris, at Costallat’s
(5 volumes). His most remarkable pupil
was Reisenauer.
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON M.
PHILIPP’S ARTICLE
1. For what qualities was Rubinstein
particularly noted?
2. What American composer has taken a
place among the great world-musicians,
and for what qualities?
3. What are the outstanding qualities
which give Paderewski first rank among
living pianists?
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During this part of the piece the scales
in measure 36 should sound like cascades
of water, all crisp and pearly. In the 37th
measure, well-marked accents should be
• en on the first notes of each group of
fhlrty-second note figures in the right hand
the descending figure, which should
°kn be somewhat accelerated and diminish
3 sound towards the end of the measure.
Rut when measure 38 is reached, the tempo
fhould resume its normal pace. In meas39 I make a little ritardando towards
the end of the measure, but return to
• the beginning of measure 40.
tempo ... ---In this measure there appear the same
cascade-like scales as in measure 36, with
a crescendo and a decrescendo on the fifth
and highest group of sixteenth notes.
Measure 40 is similar to measure 37; but in
measure 42 the sixteenth note figures in
the right hand should be played more
slowly and heavily, especially the second
and forth groups. I continue thus in the
43rd measure, but in measure 44 return
to tempo again. In measure 46 accents
should be given on E flat and D flat, the
two upper notes of the two broken chords
in the bass.
In measure 48 there is another brilliant
scale in the right hand where an accent
should be given on C on the first beat, and
also on the top note of the scale, namely
F in the high octave. Coming to measure 49, there should be crescendo and
diminuendo on the first half of the measure
and on the second half, another crescendo,
working up again to the Con Bravura in
measure 50. Here the melody must be
well brought out, but the accompaniment
must also sound pompously and grandiloquently.
In the beginning of measure 52, a ritardando must be made, but it should last only
until the third beat of the measure when,
after a slight pause on G flat, the tempo
should be resumed with an accent on the
high F in the treble. From thence the passage should rush down to the fermata on
the deep Bass F, after which there should
be a long pause. The rising arpeggios
which open the Cadenza in measure 54,
should start slowly, with accents on the
first notes of each group of five, and gradually accelerate until, where the music is
marked quasilrillo, as many notes as possible can be speeded into the trill. At the
end of this Cadenza there are four dotted
eighth notes on F. and here the performer
can play in as many notes as pleases his
fancy, making first a crescendo and then a
decrescendo.
In measure 55, marked poco mono mosso,

where the principal melody returns, I take
the high F in the bass with the right hand,
and, in measure 58, the upper E flat in the
treble with the left hand. There should
be a ritardando at the end of the 58th measure and the arpeggios in the beginning of
measure 59 should start in tempo again,
w’th an accent on the first D flat iii the
bass- The rest of the measure may be
PIayed ad libitum, and the pace should slow
down
measure 60 where the lower notes
ot tlle sixteenth note octaves in the .treble,
^ dat and E flat, and the ensuing F, a
dotted quarter note, may be taken with the
left hand to ensure smoothness.
•
As the Tnll of a Bird
jV/TEASURE 61 should be played a little
-*■ more slowly, measure 62 a little more
quickly and piano and measure 63 more
slowly again. The trill in this measure
should commence slowly and get faster and
faster, imitating the trill of a bird. The
Cadenza in measure 64 must start with
an accent on the first high E flat in the
treble. I take each of the first notes of
the groups of ascending thirty-second notes
with the left hand, namely E flat, G flat, B
flat, D flat, in order to impart brilliancy
of execution, and also give an accent on
the culminating high F of the ascent,
Descending from this F, the first arpeggio starts slowly again and then proceeds
.faster and faster as it gathers momentum,
In measure 65 a return is made to tempo
primo, and, in the last six measures, the
whole piece dies away, the ultimate two
staccato chords in measure 69 and 70 being
attacked very lightly. In measure 67 I play
the high E flat quarter note in the bass on
the second beat with the right hand, and,
in measure 68, I make the group of notes
on the second beat a little faster, those on
the third beat, slower, and those on the
fourth beat, slower still, giving the effect
of the song just dying away, as the lark
soars up into the sky and disappears with
the last sounds of the two gossamer-like
chords at the end.
SELF-HELP QUESTIONS ON MR.
HAMBOURG S ARTICLE
1. What ivas .Glinka’s great life purpose?
2. What effect should be striven for in
playing the Introduction?
3. How may the melody be made to
“float” above the accompaniment?
4. To what may the scales in measure
36 be likened?
5. What is the reason for the ritardando
in measure 68?
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Children Don’t Cry for this—they demand it

Lb he ‘Beethoven “Scherzo”
By G. A. Saunders

Lyceum and Chautauqua engagements secured
Examinations Free
Moderate Tuition Rates
Member National Assn, of Schools of Music
Catalog mailed free on application
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THE ELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
3805 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
of Improved Music Study
for Beginners

Admission to Teachers’ Normal Training School; Students’ Or¬
chestra, Vocal Sight Reading. Admission to all Conservatory
Recitals; Lectures; Musical Bureau for securing positions.

THIRTY FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
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nt Are., Dellas, Tex.
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•information and booklet upon request
b With the higher Ideal* of art and life-

“Beethoven’s genius rescued him from
the degrading power of the commonplace
m everyday life, even when it pressed
upon him most heavily,” Paul Bekker re¬
minds us in his recently published life of
jhe composer. “It is customary to over¬
look this aspect of his life; yet the pic¬
ture of Beethoven, as man and musician,
•s incomplete without it. Reaction from
the high tragedy of his dreams, from high
intellectual tension, from ecstatic visions,
took the form, not of pleasant, ordinary
'ght-heartedness, but of resounding, almost hysterical outbursts of laughter;
°f super-sensitiveness gave place
S «A6n'y t0 exPlosive demoniac humors,
nf l a Pianist, Beethoven had a knack
10 °reab'ng in upon the hush which folWed his imaginative interpretations with

START A TUNING BUSINESS

PIANO JAZZ

yoorself, anywhere. Earn $2 to $4 an hour spare
peals of harsh laughter, bringing his hear¬
time, or ?200 to S500 month, fall time^ Requires 90
ers back from supernal regions to earth
with brutal suddenness: and he did the
pay. We train you thoroughly and rapidly at horned
same thing as a composer.
Get our free booklet “Piano Tuning as a Business.”
“He abolished the quiet elegance, the
Mack Institute, Crafton Sta., EM-16, Pittsburgh, Pa.
cheerfulness and grace of the old minuet,
substituting terrific natural force, freed
from narrow rhythmic conventions, rest¬
less, sometimes darkly passionate, some¬
times full of wild joy, sometimes showing
the reverse side of things with quiet
Wllooltun
humor, sometimes resolving deep pathos in
lightly swinging dance-rhvthms. It ceases
to be a dance of polite society, formal and
Rus^?e of
conventional, and becomes a dance of
elemental spirits.
“From the old minuet, with its drawing¬
room associations, is derived the humor¬
ous
musical poem—the
characteristic
scherzo of Beethoven.”
rtisers always mention THE ETUDE. It identifies you
Ith the higher

ns St., los Angeles, Cal.

WHAT SHALL I GIVE MY PUPIL?
lusic at 2D CENTS a COPY
Analyze^and Up-*- J-“~
ar for Complete Catalog
ingarian Rhapsody^Uszt)
r. Negro Spiritual (Trans.)
» (In the Cathedral) (Lemare)
te Volga Boatmen (Trans.)
nna. Viennese Folk Song (Trane, by Kern)

ideals of art and life.
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COLUMBIA ^"Osborne

WANTED

Theatre Organists
Positions paying salaries of $50
to $ 150 weekly are so many that
finished players are practically
assured of engagements through
the College.
Students have lessons and practice before the Screens provided by the Col¬
lege in its studios. New two, three and four manual Wurlitzer and Moeller
theatre organs for lessons and practice, owned and operated by the
College.
Direction:

CHARLES H. DEMOREST and HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
Famous Theatre Organists

COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL music

music

"8

for Teachers and Advanced Students. Courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Harmony,
Composition, Cello, Opera Study—Dept, of Speech
and Dramatic Art ind Public School Music. Special
Dept, for Children. All athletics. Horseback riding.
juPdormitories^ mi camp'us!1 ^For Uw^aiogue° address

The DENVER
COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Address:
1000 Grant Street E, Denver, Col.

Second Year (Advanced)

LENGTH OF COURSE
The time which will be consumed in covering the course will be determined
to a large extent upon the ability as organists of those who take it. Students
who never have studied organ previously will require two full years to finish
the course. Experienced organists may cover it in one year or less.
NOTE—Church and concert organists of experience are eligible to enter the
advanced course.

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

STUDENT DORMITORIES
ccommodations for men and women in college

G major, F major, D minor, E minor, A
minor, CJ major, Ab major, Eb major,

H*ui s
__r

northwestern
UNIVERSITY
Year 1827-1428

feTSSE
__

^ QTHER ADDRESS

411 WEST
AVENUE
NEWEND
YORK

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
MILUKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS

120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean

Bachelor°cT Musi^Dra'ree'.'D.plon^a’^nd Certifi¬
cate in Piano. Voice. Violin. Organ. Public School
Muaic Methods and Music Kindergarten Methods.

A school for serious students.

Diplomas, Certificates of Awards, Medals and
Other Requisites for Awarding Pupils
Completing Courses in Music
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-14 Chestnut St.
Phila., Pa,

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Course, for training supervise, and teachers of public school mtaic.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed twelve dollar, pet week. Tuition and fee. exceptionally low.
Michigan Slate Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

DETROIT CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Students may enter at any time

Detroit Institute of Musical Art
rands L. York,

'°Wand Hec"a1s before the public. Special Children's Department
as studios . . commodious Concert and Recital Halls.
Teachers’ Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees
Desirable Boarding Accommodations
■
^ For C°tolog and Other Information. Address
Elizabeth Johnson, President ,AMFc
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Avenue, Box 12, Detroit, Mithig*"

OF MUSIC
Th. Edw«dB.M.nvilIe,F.A.G.O.,Mu..

All branches.

Moderate tuition fees.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
All talented advanced violin students will come under the personal
observation and instruction of

W. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Director.

60 East Van Buren St.

HERBERT WITHERSPOON, Presiden

MRS. A. K. VIRGIL, Director

Diglonuis and Degrees

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
Chicago, III

^

PL„„. Trafalgar
Phone
Trafalgar 9349
9349

MUSI5-

Unrivaled Free Advantages

(cdi*w BuSdb5)

Founded by the late A. K. VIRGIL
(Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier)
.
a
/-r,
For Teachers, Players and Earnest
Students of All Grades
For all particulars address: THE A. K. VIRGIL CLAVIER CO., or

Special Courses

School MusicVoice, Violin,
Orchestral In-

A Department of Lawrence College
Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ, Composition, Public School Music and
Instrumental School.Music Supervision. Courses Lead to Mus.B. Degree.
For free catalog address
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean, Box E, Lawrence Conservatory, Appleton, Wisconsin

54th YEAR

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

(Continued from page 864)

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

Artistic and comfortable c

New York’s Oldest Music School
RALFE LEECH STERN LK, Director

the same fingering: right h:
hand, 4.

Organ Questions Answered

SCHOOL0!;;;;
MUSIC^

dmerVatoryof

SCHEDULE OF LESSONS

term—Actual screen playing of feature films.
term—Improvisation including waltzes, marches, jazz, etc.
term—All scenics, effects and constant screen practice.
term—Screen playing before audiences.

If. WEST RAfh STREET

SEVERAL FREE AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
OPEN FOR COMPETITION

The Starrett School Conservatory
of Music
Box E, 4515 Drexel Blvd., Chicago.

Faculty of 35. Student body of 800.
Highest Educational Standards.

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Ab minor, F# minor.

CERTIHIndADlG,REESL0MAS

GMtr £tamtt ^rljaol
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
■»-'-'in Stead, Director

Full 4 years college course leading
to MUS.B. DEGREE, DIPLOMA,
CERTIFICATES.

term—First working registrations.
term—Playing of weekly news features and song slides.
term—Short feature films and jazz.
term—Long feature films and cuing.

cr minor,

1Dy lTany Free Advantages andScholarships
Piano and Violin Prizes
For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Boa E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Ch.cag.

Fall Session Now Open

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS

By Sister Callista

Fully accredited courses leading to

,n

R DtriouAS^ND Degrees
Teachers’ Gertie
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Memorizing of Arpeggio, and the Fingering Made £asy

“dKiasss'

°fSHIRLEY GANDELL—President
mineatfacultyoWArtU^Nc - -«
1’ Certifica
Lupiomas. Dcf ""^nr'avC^" VIoUm MusIcal
Departments—riano.* ui
orchesSTnstS PibTc'°ScChooi Music
DramagX” etc- Students may enter at

Non-Profit —Accredited

First Year (Beginners)
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PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
Ts>he T5humb
By

JTHACA QONSERmTORY

Leonora Sill Ashton

In Luther Burbank’s “Harvest of
Years” we read that “Man is singled out
from all other beings of creation in that he

.
which Jill pick up t^e
sure an certain manner.

can use his thumbs.”
The thumb is the most independent of
th^ five fingers. Therefore the trained
attributes of the following piano acrobats
are most easily demonstrated by its sep-

__

hearing: for what pleases extremely at
first is not always the best, and the works
weight touch of the great masters
Try, for instance, the ..
with the thumb. Because of its strength
apd independence and also because of its
close connection with the arm muscles,
which are the dynamic source of this touch,
it is accomplishd in less than half the
„Answers to
time needed for this purpose by the other
fingers and thus forms an, object lesson
Qan You ‘Tjell? nHS
close at home for its brothers and sisters.
Then, from its shape and position on
SEE PAGE 836 THIS ISSUE
the hand, the thumb possesses a freedom
1. Mozart.
which may stand as an ideal for the other
2.
By
flatting its third.
fingers. Next, the hand should be held in
3. Giaconlo Puccini.
the air and the thumb moved in every way
4. Four flats.
......
Possible. Then the fifth finger should he
5. An octave is an interval ot
tried in the same gymnastics. At first the
an eighth, the perfect octave
result will be discouraging; but, to para¬
containing six whole steps,
with a repetition of the pitchphrase the old saying, “What fingers have
name with which it began.
done, fingers can do.”
6. Console.
..
. As the fate of special gifts is their being
7. Horatjo Parker’s Hora Noaccompanied by special responsibilities, so
vissima.”
certain duties follow on the agile use of the
8 A Christmas song or carol.
thumb. The perfection of the scale de¬
pends largely upon its proper holding under
the palm of the hand, thus bringing it over
10. Four.
the key it is meant to strike at the correct

PIANO SCHOOL
149 East 61st St., New York, N. Y.
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
TEACHERS
MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
SIGHT-TOUCH and HEARING.
Booklet
The Courtright
System of Musical
fc’JjyHSS!
Kindergarten
correspondence course.
Mrs.Lillian Courtright Card,116 Edna Ave..Bridgeport,Conn.

INTERNATIONAL cational agency
MRS. BABCOCK
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church sod Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Have You Obtained Your Copyt
PIANO DELIGHT
Contains 47 Full-Page Excerpts of Piano
Pieces in Grades from l to 5, selected
from the very best recent publications
A Post-Card Brings a Free Copy
Theodore Presses Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

4-

Virgil Piano Conservatory
Send for
1928 Catalog

b joint nearest to the wrist, coupling
>5% with its strength, forms the ideal

137-139 West 72nd Street
NEW YORK CITY
f higher ideals of art and life.
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‘Milan, the Shrine of Opera

Music Teaching■
IS SUCCESSFUL WHEN THE TEACHER KEEPS
ACQUAINTED WITH ALL RESULT PR0DUC1NQ
MATERIALS AND SELECTS THE BEST FOR USE
T"

Tj

(Continued from page 827)
M tell tills giceii ' ...auw in me immortal c
Jhat the Puccini opera which arm from history of the art,
*,S inspiratl0n

’

.en far more gfre-

nuently than any other opera.
% should not be thought that the firm
of Ricordi is the only one of prominence
Milan. The house of Carisch and Comnany which is devoted largely to the publication of educational works, is wellknown in Europe.

COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA

Verdi's Vision 1
fANE OF THE most interesting exoeriU ences in Milan was a yisfZ^CnL
di Riposo per Musiciati, the home established by Giuseppe Verdi for aged tnusicians. A visit to this institution made years
ago by the late Theodore Presser inspired
’uni to found the Home for Retired Mu-

‘P/Vz/ztf ^Dialogs

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director (
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
School of Music

r-1
■ted his wonderful
: was with great
mmunicated to Adolphe

rico Bossi died on his way back to Italy
two years ago, and thereby Italy lost one
®f its very greatest modern masters. His
Conceptions of beauty were pure and lofty,

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON IfR.
COOKE’S ARTICLE
1. IVhat city in Italy claims first place

MUSIC, ART, ARCHITECTURE

of 1
3. What two organisati,
mortals to Verdi’s greatn

The Musical Home (Reading Table
(Continued from page 821)
Lid visiting cathedrals, he n

sisx rjs« wj

(dthe^cross ....her than hurt those who

ymously, sometimes ^personaH^ with the

rhiudetphi, P..^
Nineteenth Sea,on

Why Children “Hate” Music

roFB0THSE5

Teachers!
Let us send to you without cost Booklets
and Lists giving information upon the

MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING
MATERIALS
Just ask us for our “booklets and lists giving information upon the r
—
---«-—-I-” and if there are i—
—
you do not hesitate to ask for our
_
^
a
Always remember that the Theodore
Co. stands ready to give the teacher every possible service.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
BRING THERUNSURP^SEDS^RVICE P^™ES WORL^S^RGE^MU^C^^^^^^^^g^TATESJAST MAIL TO

him u ,ni’s thjck Italian accent clung to
m ^1 his life and was the subject of
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A Message from

Paderewski
Of interest

To Etude Readers

iShose Finger'(Brea\ers

about

By Gladys M. Stein

William H. Sherwood’s
Weekly
Normal
Piano
Lessons for Teachers and
Those Preparing to Teach
This letter from Paderewski refers to Mr. Will. H. Sherw.. co
of Normal Piano Lessons, given by correspondence through the l mve
Extension method. Paderewski voluntarily sent Mr. Sherwood th . 1c
showing his appreciation of the lessons, after having them in his p-sses
for a number of weeks.
Every Music Teacher should know of this opportunity to t hi
correct principles of piano playing and teaching as taught by Mr Sbcrv
and endorsed by Paderewski. When the great Paderewski says, a - In¬
in the , letter opposite, that these lessons are'

r

■ ^

“An Excellent Guide to Students’’ and contain "Solid amt
reliable advice for teachers,” and that they are "One of
the most important additions to the pedagogical literature
on pianoforte playing published for years,”

aJUjfcr>~.A 'do

If you are an ambitious pianist and want to improve your
rk and
raise your standard, and cannot “go away to study.” Mr. Sherw -d will
teach you in your own home, by the same instruction and exerc ws used
in his private studio. A weekly examination is given on each lesson

Solves the Problems of Teachers and
Those Preparing to Teach
This course of lessons will show you:
How to get more pupils.
How to get higher prices for your lessons.
Why some teachers succeed better than others.
How to raise your standard of teaching.
How to keep the interest of beginners.
How to teach them interpretation.
How to teach them sight reading.
The best teaching pieces to use in various grades and
for various purposes.

Harmony,

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
U.

How to teach time and rhythm.
How to teach your pupils to memorize.
How to teach the proper use of the damper pedal.
How to teach the physical exercises necessary for a gooTl
technique and touch.
The secret of successful music teaching
How to prepare yourself to teach; as well as other things vou

This course will be especially useful to many who are deficient in Harmony,
as it will make them not only thoroughly familiar with the subject, but will also
enable them, readily to teach Harmony to their youngest pupils.

Free Sample Lessons

andU!eachingW

m°dem “d

Composition and Counterpoint

sl,ccessful Tiano

living

by ADOLPH ROSENBECKER
_and DANIEL PROTHEROE

WE GRANT DIPLOMA

“ifin^^

*?se. lesso»s-

«;e win send you

the best Normal Instruction at home; also free sample lessons, and our ibeautiful illustrated catalog containing mi,Til
y,°,Ur reach /or obtaining
. .
g containing much valuable musical information.
A few partial Scholarships are avai lable, therefore write at once

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

DEPT. B5 LANGLEY AVE. and 41st ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

iMother Goose's Party

“Miss Willi nw do I get a new book
next lesson?"
ked Ralph.
“Yes, if you have those last two exer¬
cises in your <dd book finished,” replied
Characters
the teacher.
Mother Goose
“What will ibe new book be?" contin¬
Jack and Jill
ued Ralph.
Jack Be Nimble
. "Czeniy, Op. 299, should lie your next
Little Tommy Tucker
hook, Ralph.”
Little Jack Horner
“Oh, gee ! D,, 1 have to study some more
Queen of Hearts
Czerny?” he cried in disgust.
Mary Quite Contrary
“No, you <ln not have to do so, but it
Tom, the Piper’s Son
would be best for you.’
Little Boy Blue
“There are t o many runs in his studies;
Little Miss Mullet
arid I can’t do runs.”
Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe
“That Shows that you need more work
The Old Woman’s five children
of .that kind." urged his teacher.
Stage Setting: At the back^of the^stage,
Ralph’grumbled a lot about studying
Czerny, but Miss Williams noticed that rover’of' n Mother (loose Book. Mother Qoose
is
in a large chair, placed a little
he had finished the remaining exercises in In enthroned
the right of the screen, with Jack and
the old book when he came for his lesson Jill. Jack Be Nimble, and Little Tommy
Tueker about her. The other characters
the following week.
make their entrance, from behind the screen.
“Have you any idea of what Czerny The piano is placed at the left of the stage.
Small chairs, slools, and cushions are in
looked like?" die asked as she gave him various
positions about the stage, so that
the new book.
each child has a definite place to sit.
(Enter Jack Horner and the Queen of
“No,” he replied.
Hearts. Jack bows and the Queen curtsies.)
Going to the book-case Miss Williams Mother Goose:
took out a music history and showed Ralph
You are welcome, Jack Horner,
a picture of Czerny.
Right there is your corner.
„“Why, he l<»>ks very kind!” exclaimed
And you, Queen of Hearts,
Ralph.
Did you bring me some tarts?
“Yes, he was a gentle and kindly man.”
(Jack goes to his corner and the Queen
“I don’t see how any one with a face steps forward offering her tarts.)
like that could he so mean as to write those Queen:
O dear Mother Goose, I have brought
finger-breaking exercises,” he said handing
the^ book back to Miss Williams.
you a tart,
For you know that I love you with
• “Those ‘finger-breakers,’ as you call
them, helped to make lots of Czerny’s pu¬
all of my heart.
pils to become wonderful players.”
Jack Horner:
“Really? And who were some of them?”
Little Jack Horner doesn’t stay in his
. “Ninette von Belleville, for instance,”
corner,
answered the teacher.
But practices hard every day,
. Did she study things like these?” asked
On his studies and scales, and his
Ralph in surprise.
whole lesson through,
jjr, ^es' indeed. And she wept on a conSo that this is how well he can play.
tour. in 1831, that lasted nine years.”
(Jack Homer plays a piece. Then enter
I always thought those great musicians the Old Woman Who Lived, in a Shoe and
five children.)
<vt\re able to skip scales and dry finger
^erases,” Ralph declared.
No, indeed, they were not; but we will
JSe spend any more time talking about
zerny today. You may take the history
°ok home with you and read his life
story if yQu wish,” continued Miss Will-

By Helen

. “Thank you,” replied Ralph; “I’ll be
areful of the book and return it to you
heM week.”
it^'Pj1 to°k the book and he read it, too.
DraL • Was ‘nteresting; and he enjoyed
w C lcing bis lesson after he knew about
etv; composers who had written the exa°d pieces.
mind’, P,ay Czerny first, if you don’t
th’7 „he suggested to Miss Williams at
the following lesson.
(Continued on next page)

Old Woman:
We’re very sorry, Mother Goose,
That we are late today;

K.

Mabie

The children had to practice, though,
Before they came to play.
Mother Goose:
Ah, welcome Old Woman Who Lives
in a Shoe,
With children that puzzle you what
next to do;
You teach them their music both
wisely and well,
Now let’s hear the progress their
playing will tell.
I hear that they practice six hours by
the clock;.
Now while they are playing let none
of you talk.
(Two of the Old Woman’s children play n
duet, and then the other three play a trio.)
Miss Muffet:
While Little Miss Muffet sat there on
a tuffet
And practiced her lesson one day,
- There came a big spider and sat down
beside her—
Did it frighten Miss Muffet? Nay,
She played a; sweet tune and then
pretty soon
The big spider just went on his way.
(Miss Muffet plays a piece.)

Mother Goose:
Jack be nimble, Jack be quick.
And Tommy Tucker, too;
Lay down the bowl and the candleAnd play for us, please do!
(Jack Be Nimble and Tommy Tucker play
a duet.)
(Enter Mary Quite Contrary, Tom the
Piper’s Son, Little Boy Blue and Little Miss
Muffet.)
Mother Goose:
Little Boy Blue, come blow your horn,
Though not for the sheep or the cows
in the corn;

(Continued on next page)

? ? ? Ask Another ? ? ?
1. What is meant by staccato?
2. What is the subdominant of the key
of F#?
3. How many half-steps in a perfect
fifth?
4. When did Mozart die?
5. Who wrote the “Scotch Symphony?”
6. What is a clavichord?
7. What is an oboe?
8. If a major scale has five flats, what is
the leading-tone of its relative minor?
9. What is a conductor’s stick called?
10. From what is this taken?

Notes From (Dic\y Linn,
the VYCelloui'Singing Qanary
By Annette M. Lingelbach
Sometimes I’m happy and sometimes I’m
not. Yesterday I was very happy when I
put the buffet and rocking-chair and the
radio to sleep by merely singing my new
lullaby number. Their sleeping gave me
a whole hour to practice undisturbed, and
thus my lullaby-number is now 95 per cent
clear and 5 per cent wrong notes.
It is strange how my voice wants to
sharp when it should flat, and the truly
glad way it will sing wrong notes. But
you never can tell much about a voice.
Mine goes beautifully while I’m well;
but the moment I lose my feathers it goes
far away, and when it does come back it
takes me days to train it to behave as it
should.
Some days I’m sad because of my own
queer foolishness. I forget to review my
old songs, and then when any one of the
furniture-people asks for a favorite Song, I
can’t sing it at all. At other times I’m so
sure of my piece that I swing along too
carelessly through it, only to be made
aware of my mistakes by the buffet shout¬
ing at me, “Dicky Linn, stop that! If you
can’t sing right, why do you sing at all ?”
At still other times if I feel in the least
sick from over-eating or am dizzy from
swinging in my swing, I don’t try extra
hard to please, and' that does certainly
anger the buffet and rocking-chair, who
like a show of effort. The latest criticism
against me comes from the radio, who tells
me that I over-sing one day and don’t sing
enough the next day; so, therefore, he is
the more important to the family, because
he sings regularly and at absolutely any
time he’s asked.
All these notes spoil every good per¬
formance. I wonder why I will do them?
Right this moment the living-room or¬
chestra is tuning up; the rocking-chair is
creaking; the radio is singing, and the ta¬
ble-legs are beating time on their drum of
a rug. I am the chief soloist. What shall
I sing for this afternoon concert?
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Little 'Biographies for (flub Meetings

‘Mother Goose Party

Ho. 13

(Continued from page 879)
Our party is just aboiit ready to start,
So step up, Boy Blue, and give
your part.
Little Boy Blue:
Oh, kind Mother Goose, I am sorry to
say,
My bugle was left in the haystack one
day;
But on the piano, if you do not mind,
. Some music I’ll give of a different
kind.
(Boy Blue plays a piece.)
Mother Goose:
That was well done, my Little Boy
Blue;
Come, Jack and Jill, for you' must
play too.
Jack and Jill:
Oh, Jack and Jill went up the hill,
But not for any water;
The music teacher moved up there,
And so they followed after.
(Jack and Jill play a duet.)
Mother Goose:
And who shall play now?
Jack Be Nimble:
Oh, dear Miss Mary Quite Contrary,
Won’t you play for us? You know
A piece with trills and little frills,
Of sixteenth notes all in a row.

Mary Contrary:
I don’t want to play.
Miss Muff cl:
Please do, Mary.
Mary:
I can’t play very well.
Jack Horner:
She just wants to be coaxed.

Dear Junior Etude:
My oldest sister plays piano and my
youngest sister is starting lessons. I like
to read the Junior Etude very much. My
three brothers and I sing male quartet
when we are home. My oldest brother
plays slide trombone and another one can
play drums and banjo, but he is studying
pipe organ now. I hope I can sing tenor
when I grow up.
From your friend,
Phillips Elliott Nichols (Age 8),
New York.

Mary:
I do not.
Mother Goose:
Come, Mary, it is your turn.
(Mary changes from her contrary mood to
happiness as she skips over to the piano and
plays.)
Mother Goose:
The Queen of Hearts brought me some
tarts
All on a summer day ;
But, children mine, while tarts are
fine,
We want her now to play.
Queen of Hearts:
I can’t make tarts, or rule my hearts,
or sing of hearts all day;
You have my tarts, you have my
hearts.
So now for you I’ll play.
(Queen of Hearts plays a piece.)
Mother Goose:
Tom, Tom, the Piper’s Son,
You’re the last remaining one;
So come and play a pretty piece,
Because our concert soon will cease.
(Tom plays a piece.)
Mother Goose:
And now the Old Woman Who Lives
in a Shoe,
Whose good children practice so
long;
We’ll see if she will not play for us,
•too,
Or may be she’ll give us a song.
Old Woman:
I am the Old Woman Who Lives in
a Shoe,
But with all of my children I know
what to do;
Each one get a partner before I count
three,
And now mind the music, keep rhythm
with me.
(Old Woman plays and children all dance.
Mother Goose stays in her chair. At the end
of the dance all Join hands, bow, and exit.)

Dear Junior Etude :
I am twelve years old and have studied
piano more than four years. I practice at
least an hour and a half each day. I also
study harmony and have begun counter¬
point which I find very interesting. Last
year I gave a recital at my teacher’s house,
all by myself; and my program included a
sonata by Beethoven and some pieces by
Bach, Mozart and Chopin. When I grow
up I hope to be a fine- musician.
From your friend,
Hilda Fenyo (Age 12), New York.

Dear Junior Etude:
My musical ambition this year is to
I have not been taking piano lessons
long, but intend to keep it up until I take select a passage from an article in the
my L. T. C. M. at the Toronto Conser¬ Etude each month and memorize it.
From your friend,
vatory of Music. I am now making a
Violet Chaulklin,
scrap book in which I write about the
Wisconsin.
lives of the great composers; and I find
The Etude very helpful.
N. B. This is an original idea and
From your friend,
would be a good one for other Juniors
Amy Paterson (Age 17),
to follow. Perhaps your teacher will help
1047 Queen St.,
you to select a passage (not too long);
Medicine Hat, Alberta,
and be sure that it contains something
Canada. worth while for your own case.

Clementi, Czerny and Heller
All juniors (and seniors as well) spend
many hours of practice on the studies of
Clementi, Czerny and Heller; so it is well
to know something of the composers who
wrote these famous studies.
The piano, as we know it today, was
developed from its ancestors, the clavi¬
chord, spinet and harpsichord. When the
modern piano was developed and came into
use, a new manner of playing it had to be
developed, as the action was stiffen and
heavier. Also its tone was capable of
being more sustained, because the tone
was produced by a different method of
construction.
Clementi (born in Rome in 1752, died
in 1832) was one of the first to realize the
possibilities of the new type of instrument.
Besides being a teacher and composer, he
became connected with a firm for manu' facturing these new instruments and then
toured all over Europe as a pianist, to
exhibit them, to “show them off” as it
were.

His “Gradus ad Parnassum” and his
sonatinas are used very much at the
present time. “Gradus ad Parnassum’’ is
the name he gave to a book of studies, and
those of you who have had Latin know
that it means, “Steps to Parnassus,” Par¬
nassus (a Greek mountain, the abode of
Apollo and the Muses) being used figura¬
tively for “the heights of playing.”
Czerny (born in Vienna in 1791—died
in 1857) was a pupil of Beethoven. He
lived all his life in Vienna, writing and
teaching, and had many very famous pupils,
including Liszt. He wrote over one thou¬
sand compositions, mostly of a technical
nature, and also wrote a history of music.
Stephen Heller was born in Hungary in
1815 (died in 1888). He played a great
deal in public when a young man; but,
being of a sensitive and timid nature, he
preferred to live a quiet life and went to
Paris to find the seclusion he enjoyed. He
wrote a great number of small piano pieces
and studies, most of which are poetic and
melodious,
Some compositions from which you can
make a club-meeting program are:

Questions on Little Biographies
1. Who are the three composers whose
Etudes and studies everybody knows?
2. What invention interested Clementi?
3. With whom did Czerny study?
4. Who was one of Czerny’s famous
pupils ?
5. About how long ago did Clementi
live ?
6. Of what nationality was Czerny.
7. What instruments are considered the
“ancestors” of the modern piano?

75hose Finger Breakers
(Continued from page 879)
“All right 1” she agreed enthusiastically;
"and do you know who introduced Czerny
to Beethoven?”
“You bet I do! Wenzel KYumpholz, a
violinist.”
“I’m afraid no one will ever be that
concerned over me,” laughed Miss Wil“Well,” exclaimed Ralph, "I’m going to
learn all this book of his studies, or know
the reason why 1”
Miss Williams was puzzled. She never
had known Ralph to take such an interest
in his music; and his Czerny studies were
nearly perfect. The riddle was explained
one day when she asked him why he liked
his new book so well.
“Why,” he exclaimed, "Czerny was born
on February 20th, Washington on the
22nd. and my birthday comes n the 21st ;
so I have to study hard to be equal to such
famous company.”

Answers to As\ Another
(on page

879)

1. Staccato relates to touch, meaning dis¬
connected or detached tones.
2. B.
3. Seven.
r
4. Mozart died in 1791.
5. Mendelssohn.
6. One of the ancestors of the modern
piano, similar in appearance, but hav¬
ing the tone produced somewhat dif¬
ferently.
7. One of the “wood-wind’’ instruments
of the orchestra.
8. A.
9. Baton.
10. “Hark the Herald Angels Sing,” ^7
Mendelssohn.

Clementi
Any of the six Sonatinas in Op. 36.

JUNIOR ETUDE-Continued
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Junior Etude Contest

A Few Suggestions to Aid in the Immediate Selection of Anthems
and Solos for Christmas Services.

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and an¬
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month—
"Playing for Father.” Must contain not
over one hundred and fifty words. Any
boy or girl under fifteen years of age may
compete whether a subscriber or not.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude

“Studying Harmony”
Prize Winner

Prize Winner
I think every student who studies music
should know something of harmony. Har¬
mony is really the grammar of music, and
for this reason all music students should
enjoy studying it.
The leading principles in music are:
Rhythm, Melody and Harmony. It was not
until Harmony appeared that music was
able to claim a position equal to that given
to the sister arts, such as poetry, painting,
sculpture and architecture.
Harmony always existed in a limited
sense, but it did not take on a scientific
development until the middle ages. It is
to the musicians of that period, from the 1
13th to the 15th centuries, that we must
give the honor of having taken the germ
of a science of harmony and of having
brought it forward to mature development.
As harmony is the greatest principle in
music, we should therefore (in remem¬
brance of the great masters of music, such
as Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Han¬
del and many others) study it more.
Mary Humphrey (Age 13),
North Carolina.
Honorable Mention for June

“Studying Harmony”
Prize Winner
Studying harmony offers many hidden
advantages.
A pupil, having studied harmony for
several years, suddenly notices in his music
the different cadences, chords and meth¬
ods used to develop the theme. This is
called analyzing. The capability of ana¬
lyzing almost any piece of music is an
important result of studying harmony.
Few pupils, very few, indeed, begin to
study harmony because they realize its
value. But, many thanks to the thoughtful
parents and teachers, who have urged, are
urging and will urge their pupils onward
so that they will finally be enabled to draw
the best results from their study of music!
Marie Kirchman (Aged 14),
Michigan.

Musical ^Diamond
By E. Mendes
The central letters, reading down, will
name a musical instrument.

Czerny
Any pieces.

By Bertha Hafey Kahn
So many names we all should know
Of men who lived so long ago:
There are Mozart and Handel,
Beethoven and Bach;
Haydn and Schumann,
Chopin, Dvorak,
Mendelssohn, Gounod,
Rubinstein, Liszt.
Now what other names can you add to
the grist?

“Studying Harmony”

The study of harmony has opened to me
°reat secrets of music which otherwise
I would have never known.
To play or hear some music without any
knowledge of harmony resembles reading
an unknown language.
I was fascinated with the first rule my
harmony teacher taught. It was, “You
must hear with your eyes and see with
your ears!”
Harmony teaches us to read new compo¬
sitions without an instrument; thus we
can select pretty pieces without first play¬
ing them.
To take a melody and add three more
parts is as interesting as a game of soli¬
taire. Sometimes it seems almost impossi¬
ble, in which case the old witch wins!
I love to name to myself the chords and
modulations which our church organist
plays, and to listen to the different bird
calls, and to write their notes as I hear
them.
Oh! there’s no end of fun in the study
of harmony!
Barbara Delle Simmons (Age 13),
Arkansas.

Famous Thames
Heller
Minuet, Op. 46, No. 22.
Sunday Morning, Op. 47, No. 4.
Water Sprites, Op. 45, No. 2.
Little Tarantella, Op. 46, No 7
Game of Tag, Op. 125, No. io.’
Any of the studies in Op. 47 and Op. 125

Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
before the tenth of November. Names of
prize winners and their contributions will
be published in the issue for February.
Put your name and age on upper left
hand corner of .paper, and address on upper
right hand corner of paper. If your con¬
tribution takes more than one piece of pa¬
per do this on each piece.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.

Essay
Tillie Epstein, Doris Ledbetter, Beda Baum,
Nellie Thompson, Isabel Thompson. Annabel
Coleman, Shirley Barnwell, Jessie Gove, Ma¬
bel Walton, Josephine Kellog, Cordelia Ran¬
dall, Robert Winter, Leah Nelson, Elizabeth
Angle Harriet Brown, JMathilde Robertson,
Hilda’ Thomas, Rosemary Alfred, Grace
Grimes Edward Tomlinson, Marguerite WilAnswer To June Puzzle
Beethoven was born at Bonn, in the
year 1770. Beethoven’s first instruction
came from his father who was a tenor
singer at the Court Chapel. Later he
studied with Neefe and Haydn. Beethoven
died on March 26, 1827.
Prize Winners for June Puzzle

lina.
John Spear (Age 12), California.
sable Mention for June
Puzzle
Miller, Beatrice Krlder, Oshlalorftll Marguerite Simpson, Mathilda
r ’Grace8 Langsdorf, Julia Sanderearetta Mindorf, Clare Johnson,
rkinson. Clodetta Cornman, Ander, John Lockwood.

-H-O-P—I-H
o Piano Concertos,
1.
"
“•
•

In “France”
A beverage
A musical instrument
Abbreviation for “and so on”
^ “France”

A Comprehensive List of Anthems (with solos in each
specified), Vocal Solos, Sacred Cantatas, Sunday
School Services, Carol Collections, Pipe Organ Num¬
bers and Christmas Entertainment Suggestions
Cheerfully Sent Free to Anyone Requesting It.

ANTHEMS-MIXED VOICES, FOUR PARTS

..Chaffin .10
age, The
Greely .12
...Stults .12

10528 And Thou Bethleh,
15570 Angelic Message.,
onaai a
1566S Behofd, :
10975 Bethlehei
6231 Bethlehei

10581
6278
10588
10512
15741
10141

.Ambrose
>rth Into Joy.. .Baines
irth Into Joy. .Bcrridge
Break Fortl
Bright a ’
Brightes
Calm on
Calm on
C
: the Lord ('

dans’,’ Awake!'
.Meyer
dans,’ Awake! .Stults .
tmas Carol .. .....Halter .
5981 Come and Worship
...
Flute Obbl.) .Dressier
10871 Come Hither, Ye FaithfuLAtwhs
10462 Coming of the King, The.Stults
20251 Constant Christmas (Carol An5980 For Unto You.

..Shelley .15
.Dale .12
.. Trowbridge . 15

is Man Made Manifest
Stults

20815 Rest Holy Babe.Harris
20235 Send Out the Glad Tidings
Stults
20736 Shepherds in the Fields.Barnes
10463 Shout the Glad Tidings.Morrison
10099 Shout the Glad Tidings .Rockwell
15557 Sing, O Heavens .Clark
10146 Sing, O Heavens.Grant
15729 Sing, O Heavens .Schuler
15568 Sing, O Heavens.Stults
15796 Sing, O Sing, this Blessed Morn
and The Christmas Tree,
Grieg-Norden
15680 Sleep, Little Babe .Stults
20422 Sleep of the Chilfl Jesus.Geraert
15571 Song of the Angels. . .Morrison
15704 Soncr of the Angels.Upham
10364 Stars 11 Bright .Spence
« T/a-vtr'omt
20590 Then V oro
10461 Then Were
_....„
Shephen
10353 There Were Shephen
Through the Still Ail
20752 ■"irgin By the Mangi
20687
15683
10207
20495
10218
10507
10577

Wal and Sing .Dale
Wake
Watchful Shepherds, The. .Dale
We Have Seen His Star..Clare
We Worship Him .Halter
What Sounds Are Those?. .Bird
While Shepherds.Burleigh
While Shepherds.Holden
Morn

1 Messias King

20682 Hark, a Burst of Heavenly
Music .Stults
10088 Hark! the Angels.Tourjee
20112 Hark, the Herald Angels. .Stults
10627 Hark, What Mean Those Holy
Voices? .Neidlingcr
10196 He Shall Be Great.Lansing
20103 He Shall Be Great.Stults
10470 Holy Night, The .Mueller
15564 In Bethlehem a King is Born,
Berwald
20248 It Came Upon the Midnight
Clear .Baines
10354 It Came Upon the Midnight
Clear .Berwald
10600 Jesus Christ Today is Born
Marzo
20424 Legend (Child Jesus Made a
Garden) . .Tschaikowsky-Bliss
20419 Lo, How a Rose ... .Praetorius
20387 Lord Said, The.Orem
10197 Message of the Bells.Blount
20382 Mortals, Awake .Berwald
10747 New-Born King, The. .Morrison
10965 O Little Town of Bethlehem

.
.
.
.
.
.

6089 Child Jesus Came
n Hea
Scott
10110 Come, Chi
•T urvey
6088 In the Vln—...
.Clarke
mdf a - 1 Bright..
„
“
....i’s
_Cc/rti
hlehem’s Hill _
6091 O Li
Town.IVilbi
TREBLE VOICES—TWO PARTS
20364 Christmas Song.Adam .06
20751 Virgin By the Manger, The
Cesar Franck .12

.

TREBLE VOICES—FOUR PARTS
10468 O Holy Night . .Adam-Warhurst .08
10374 Nazareth .Counod-lVarhurst .10
MEN’S VOICES
20321 Old French Christmas Carol
(Ten. solo) ••... Gevaert-Smith .08
20358 We Have Seen His Star,
Simper-Bliss .06
10720 Silent Night.Arr. by Camp .05

A jew Christmas Cantatas Not too Difficult for Rendition
by the Average Choir After a Few Rehearsals
The Manger and the Star
By R. M. Stults
Price, 6'
In this fine cantata, Mr. Stults featur
the happenings
ance of the Star, and it
portant message and guiding beam:
dwelled upon. Each solo voice is
grateful numbers and the chorus nui
sustain the interest in this cantata,
requires about forty minutes.

The Awakening
Cantata for Two-Part Treble Vole
By William Baines
Pric
This is a very desirable special Chri
offering for churches where men singei
not available. The writing is in two
for
t beyond reach of a Junior Choir.
a half h<
The Promised Child
By R. M. Stults'
Price, (
This is a short choral cantata for a mi>
choir, requiring a little over a half hour
render. It is enj’oyably melodious, and th<
is grateful work for each solo voice,
women’s quartette and a men’s quartette a
are brought into use effectively.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.

The Herald Angels
By R. M. Stults
Price, 60c
me the part taken by the angels
and at the time of the Saviour’s
It makes a very impressive thirtyThe Manger King
beautifully worked out and
ineful choir numbers with the usi
a-spersed.
used. It is compact ;
It is with

Immanuel
rwood Dale
Price, 6<
new Christmas cantata, Immanue
vening Christmas
The text is from
: and well-known hymns. The
■ ful, not difficult
ost attractively.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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a) in front of anthems indicates they are of moderate difficulty, while (b) anthems are easier ones.
Date
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I
X
T
H

T
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The Happy Darkies, by Robert Nolan Kerr^

EVENING SERVICE

PRELUDE

PRELUDE
Organ: Chanson Pastorale ....Harris
Piano: Cradle Song..Hauser
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in h
Eastham

cabin^in the South. Aft
day of hard work '

(a) Saviour, Again to Thy Dear Name

do ’ anu iuibcl
aniid the delights of sin]

(a) The White Comrade
(Men’s voices)
George B. Nevin
(b) O Divine Redeemer.Gounod
The Heart of God.1 . .. .Stoughton
(S. solo)
POSTLUDE
Organ: Marche Joyeuse.Stults
Piano: Andante from Symphony^in C

(b) The Lord is My Shepherd
.
George B. Nevin
OFFERTORY
Dear Lord and Master Mine..Berwald
(A. solo)
POSTLUDE
Organ: Postlude.Heller-Mansfield

Organ: In the^hfdow^f the Old Trees

te a&teZv.z'tza

is tew&saas
O LordvWj°FWe^y°HeIrtSpWe’re^^

H

r

¥

W rr&rd/b My * Sold ^Harris

L
T
H

Morning Hy™ ... ^...Henschel

mm

(a) SurelyHe^aftone Our griefs

^y^tsDdr^^oesektKre5harrV.

Of softly falling rain.
A tuneful little patter,
A jolly chatter-chatter,

ar.d the other half on that
picnic which will take place
on Saturday. But, in this
composition by Mr. Beer, it

A merry little clatter
Against the window pane.

pyj/J flowers and Butterflies, by H. D. Heoitl.

(b) Come, Gracious Spirit.Jones

plaYe^ slowly, with plenty « r
expression. Do you sing the
words as you play ? Most
children find this to be a
good thing to do, but you

*a
— j ',k fl
, ^QJWl

T.ere forg« f3(||

r?
where they are going.
'
1-•>— ,f those “rhythmic orchestra"
The lar...
"f ^
the lttllab
the last t
The Water Sprites,h by Stephen Heller.
"Xta! s pronounced .
r slowly.”

a

““

the Rain, by Anne Mathihle Bilbro.
£££££€£ Wus,‘co/
pages of this month’s JUNIOR ETUDE you will spy pf //

T
ROma(Cello; with Organ * or’ PianoT*""

i
s
E

Beside the window pane,
There came a little spatter

Rock-a-by, by Ella Ketlerer.

sSfcSSS

te'MJ^.v:::^

?

In Happy Play, by Leopold ]. Beer.
Usually in four-hand
Primo player has t<
very hard and the S.
player so little fh«. v
part with only half

ver^'older instruments «

the street and the drums are l//
-:—?
t—\ ff M \—-J-3
Risher, who lives in
iia, has told us a great deal about the
n this nice composition.

8Eis

T

: oi The Hatfo.

MATHILDE BILBRO

One day when I was standing

laWhTtS w^cafl syncopauufi
any’ place*, *u«* me
importanTr^t'hte way 'Pi«'e works even harder, ii
has lots of slurs
Primo. The Primo, h
right way it the
' be played
lS The ^accent, or emphasis, is nearly always on
5 to live happii
the second half of the first beat—not where it
riljr be, you see; so we say u p
*
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Song of the Drum, by Ann,

18 Zsg
?
E
E
N

RAIN

Edgar Alden Barrell

MORNING SERVICE

Piano: Woodland Idyl.Zeckwer
Te Deum in Aflat.:.W. H. Jones

NOVEMBER 1928

DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

STUDT notes on 9>rusrc

teftts^Ssr*
(a) Lord, I Hear of Showers of Blessing
(b) Savi°nri'.„^athe an

Creation's Hymn..

s

..Beethoven

l

¥

H

Piano1-' AaT^rU!e.r.
Anyone interested in any of these works may secure them for
examination
n request.

^

When Is an Accompaniment 7Jot an Accompaniment?

*

SPECIAL NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

By Ralph Kent Buckland
That an accompaniment must be ever
subservient to the melody is so persistent
an instruction that the student is apt to
rest abidingly by it and keep his background of chords and arpeggios down to a

melody. In such cases these chords are
brought out with (lie same intensity and
verve of the right hand chords. They
must not weaken or become hazy. Often
there are single notes or chords in the

morr:/rmurmu:h ff tv P'aymg °f the non-pro feswe?1
A o'3 ypC . T.he asplrant means
W'he cUrJ rn’t0!,'U^ thought deeply,
l, lT r ke ms audience feel what
seen
f V TFv1 the keyboard. There
nes? in tne i . nnessj a lack of ricbness, in the playing, and the audience is
“ildly enthusiastic. It seems to them
landscape with the background too
nd pale.
This is all wrong. The accompaniment
must not at all times assume a Uriah
bleep attitude of complete subordination.
As the melody nears its climax in power¬
ful tone, the accompaniment must corre-

bass that «««
brought out with SPecial emphasis. These the composer has
marked accordingly.
In A La Bicn Mnlic< that lovely waltz
hy Schiitt, there is a case in point. In
the Malta mono mossn tranquiUo, the
twelfth measure:

1 1

port ’carefrAis ATA0US-nnd.Jrich sup‘ and in similar phrases, bringing out the
rLn^rtotl™,Wn
" W°rld SeC°nd count
the base will greatly

j,

astss s sf

Copyright 192? by Theodore Presser Co.

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 815, 843, 851

British Copyright secured

THE ETUDE
THE ETUDE

""WILD FLOWERS AND BUTTERFLIES
. ~

. ,

MARCH
1Y1 Aavn

A very easy march. Grade 1.

NOVEMBER 1928

H. D. HEWITT

One of the most popular Heller Studies. Grade 3.

At

pla

in the Moonlight

Allegro vivace m.m.J.iu

Copyright 1928 by Theodow Prwser Co.
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THE WATER SPRITES
STEPHEN HELLER, Op.4B. NO 2

ppyy

IN HAPPY PLAY

THE ETUDE
Page 886

THE ETUDE
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An interesting bit of syncopation.
Grade %.

THE HAPPY DARKIE

ROBERT NOLAN KERR

x

T *•

»

y^\

>V

• Pl<rV f°r ^Vel\e M«sic FieW \
"M«*c ^..ktory ■»the M
W

this boot b

\

'A

uiresJ iy by any

oV/o

r.c««L*rst V'z’Ztn^ »* nd ,toty-l*e p'
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i°sure Lid PosSlbkinst^ct'l°°' ue P^SSBJ

THE GATEWAY
TO PIANO PLAYING
j7i2 chestnut ST.,

COMPLETE

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

Philadelphia

PRICE $1.25
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A Bulletin of Interest for All Music Lovers

The Music Seeker’s .Utopia
fe nnrrm,.
All of us have seen
'CLOTHING such a thing as an Individual going into a
retail store to loo k
around and suffering
annoyance through an
i A over-zealous salesman
[j not permitting that ln1 £ dividual to take , h 1 s
« time in looking tilings
over before deciding
upon the purchase to be made. Oh the
other hand we have seen conditions where
an indifferent salesman offered nothing
for examination, had no suggestion's of
any kind whatever and mutely left the
customer go out unsatisfied. The ..most
delightful shopping experience is , when
one can leisurely examine practically
everything
available
and make a purchase —; ,,
decision upon one’s own JMm
judgment without be-11™11'
ing pressed into a de¬
cision by anyone*. It is
just this ideal condi¬
tion that is offered the
purchaser of music by
the Theodore Presser
Company.
Liberal, convenient examination privi¬
leges are offered music teachers and active
music workers seeking music for certain
specific needs* or suitable material for
some special, occasidiif or needs along
other lines. Miss Smith of California maywrite to us sayipg she would like to have
some good teaching pieces in the first
three grades; Mr. Brown Of Texas may
write to us that he wishes to seft some
musical plays so that he can select one
to be given by high school students in a
performance under his direction; Mrs.
Jones of Maine may write to us saying
she wishes to see some anthems in order
to select several new ones for her choir’s
repertoire; Mr. Green of Iowa may write
to us for compositions and studies that
will specifically aid in overcoming certain
problems with certain pupils, and in each
and every one of these instances, our ex¬
pert selectionists will have delivered by
fast mail an ample supply of numbers,
permitting these individuals to sit down
at their own pianos and in their own
good time, carefully go over all of the
music sent, making selection of those
found the most satisfactory and return¬
ing for full credit all numbers not de¬
sired.
We can offer such service as this be¬
cause we have a tremendous stock of
music publications (the world’s largest)
and a large corps of experienced clerks
who know the best of existing music pub¬
lications to meet requirements outlined,
and last, but not least, we have originated
and perfected an unequalled direct mail
service to music buyers that makes it pos¬
sible to give service of this highly satis¬
fying character.
If you do not know how easily this
service is obtained, write and ask us for
details of our “On Sale” plan and also
for our free catalogs upon any class of
music in which you are interested. Of
course, it is impossible to catalog our en¬
tire gigantic stock of music, which em¬
braces the publications from the catalogs
of all the leading publishers of the entire
world. Order of us-anything you want in
music publications since with this great
stock we are able to fill orders for practi¬
cally any desired music publication. Always
our prices will be found the most reason¬
able obtainable.

rfHE ETUDE
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“JUST LIKE COMING BACK HOME”

T was just like coming back home,” writes a well-known Western
business man who received his first copy of The E-rpms Music
Magazine in years, after a long absence from the country.
“Welcome, stranger!” was our reply.
A surprisingly large number of folks who used to take The Etude
but failed to renew and got out of the habit are returning now. . They
have written us similar enthusiastic letters. We shall appreciate immensely
all efforts of our gobd friends in telling music lovers everywhere of the
progressive improvement in The Etude month by month. We are sur¬
passing all former records and have planned many features of far-reaching
interest, secured new music and new articles.
Our best means of reaching a wider circle is to make The Etude so
gobd that you cannot resist telling everyone you meet about it.

Advance of Publication Offers—November, 1928
Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications will be found under These Notes.
These Works are in the course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be
delivered when ready.
4.,i«„of Violin and Ceiao.75c
R. R. Forman. ........ .35
d Modern Band and Orchestra
Priscilla’s Week—Piano—Mathilde Bil¬
ik—Jos. E. Maddy i
P.IANO—John M. Wil¬
..'..25c, Second Year
liam .
51
ent to Orchestra.40c
Shepherd, The—Musical Play—Mathilde
Concert Orchest
Bilbro .3!
Six
Study
Pieces
for
the Left Hand
Concertino No. 1—Violin—F. Seitz_
Alone—Berger .2!
Concertino NO: 2—Viclin—F. Seitz.
Soldiers of Christ—Sacred Cantata—
How to Master the Violin—Frederick
Philip Greely .2(
Sonatina—Organ—Jamf.s H. Rogers.4(
Lakes—Piano—James
__
___ __ JR_ Francis
Stories
"
"
"Haiti
Taylor.2<
Cooke ."5c Studies In Music
•Four Books—
hehrer’s Ensemble Method, Viola, Cello
Hellek-Philipp—
.61
' and Bass Parts—Will H. Bryant—each.35c To A Katydid—Ci
Cantata—Carl
Light Opera Production—Gwynne Burrows.60c
Busch .
Necessary Jingles for the Piano—Blanche
Tunes for Little I—M. L. Presi
. Fox Steenman ...30c Unfinished Sympii
, On Our Street—Allene K. Bixby.30c
Schubert .

Italian Lakes
Suite foe the Piano
' By James Francis Cooke
This is a very unusual piano suite, par¬
ticularly in the fact that each of the five
compositions in it has decided individual
merit. Almost any one of these pieces in
itself would be sufficient to sell the suite
even if the other four were commonplace,
but to the immense pleasure of those who
will get this suite, a high point of interest
both rhythmically and melodically will be
found in each number. The book has a
proem telling something of the glorious
Italian lake country that inspired these
compositions. Then, preceding each one
of the five compositions is a poetic prose
-description of the scene or the pervading
moods inspired by the surroundings that
engendered the composition. Also pre¬
ceding each composition is a beautiful pen
sketch of an Italian lake scene. Students
capable of music in grades four and five
will be more than delighted with an op¬
portunity to study this suite and the
average good pianist will find much pleas¬
ure in these numbers for self diversion
or home entertainment. Concert pianists
will find these numbers such as would re¬
ceive enthusiastic and popular acceptance.
Advance of publication . cash price is 75
cents a copy, postpaid.

Classic and Modern Band and
Orchestra Collection
By Jos. E. Maddy and Wilfred Wilson
We now have in preparation a collection
that, we feel sure, will meet with the
approval of every school supervisor, or¬
chestra and band leader. Its contents,
selected from the works of classic, modern
and contemporary writers, are especially
arranged for use as concert and exhibition
pieces by the school orchestra or band.
The parts will not be difficult, of course,
but the ensemble will be full and satis¬
factory in every respect. Although the
contents of the band and orchestra ar¬
rangements of the collection will tie prac¬
tically the same, the parts will not lie
interchangeable. The compilers of this
work are authorities on the organization,
conducting and managing of school hands
and orchestras and the fruits of their ripe
experience are manifest in these useful
and attractive arrangements. The instru¬
mentation for each will be that adopted
as standard by the leading supervisors of
the country.
In advance of publication we will book
orders for the various parts, either band
or orchestra at 25 cents a copy, postpaid.
For the orchestral version a piano accomP—cWdi be published, the advance

Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune

• but

great minds rise above it.
—Washington Irving
Advertise ment

Christmas Music
Although . many choir directors and
others interested in obtaining suitable
music for Christmas have already made
their selections for this season, there are
still many who have not as yet taken any
action in that regard; so we are directing
special attention to the advisability of
making an early choice by means of re¬
turnable copies to lie sent fur examination.
Announcements of new Christmas music
will be found in our advertising columns,
but quite without regard to that, it is a
simple matter for n choir director to give
us a brief outline of what is needed. Any
requests of this kind will receive immedi¬
ate attention and if the selection 'is left
to us we will avoid sending any numbers
that have not demonstrated their suitable¬
ness for the occasion.
In this connection, we are amply equip¬
ped to supply, not only anthems and part
songs for various vocal combinations, but
also cantatas suitable for young people or
adults. We also publish an effective line
of vocal solos and duets suitable for
Christmas, as well as organ numbers
appropriate for use at that time. We
suggest early ordering so as to allow
ample time for necessary practice. A
Christmas inusie program lustily arranged
is not likely to he altogether satisfactory,
or a credit to those Responsible for it.

Music “On Sale”
Very few teachers have had opportuni¬
ties to visualize the extent to which our
On Sale Department is occupied during
the latter part of the summer and early
fall in taking care of the almost endless
variety of On Sale orders received from
teachers in all parts of the country. Vast
quantities of sheet music and music books
are distributed, not only at the beginning
of each teaching season, hut throughout
the entire year. The greatest volume of
this is during September and October but
our On Sale activities continue without a
complete break throughout the entire
season, scarcely, stopping for breath even
in June and July.
Just at this season most of our On
Sale orders arc from teachers who have
found it necessary to replenish their sup¬
plies and there ' is a constant call for
fresii, new material. For this purpose our
monthly packages of New Music are most
desirable. These packages usually contain
a dozen or more perfectly new or recently
re-published pieces of piano music or new
vocal, violin or organ music. There is no
obligation to purchase this or any other
On Sale music received from us. Anyretumable for credit,
thing not i
w fully supplier]
supplied
Teachers who are not now
with material needed in their work shout
take advantage of our On Sale plan, or
subscribe for New Music to be sent at
regular intervals. Anyone unfamiliar wit
this plan will be informed on request, but
it is not necessary to get information »
advance, provided we are triven an outline
Necessary Jingles
For the Pianoforte
By Blanche Fox Steeju^
'
This little book is right in line y*_
many other very interesting element..’
works that are now being published w
young students. This particular voliL ’
however is intended particularly
P.
pare for the scale and, with this en view, such subjects as independence 0
fingers and thumb crossings are very )
fully worked out.
. a(lThe special introductory price m
vance of publication is 30c, postpaid-
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Pieces for the Left
Hand Alone

Study

(Continued from page 811)
A GENUINE STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN is
reported to have been found at Rye, New Vork,
early in the past summer. A Mr. Dyer, of the
local police department, unearthed the neglected
instrument from the attic, Vwhen his daughter
pleaded for violin lessons. After, attracting local

By -Francesco Berger
Francesco Berger is one of the most
interesting characters in music today.
Well over ninety years of age he is still
actively engaged in piano teaching in the
Guildhall School of Music, London. He was
one of the favorite pupils of Moscheles,
who in turn was a pupil of Beethoven.
Mr. Berger is a skillful composer and we
take much pleasure in announcing the
publication of his most recent work, a set
of Six Study Pieces for The Left Hand
Alone- These pieces are of intermediate
grade and they are well worth studying.
Anything which contributes to the develop¬
ment of the left hand is most desirable in
these days.
.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25e, postpaid.
Priscilla’s Week
Seven Little Piano Pieces
By Mathilde Bilbro
The publication in The Etude from
month to month of the seven little pieces
by Mathilde Bilbro, known collectively as
Priscilla’s Week, was a source of great
interest to very many of our young
readers. These little pieces published in
sheet music form have been going very
well indeed.
In response to a general
demand we arc now publishing this series
complete in book form.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 85c per copy, post-

Piano Pieces for Boys

said to have bee
V STATUE OF ARTHUR%-!KISCH it
~~'1
'"‘yc the Gewandhaus1 of 1
widely-known sculptor,

the Khedive of Egypt to Verdi for
has been the record compensation for
lera. "The Egyptian Helen” has been recei
ithusiastically at premieres in Dresden, Vien
nd London, and is to he presented to Arne.
v the Metropolitan Opera Company in Nov
STRADIVARIUS, the “Fatl

Italo-American come

for symphony orchestra, requiring

oAll oAboard!

Closes February 1, 1929; and fi
may be had from the Hollywood Bo7046 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywc

THE ETUDE Race Toward Europe

Every piano teacher who has had ex¬
perience in instructing boys knows that
Historical Prize Contest Creates
much of the material which they offer to
girls would be rejected by boys, or even
Widespread Interest
worse, cause them to become indifferent
and even antagonistic to piano study.
The Etude Subscription Prize Contest is attracting nation-wide attention. Here
Especially is this true in the earlier grades
are the prizes in which there are no blanks, no losers:
where so many pieces bear titles referring
to “dolly” “cradle”, etc., words that are
First Prize—A musical tour of Europe taking seven or eight weeks, plus
positively repugnant to a real boy. And
$200.00 spending money, to the contestant securing the most new annual
not only are the titles a frequent source
subscriptions at $2.00 a year.
of objection, lint the style and rhythm of
a piece will often fail to interest these Second Prize—A Grand piano, valued HAVE NO MISGIVINGS ABOUT
at $1,000.00, to be selected from those THIS CONTEST. The 45 year old in¬
critical young students,
instruments that have been advertised in tegrity and standing of The Etude and
This volume we are about to publish
the Theodore Presser Co. will be your
The Etude Music Magazine.
will make a decided “hit” with piano
guarantee. The contest will be fair and
teachers, if the numerous requests we Third Prize—A $250 Phonograph.
daily receive are a criterion of the need Fourth Prize—A $250 Radio—Make se¬ square in every detail.
Everyone may participate except Theodore
lected
by
Winner.
for such a book. It will be a compilation
Presser Co. and Etude employees. We
Fdth
Prize—$50.00
in
Cash.
of bright, snappy, picturesque composi¬
have not the slightest idea who will win
tions beginning in the early second grade Sixth Prize—$50.00 in Cash.
these huge prizes, amounting to thousands
and progressing through the third grade. Seventh Prize—$50.00 in Cash.
of
dollars, we have no favorites in any
In advance of publication, copies may be Eighth Prize—$50.00 in Cash.
ordered at the special price, 35 cents a But most of all, no contestant can lose way. May the best contestant win.
copy, postpaid.
anything, because of the fact that those It would take an hour to tell you all the
who do not happen to be in the fortunate details. Write today saying that you wish
winner class will nevertheless receive real to register as a contestant. (There are no
Stories to Sing To
cash at the rate , of 50 cents for every strings to the affair.) We will send you
This alone may everything you need to start at once to get
An Easy, Effective and Interesting subscription secured.
richly reward you for your initiative and subscriptions for this famous and easily
Method of Developing the Sense of
introduced magazine.
Pitch in Young Children
interest.
By Gladys Taylor
Through play and narrative and imita¬
tion of characteristic sounds this little
work develops the subject of pitch. This
18 the most attractive way of introducing
young students to this particular depart¬
ment of music study. It is one of the few
books which are devoted exclusively to this
branch.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20c per copy,
postpaid.
On Our Street
For the Pianoforte
By Allene K. Bixby
,A'hot an entertaining street it is, this
mue byway of Allene Bixby’s! Surely
. heginner will revel in its sights and
sounds, so splendidly portrayed in attracpVe and easy music by this well-known
composer-teacher. Incidentally, On Our
is excellent supplementary material
8p°d instructor, offering as it does,
is s V!?r’ety *n early grade material which
tnin Iltal a need, if interest is to be mainti-n.i , and heightened. The special inrouuctory priee j„ advance of publication
30 cents, postpaid.
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World of Music

THE LORENZ ANTHEM COMPETITION,
with prizes aggregating one thousand dollars, is
announced and will close February 1, 1929. Full
particulars are to be had from the Lorenz Pub¬
lishing Company, Dayton, Ohio.

culars may he^ had from ’ J

SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PRIZES
for a new National Anthem are made available by
Florence Brooks-Aten, founder of the Brooks,
Bright Foundation f
. Room 2017, 342 Madisc
enue, New York C
THE PRIZE OF ONE THOUSAND DOL¬
LARS, offered by Alfred Seligsberg, through the
Society of the Friends of Music, for a sacred or
secular cantata suitable for use by that organiza¬
tion, is again open for competition till Novem¬
ber 1, 19-29. Particulars may be had from
Richard Copley, 10 East 43rd Street, New York
$40,000 IN PRIZES are offered to American
composers. $25,000 will be given for the best
work in any form within the playing scope of
the full symphony orchestra: $10,000^and $5,000
The symphoniacZZcontest°clo14s oTSay 27 I?Si
and the popular contest on October 29, 1929.
Full particulars to be had from the Victor Talk¬
ing Machine Company, Camden, New Jersey.
This prize, altogether unprecedented in size in
the history of music, was announced at a dinner
given to the profession in New York City and
was received with great acclaim.

The Pirate’s Umbrella
1
Operetta for Boys
Bi/ Mrs. R. R. Forman
It is indeed a rare occurrence to find
an operetta for boys that has the plot-interest fun, and multitude of good tunes.
that exist in Mrs. Forman’s newest production. You will get more excited than
vou realize when Sara and Jim are captured by pirates, and how you will thrill
at the mysterious sounds that are heard on

musi.cal a"d educational standpoints, it is
equally interesting and satisfactory in all
respects. The music includes many attractive novelties and the entire material is
presented in a clear, concise and logical
manner.
.
.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 50c per copy, postpaid,

two boy^are held!1 Supervisors Id teachtw„ ,^ hovs don't miss this one. Special
5 of boys,
gg ‘centS)
advance of publicatioi
postpaid.
_
SECOND YEAR AT THE Piano
Bo John M. Williams
*
, ,
.,, , ...

Gwynne Burrows
This new book is decidedly unique, hut
those who use it will find that it is really
to composers of all ns
indispensable. There are many who at¬ prize
of $500 is offeree
tempt operatic and dramatic productions extended cor -'”
*•
s (two playwho find that there are all sorts of techthe United States. The competition closes
nieal details which must be studied or
mil 15, 1929. Particulars from the Chief of
e Music Division, Library of Congress, Washworked out. This book attempts to deal
with all of them in advance. Every de-

J?

ES5

ered by the
perform

form for solo pian
ifteen to forty-five

LlGHT OPERA PRODUCTION
For School and Community

Sk.i“L“v,S:

so well known and so P°PU
..• 6
The special introductory price in adnew work needs scarcely any introduction. ^ of'pl|blicaUon j, 60c, postpaid.
Lf book^Wves o°ff'nnd,Pboth from the
(Continued on Page 890)
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entitled Blue Ridge Idyls. This is a set
of fourth and fifth grade pieces.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60c postpaid.

teachers, students and j
The Editorial Department has its
problems in a constant search for
interesting, helpful and inspiring
material. The Advertising Departaust find revenue helping to
make possible the giving of so much
in each issue. The Circulation Department must make the good
things The Etijde has to offpr
1 then the Subscription

!
:
I
;
j,
|
i
j
|

_ .
..
. is made to those li
subscribing for the magazine.
This involves many details,
among them the sorting and routing
of wrappers so that the post office
may make delivery with dispatch.
The key clerk in the checking and
sorting of all wrappers, not only
for their proper routing, but also
to catch any imperfectly stenciled
wrappers, is Miss Lillie K. Schur.
Miss Schur is most faithful and
dependable in carrying out the j
duties devolving upon her. It '
rather unusual that we can ini
duce to our readers an individual
who has read practically every one
of the names and addresses of the
hundreds of thousands who have
subscribed to The Etude during
the last seven years.
Miss Schur joined The Etude
organization in November, 1921. I
■Prior to that, she had been three
i of the important clerilepartments of a nationally
railroad.

How to Master the Violin
By Frederick E. Hahn
Written by one of the most successful of
American violin teachers, this book places
before the pupil and teacher a wealth of
practical points gained through years of
experience both as a concert soloist and
as a teacher. Mr. Frederick E. Hahn has
written a book wherein he has given the
pupil general information pertaining to
the art of violin playing combined with
specific instructions concerning the master¬
ing of difficult points in some of the well
known works in violin literature. The
book is in no sense an instruction book.
It is much more, and will prove to be a
valuable aid both to the pupil and teacher.
The work gives valuable hints on the
practical application of the teaching prin¬
cipals as expounded by that master tech¬
nician, R. Kreutzer. Excerpts from some
of the best exercises are given with hints
concerning the points involved.
Teachers and pupils alike will welcome
this book and they will be wise to order,
at once, a copy at the special introductory
price in advance of publication of one
dollar per copy, postpaid.
Blue Ridge Idyls
Suite for the Pianoforte
By Lilt Strickland
The mountain regions of this section of
the South are still peopled very largely
by descendants of the original AngloSaxon settlers. Many of the old Folk
songs are still preserved among them and
the music reflects the rugged character of
tjie country and its inhabitants. Madam
Lily Strickland, who is a native of the
South, has idealized some of these char¬
acteristics in her new suite of piano pieces

Tunes for Little Folks
By M. L. Preston
Subscribers to The Etude are familiar
with the delightfully melodious piano com¬
positions by M. L. Preston, a writer who
has contributed frequently to the music
section of the magazine. Recently Mrs.
Preston, realizing the need for such ma¬
terial, has turned her talents to compos¬
ing little first apd second grade pieces
and to them she has brought all the charm
and beauty of melody that characterized
the compositions which have met with
such favor among piano players and
students in the intermediate grades. This
book is a collection of her recent composi¬
tions in the earlier grades that will pro¬
vide splendid study and recreation ma¬
terial. In advance of publication copies
may be ordered at the special price of
35 cents a copy, postpaid.
Studies in Musicianship
Select Studies for the Pianoforte
By Stephen Heller
In Four Books
Edited by Isidor Philipp
We take great pleasure in announcing
that Book One of this important work is
now on the press. The remaining books
will follow along as rapidly as possible.
The material used in Book One contains
a few of the very familiar studies of
Heller, but much of the material is taken
from works which are not so well known.
Some of these numbers are even more
interesting than some of the very popular
numbers extracted from Opus 46 and Opus
47. Heller was one of the really great
geniuses of the piano.
Isidor Philipp
was one of his favorite pupils and no one
is better equipped for the selection and
preparation of a work of this character.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60c for each
volume, postpaid.
Algerian Dances
Suite for the Pianoforte
By R. S. Stoughton
An important department of musical
composition today is that devoted to the
production of music suited for dancing
purposes. It is a further development of
the Ballet Music of older times. Mr. R.
S. Stoughton, who is well known through
his many charming organ and piano pieces
and songs, has produced a suite which was
originally prepared for Ruth St. Denis.
This is one of the finest works that we
have seen suitable for dancing in the
Oriental style.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60c postpaid.
Soldiers of Christ
Sacred Cantata
By Philip Greely
It is one of the axioms of life that
monotony is unendurable. In every age
—especially this one—novelties are therefore sought, to lend variety and vitality
to all lines of activity. Choirmasters wiil
rejoice with us that Philip Greelv has
written, in Soldiers of Christ, a clntata
that is not only excellent and stirring
music, but entirely novel in everv way as
well. It can be used at any time during
the church season, and, best of all, it is
brilliant in effect while easy to perform.
Single copies may be ordered at the special advance of publication price, 20 cents
postpaid.
1

is a setting of the well known poem by
Oliver Wendell Holmes. Single copies
may be ordered in advance of publication
The Shepherd
Musical Play
By Mathiude Bilbro
Mathilde Bilbro is nationally known as
one of our most successful musical educa¬
tionalists, her instructive piano pieces be¬
ing very widely used to supplement the
various methods of teaching the earl}
grades. But Miss Bilbro does not stop
here: her more advanced piano composi¬
tions are works of extreme delight and
fine workmanship, and every now and
then she finds an opportunity to write an
attractive little musical play like The
Shepherd. This play is in three acts, can
be performed by children of almost any
age, and is distinctly easy to “put on.’’
The excellent libretto, based on two of
Aesop’s fables, is matched with bright,
alluring music—and dancing may be in¬
terspersed throughout the play with good
effect. Single copies may be ordered at
the advance of publication price, 35 cents,
postpaid.

Advance of Publication

Concert Orchestra Folio
This new Concert Orchestra Folio,
being somewhat a development from our
very successful Senior Orchestra Book will
be along similar lines, although rather
more advanced. The pieces will be of a
more brilliant character. Such important
numbers as “Hungary” by Koelling, “Air
de Ballet” by Drigo, “Valse Moderne” by
Stoughton, “Prelude” by Vodorinski,
“Playing Soldiers” by Jessel, “Overture
Comique” by Sartorio, and others will be
included in the Concert Orchestra Folio
in arrangements that will be showy and
playable. • The grade of difficulty of this
work will not place it beyond the reach
of the well trained High School Orchestra,
the instrumentation being the same as that
of our other orchestra books.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is fifteen cents (15c)
per copy for the various parts and thirty
cents (30c) for the piano accompaniment.
Sonatina*
For the Pipe Organ
By James H. Rogers
In the forefront of American composers
is James Hotchkiss Rogers, noted Cleve¬
land organist, composer, critic and teacher.
His writings are in all forms, but he is
just a trifle more at home in organ music
than in any other type, we suspect. Re¬
cently one of the leading music schools
of the Middle West inaugurated in its or¬
gan department a course solely on the
organ writings of this composer.
Like Mr. Rogers’ earlier and delightful
Miniature Suite for the Organ, this Sona¬
tina is appealing and musicianly, without
being too difficult for the average player.
It comprises three movements, all of which
are splendidly original and worth-while.
The advance of publication price on this
number is 40 cents, postpaid.

__ rp
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To A Katydid
““ W,1I appeal to the instrumentalist
Cantata for Childre
of average ability.
By Carl Bu
The special introductory price in adThis . a work by a celebrated writer
publication is seventy-five cents
•an safelv
safely recommend to sclinnl
school " *
supervisors and all those having children's
Unfinished Symphony
choruses in charge. It may be sung in
two-part harmony, the vocal range of each
Piano Solo
part being within a limited compass, or
By Franz Schubert
by adding the alto part it may be per¬
formed as a three-part chorus. The
Advertisement

the etude
Concertinos No. 1 and No. 2,
Violin and Piano
By F. Seitz
As an introduction to the larger forms
of violin composition, there is no better
material than these two Concertinos. They
give the pupil at a very early stage of his
training excellent experience in playing
pieces written in the style of the Concerto.
The Concertino No % in O, Opus 13, may
be played by a pupil still in first position,
while Concertino No. 1 in D, Opus 15, may
be taken up when when the pupil has
learned to play in the third position. Both
of these numbers make effective solos for
the student recital. Our new editions will
show the same care in editing as has been
given to other recent additions to the
Presser Collection,
The special introductory price for either
Concertino is thirty-five cents (35rc) per
copy, or sixty cents (60c) for both, post¬
paid.

wby the foremost orchestras, is this monu¬
mental work of Franz Schubert. With the
Beethoven Fifth and the Tschaikowsky
Sixth (Pathetique) it probably appears
more frequently on request programs than
do any other symphonic works.
This Unfinished Symphony, or Sym¬
phony in B minor, lends itself to piano
solo arrangement better than any of the
great symphonies and a satisfactory per¬
formance is not beyond the capabilities of
the average student in the upper inter¬
mediate grades. School teachers, who use
this work in teaching music appreciation,
may be interested in knowing of its forth¬
coming publication in this convenient ar¬
rangement. The advance of publication
cash price is 30 cents a copy, postpaid.
Viola, Cello and Bass Parts
to Lehrer’s Ensemble Method
By Will H. Bryant
In view of the tendency of today, espe¬
cially in the schools, to teach the orchestral
instruments in groups, the publication of
this new work is very timely. Mr. Lehrer’s
Ensemble Method for the Violin has been
on the market for some years and has been
used with very great success in class
violin teaching. In this book each short
study or piece, right from the very begin¬
ning, is written in three parts so that the
members of the class may divide up >a
groups and alternate in these parts. As
an amplification of this idea, Mr. Will »■
Bryant has written additional parts to this
method for violin, cello and bass. Any
oae> or all three, of these may be added 0
the original three violin parts.
_
,
The special introductory price in a“'
vance of publication for each part is
postpaid.
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Magazines Make Splendid Christmas Gifts
There is no more acceptable gift than a year’s subscription to a good magazine.
Below you will find a combination of the best magazines published at decided savings
when a year’s subscription to The Etude Music Magazine is included. You can
order a club or combination and have the magazine sent to different addresses.
Mention specifically if they are intended as Christmas gifts and an appropriate card
bearing your name and good wishes will be sent to the recipient. Subscriptions need
not begin until Christmas, if you will so advise. Coming every month regularly, a
subscription for a fine magazine is a permanent reminder of your thoughtfulness and
friendship.

Save Money! Order a Club Today!
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 J
McCALL’S . 1.00 1

>$2.35

Regular price .$3.00J^ Save 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00-11 Both
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
PICTORIAL REVIEW . 1.00 I
MODERN PRISCILLA ... .. 2.00
$2.40 PICTORIAL
REVIEW . 1.00 $4.00
Regular price.$3.00.1 Save 60c
Regular price .$5.00 J Save $1.00
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,001, Both
CHRISTIAN HERALD . 2.00 I
ETUDE
MUSIC
MAGAZINE.$2.00^1 Both
>$2.85 DELINEATOR .
1.00 1
>$2.75
Regular price .$4.00 J
Save 25c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,001 Both
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.50 (
MUSIC MAGAZINE..$2.00')1 Both
$2.25 ETUDE
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION.. 1.00 I $2.75
Regular price .$2.50/ Save 25c
Regular price .$3.00 jI Save 25c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,001
YOUTH’S COMPANION. 2.00 I
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,00 1, Both
>$3.25 FARM
AND FIRESIDE.25 \>$2.10
Regular price .$4.00 ) Save 75c
Regular pries .$2.25 11 Save 15c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,00 1
GOLDEN BOOK . 3.00 (
MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
>$4.75 ETUDE
JUNIOR HOME MAGAZINE.... „ 2.50 143.25
Regular price .$5.00 > Save 25c
Regular price .$4.50 JISave $1.25
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,00 1 Both
COLLIER’S NAT’L WEEKLY.... 2.00 I
MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2,001
$3.50 ETUDE
All
YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 1
Regular price .$4.00 I Save 50c BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS .60
$3.90
..,-.00') Both
Regular price .$4.60 JISave 70c
■±££>$3.75 ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")1 Both
,..$5.00 J Sa
OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS. 1.00 I
$2.35
ETUDE music magazine. ... .$2.00-) Both
Regular price .$3.00 J(Save 65c
CHILD LIFE .
■±££>$3.85 ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
All
■ $5.00 J Save $1.15 YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 |
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.50 >$3.80
..$2.00-) Both

Offers Withdrawn
The following works which have been
offered at special pre-publication prices
are now published and the special price
has been withdrawn. A brief description
and the retail price of each volume is
here given:
,
New York Singing Teachers’ Associa¬
tion: Its Story. A history of this famous
organization that every teacher and stu¬
dent of singing should be glad to own.
Price, $2.50.
What livery Piano Pupil Should Know.
By Clarence G. Hamilton. This book of
precepts should be placed in the hands of
every piano student. Professor Hamilton,
whose scholarly conduct of the Teachers’
Round Table is familiar to all Etudf.
••±££>$4.00
readers, presents here a work, the result
,.$5.00 J Save <1.0
of wide experience, that should prove of
great benefit to everyone interested in the
$3.00
study of the piano. Price, $2.00.
.. $4.00 J Saw $1.00
Little Study Pieces in the Classic Forms.
By Fannie Reed Hammond. Very easy, ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 ,
original compositions in the style of the PATHFINDEE . 1.00 k^2.35
Regular price .$3.00 J Save 6Sc
classic masters, each accompanied by a
description and a history of the form.
Price, 90 cents.
$3.00
Part Songs for Soprano, Alto and Bass
Voices, or S. A. B. Choruses as school
teachers and music supervisors call them,
••±££>$3.50
are usually most effective when used in
. . $4.00 J Save 50c
Junior High School or the lower grades
of Senior High. The melody is usually in
•±££ >$4.25
the bass, thus giving the heavier voices of
..$4.50. the boys an opportunity to predominate,
3AZINE.$2.00-) Both
the upper parts, sung by the treble voices,
EWS.±± >$4.7J
filling in the harmonies. There is a
.$6,00 JSaye $12
steadily increasing demand for a work of
this kind. Price, 75 cents.
..$2.00-) Both

Now is

■■±22 $4.0

... $5.00 J Saw $1.

the Time to Enter the

Etude Prize Contest
The European Musical Tour Prize Con¬
test is now in full swing. Enthusiasm is at
concert pitch. See announcement in this
issue of The Etude. Write to us for more
complete details and material. Every sub¬
scription must be new and remitted for at
the full subscription price, $2.00. If you
are not the fortunate one to go abroad,
there are other splendid rewards which
are well worth trying for. There are no
blanks in this contest. Every contestant
not getting into the grand prize class will
receive substantial cash payment for each
subscription secured. You will be de¬
lighted with your reward when the contest
closes next April.
Don’t delay—write to-day.
Fine Merchandise for New
Subscriptions
Do as, mai)y<i‘ other music lovers have
done in past years; without one cent cash
outlay, make Christmas gifts to those
friends whom you wish to remember, by
securing new subscriptions to The Etude
Music Magazine.
Simply collect $2.00 for a year’s sub¬
scription and send to us with your choice
°f premium.
. Drop us a post card for descriptive
circular showing all gifts. They are well
w°rth the small effort which it takes to
secure them.

Caution!

Beware of

Swindlers

(Continued from page 838)
announcement and the development of
thematic material.
On side three the
piano again assumes the position of an
instrumental background while a solo
cello pours forth a song-like development
of the original melody. This part sug¬
gests the regular slow movement of a
concerto. Side four opens with a cadenza
for piano and then leads into what might
be considered the last movement of the
work. “From this point onward,” writes
Mr. Apthorp, “the concerto is one un¬
broken series of kaleidoscopic effects of
the most brilliant and ever-changing de¬
scription; of musical form, of musical
coherence, even, there is less and less. It
is as if some magician in some, huge cave,
the walls of which were coveted with
glistening stalactites and flashing jewels,
were revealing his fill of all the wonders
of color, brilliancy and dazzling light that
his wand could command.”
Among recent orchestral discs sev¬
eral which the Victor Company has re¬
leased the writer wishes to recommend
to the attention of his readers. Gabrilowitsch leading the Detroit Symphony
made an auspicious debut as a conductor in
Chabrier’s wholly delightful Rhapsody,
Espana, on disc number 1337. Leo Blech
and the Berlin State Opera Orchestra
give a splendid performance of the over¬
ture from Wagner’s “Flying Dutchman”
on disc number 59010. Lovers of modern
music should welcome an excellent re¬
cording of Honegger’s orchestral travesty
on an American super-locomotive, which
he terms Pacific 231. It is played by an
unnamed French Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Piero Coppola, and
may be found on Victor disc number 59011.
Blech has also recorded Berlioz’s tuneful
Roman Carnival Overture, Victor disc
number 9207, as well as the Overture to
Beethoven’s only opera, “Fidelio,” on disc
number 81257. Both of the latter are fine
examples of modern symphonic recording.

Regular price .$4.50 J! Save 70c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
All
McCALL’S . 1.00 1
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. . 1.00 $3.35
Regular price .$4.00JISave 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00"
McCALL’S . 1.00 11 All
YOUTH’S COMPANION . 2.00 $4.00
Regular price .$5.00,1 Save $1.00
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
Me CALL’S . 1.00
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS .00 > $2^90
Regular price .$3.60 j) Save 70c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 1
McOALL’S .1.00 1
Musical cBoo\s ‘Reviewed
CHRISTIAN HERALD . 2.00 '$4.10
Regular price .$5.00 J1 Save 90c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00")
McCALL’S .7.. 1.00 | All
MODERN PRISCILLA ., 2.00 >$3.85 Oglevee. Music by Rev. William G. Oglev^„,
D.D. and Donovan W. Oglevee. Sixty-four
Regular price .$5.00 JISave $1.15 pages are included in this cloth-bound volume.
The publishers are The Vaile Company, and
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00 j
the price. $1.00.
McOALL’S . 1.00 | All
PATHFINDER . 1.00 $3.25
One must needs become very simple and
very sincere to describe a book such as this—
Regular price .$4.00 JISave 75c a collection of children’s religious songs where
word and note are as intimately related as a
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...
meadow-brook and bed. Children are taught
to reverence God’s house, to hand in their
$2.80 offering, to welcome new members and to
thank God for His gifts—all through the me¬

Statement Made in Compliance with
the Act of Congress of
August 24, 1912
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Master Discs

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., of
The Etude, published monthly at Philailel1912 Pa"’ requIred by the act of Avgust 24,
Editor—James Francis Cooke, Philadelphia.
Managing Editor—None.
Business Manager—2Vo«e.
Publisher—Theodore Presser Co., PhiladclOwners.
Theodore Presser Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
■ itc of Theodore Presser, Philadelphia, Pa.

Beware of swindlers posing as magazine
subscription agents. Pay no money to
strangers. Sign no contracts unless you
carefully read them. Do not enter into
any contract unless you are willing per¬
sonally to take the responsibility for the
loss of any money paid. We cannot be
responsible for the work of crooks who
use the canvass “that they are getting
credits for each subscription to pay for
a college tuition.” Look out for the fake
“world war veteran.” Accept no story
no matter how plausible it may seem. We
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
are constantly in receipt of complaints
{Signed)
D. W. Bxxks, Treas.
from every section of the country where
S.Worn and subscribed beforp me this 1st
our musical friends have paid money and day of October, 1928.
are wondering why they have not received ( seal)
John E. Thomas.
their magazines.
(My commission expires March 7, 1929.)

dium of song. Especially welcome will be
the action songs and songs for special events.
Explanations are given, also, with every
tune—guidemarks that point the way to sin¬
cere and full expression of the words.
Throughout, the goal is child-like simplicity.
These are songs that will stay in the chil¬
dren's thoughts all through the week—songs
that mothers will soon learn from their chil¬
dren’s lips and that playmates will repeat.
These are songs that will find their way into
every land and into the hearts of all who
love beautiful and holy things.

The Roads of Melody: My Story. By Carrie
Jacobs-Bond. Two hundred and twenty-four
pages. Cloth bound. Contains thirty very
handsome illustrations taken from the family
album belonging to Mrs. Bond. Published by
D. Appleton & Co. - Price; $2.00.
When the skies are overcast and you feel
down-hearted or discouraged, that is the time
to read this book. The successful struggle
of a courageous woman to make a living for
herself and her young son enhances the true
beauty of her many pieces with which we are
all so familiar. Here we learn the “why”
of The End of a Perfect Day. Hand in hand
with the woman who dreamed of and finally
realized “The Bond Shop,” we come to the
“end of the road” where again she fulfills
her dream by writing and planning in “Nesto-rest ” or, as she also calls it, “A Cottage
In God's Garden.”
Magazine Catalog
The new magazine catalog, now ready,
shows the best magazines published in at¬
tractive combinations with the Etude Mu¬
sic Magazine. A postcard will bring copy.
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Let The Etude Help Solve Your Gift Problem
—and Save You Money This Christmas!
Win These Splendid Articles By Taking Orders for THE ETUDE in Your Spare Time
NEW BON BON DISH
Remember all your friends with fine gifts this CHRISTMAS
—absolutely without cost or obligation to you. Just secure
adequate NEW subscriptions for THE ETUDE from your
musical acquaintances, send the orders direct to us with full
payment and we will promptly forward the premiums you
desire. You can easily and quickly win these awards. Begin
NOW and make this CHRISTMAS the best ever! Write for
complete list of awards. (Your own subscription does not

I Appropriate Musical Gifts for Christmas 1
Music Rolls
and

Satchels

Musical Jewelry Gift Suggestions
Those planning to give musical jewelry novelties as Christmas gifts will
do well to place their orders as early as possible to insure delivery before
Christmas.
MOTTO BAR PINS

Violin Outfits
f '

SPECIAL COMBINATIONS
At Low Prices for Christmas
Giving
These outfits^ may be had in %, 54

Outfit No. 1—Violin
Stradivarius. Holidaj
Brown shaded, high
maple back, sides an
Silver . $0.70
Silver, Gold Plated.70

Gilding Metal, Gold Finish.. $0.30
Gilding Metal, Silver Finish.
.30

WINGED HARP
Prize, Class, Club or Choir Pin

LYRE AND WREATH
Prize, Class, Club or Choir Pin

Case: Imitation Keratol,

7 7 f w&m

Clasp Pin
Clasp Pin
Clasp Pi
No, 14
No. 15
No. 16
Stick Pin
Stick Pin
Stick Pin
No. 34
No. 35
No. 36
How to Order—Under the illustrations ;
the letters you should write after eacl
that numbers 18, 38, 15 and 35 have

52.00
E—Silver Dipped Clasp Pin.$0.30

Miscellaneous Gifts

f

LYRE PIN
Clasp Pin—No. 20
Stick Pin—No. 40

NOVELTY MOTTO PINS

ill"-

even grained spruce top, genuine Madathroughout highest grade;’tone is of very
sweet and^sympathetic quality, with ample
Bow;UIWe1" balance^ Brazil woid, VEbony
frog, german silver lined; whalebone grip.
Case: Fine Keratol, nickel clasps and lock,
substantial. Balance of outfit consists of
best rosiri. Ebony mute. Poehland shoulder
pad, chin rest, E string adjuster, extra
set fine Italian strings.
Outfit No. 3—Violin, a beautiful Guarnerius
Model.
Holiday Cash Price, $50.00.
back, s

Bow: A genuine Pernam
silver^ trimmed, either

"A—10 k. Gold..
"B—Sterling Silver
'C—Gold Filled .

SPECIAL LEADER’S ORCHESTRA
STAND
Large adjustable oak desk, heavy non• m? oft 011 kase> rods and tube. $3.50

Outfit No. 2—A Stradivarius Model Violin.
Holiday Cash Price, $30.00.
Goldenred i color,^ beautiful ^gloss finish, fine

Case: Beautiful leather,
ver plated catches an
Balance of • this autfi
Etude rosin, Ebony
justable shoulder pad,

iifsyfs.

B”£>r
NOVEL PACKETS OF SMALL PORTRAITS

Complete Catalog Sent Upon Request

Theodore Presser Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

“Ho,yo,to,hoi Ho,yo,to,ho!” . . . They ride like demon

Not only "The Ride of the Valkyries,” but virtually

women through the skies. Thunders roll from the hoofs

the entire opera is now available on Red Seal Records,

madly coursing, and lightnings trace the passage of their

specially recorded in Europe by leading Wagnerian art¬

shields. . . . Swifter than wind they ride, their pale hair

ists, with full operatic choruses and orchestras. This set,

streaming, and their cries ring wildly from the flying

contained in two albums, enables music-lovers for the

clouds. . . . “Ho,yo,to,ho! Hei-aha! Ho,yo!”

first time to hear “Die Walkiire" in their homes exactly

The orchestral prelude known as “The Ride of the

as they would hear it on the stage.

Valkyries/’ with which Wagner introduced the third act

The treasury of the world’s great music, the talent of

of “Die Walkiire,” is one of the most extraordinary feats

the foremost artists and orchestras, are always yours to

of tone-painting ever accomplished. It teems with

enjoy on Victor Red Seal Records. They give you, through

rhythm and color. . . . One can hear the drum of racing

the Orthophonic method of recording, the perfect, satis¬

hoofs, the neighing of horses, the shriek of wind, the sky-

fying performance. . . . Had they give it to you in the

maidens’ savage shouts. . ■. . One sees their spears and

privacy and comjort of your own home.

winged helmets, their flashing eyes. . . .

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY, CAMDEN, N. J., U.S.A.

VICTOR Retl Seal RECORDS

